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The Advantages Of lSMART'
Imagine ror a moment, a soldier in an urban environment wearing
nighrvision goggles incorporating new technology that paints an image
on the soldier' retina. As he looks around, the image changes. He
realizes b is cut offbum his unit and pinned down hya bidden sniper.
He needs only 15 seconds of discraction to ger away. Reacrung down
to a small unit scrapped to his side, he punches a lew keys and rhe unir
emirs a signal thar is aauaIly an audio decoy. The idea is [0 1001 rhe
sniper into rhinking the soldier is somewhere else. Only ir doesn't
work. Or ar least that is the feedback bum rhe virruaJ reality simulation
in which rhe soldier is partidparing.
This vignette is one example ofhow we in rhe acquisition community
will use Simulation and Modeling ror Acquisition, Requiremenrs and
1l:aining (SMAR'I) [0 give the 21sr cenrwy soldier more protection,
more relevant information, and more lerhality than ever before. The
capabilities we will gain in the nen few years to simulate technology,
scenarios, and environmenrs will yield multiple benefirs [0 our soldiers.
Simulation also offers us the potential ror substantial savings.
SMART is a strategy thaI uses simulation [0 evolve a weapon system
bum concept [0 design, [0 test, to production, [0 rraining, and ultimarely
to rhe field Ofcourse, we do these things now. We do them sequentially.
Whal is different about SMART versus how we conduct these activi.ties
today is thar aspects of each will be carried out simulraneously. Through
modeling and simulation, we have a medium in which [0 ask [Ough
questions early on and con.tinuously. ~ will no longer rely solely on a
hardware prototype to give us the information we need [0 make sound
decisions. And, because we are not timited by hardware, our trade space
will remain wide open. I don't mean just our design rrade space, bUl also
how we will develop doctrine ror new or upgrnded equipmenr and how
we will £rain our soldiers to use £hat equipment.
SMART can be employed at rhe very beginning of the requiremenrs
process. Using simulation, we can, ror example, explore rhe
advanrages thar technology can deliver [0 a tight infantry brigade. Whal
pieces of equipmenl will be required? What will rhey do? In
simulations, we are not bound by reality; rheref.Ore, we can propose
capabitities rhar do not yet exist, model them, and then sit down and
put the proposed equipment rhrough irs paces. From this, we can
reline our requiremenrs.
Once we know rhese requiremenrs, we can creare a virruaJ prototype
thar incorporates aetuaJ technological capabilities and, again using
simulation, we can exercise the prorotype to assess irs performance and
impact on rhe battlefield. If perf.Ormance and impact on the battlefield
are not adequate, we can make changes to the design when it's least
expensive and still have at our disposal maximum opportunity ror
exploring other innovative solutions.
imultaneously, while we are refining and designing our equipment
to meer perf.Oanance requiremenrs, we can leverage many of the same

simulations to develop the doctrine and racties for employing the
proposed piece of equipment as well as develop rraining techniques.
Herein lies one of the mosr fundamenra! and powerful aspects of
SMART. We are no longer bound by a tinear process. Simulation can
give us an "aU-encompassing view" of the interrelated aspects of the
proposed system. With simulation, we have rhe luxury ro "build a tittle,
test a little." That's what SMART will provide, th flexibility and the
opportunity to explore aU the attributes of the developing system.
These attributes include not only the sysrem's performance, but
associaled docrrine, produdbility aspectS, maintenance aspectS,
suppottabiliLy, and £raining.
SMART is also imponanr to our efforrs to improve our ability 10 prove
out and test designs and systems integration At present, test design,
planning, and rehea.tsal are limited because of rhe time and cost
inherent in tive lest and ev-d1uation. As weapon systems increase in cost
and letbatiLy, some attributes of sysrems are better tested in simulation
because of aJfordability or safety isSUes.
Using modeling and simulation in accordance with our SMART vision
gives Anny program managers greater flexibility in managing cost,
schedule, and perfonnance. Cutting cycle lime is hard to do, but it can
be done. The "big three" autom......er.; reduced from 5 years to 3 years
the time needed to proceed bum concept approvaJ ro production. In
another example dose ro home, it took 38 Sikorsky drafters 6 months
to come up with working drawings for the Super Stallion's outSide
contours. Using Compuler Aided Design, il rook one engineer 1
month to accomplish the same rask ror rhe Comanche helicopter.
SMART will take this a Step further. It will fi:x:us nor only on cyde time,
but on how the requiremenrs are generated and how our soldiers can
£rain on new or upgraded systems. This focused efforr will help to
drive cosrs down.
SMART is a coocept that begins ro harness the power of rhe digira!
information age. Through modeling and simulation, the Anny
community gains an "electronic agility" never bef.Ore available to us.
We can now visualize the effectiveness of a SYSlem as we wrire irs
requiremenrs. The ultimare execution of SMART, as described in the
vignette of the soldier and the audio decoy, offers the acquisition
community an effective means of engaging rhe soldier direetly in rile
acquisition process. Instead of learning lessons the bard way, 00 tara!
battlegrounds like Mogadishu, rhe soldier in rhe vignette can develop
insighrs into whether equipment designs need to be m0di.6ed or
changes in racties are necessary, or both. The application ofSMART will
change our thinking, will cerrainly have a major impact on our future
milirary capabilities, and will provide the means [0 field an Anny After
Next unmatched in capability.

Paul J. Hoeper
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ABOUT THE COVER
Simulation and Modeling for Acquisition, Requirements and Training-eommonly
known as SMART-is an initiative to integrate modeling and simulation into the
materiel acquisition process. The goals are to reduce the time required to field
systems, reduce total ownership costs, and increase the military utility of fielded
systems.

INTERVIEW WITH PAUL J. HOEPER
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
FOR ACQUISITION,
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Interviewed by Army RD&A Editor-in-Chief Harvey Bleicher
Army RD&A: What would you like to accomplish during your
tenU1'e as the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition,
Logistics and Technology (ASA(ALT)?
Hoeper: The key thing mat every ASA(ALT) needs to accompli h is
to provide soldiers the weapons and materials they need. As 1 noted
in my swearing-in speech, our job is to supply the soldiers with what
mey need to get to the fight quickly, wi.n decisively, and come back
alive. I am serving as the ASA(AU) during an interesting time,
because as we tran ition to a differenr type of Anny, we have new
types of opeC"dtionaJ requirements. The WdY me Atmy operates now
changes both our acquisition requirements and where we must fill
the pipeline. This impacts our entire bu ine s process and our
approadl to doing business. In pan, what l'd like to accomplish i
to change those things in our business process that are required to
meet furure Atmy operational needs.
AI7I1Y RD&A: What qualillcations do you bring to this
position tlIat you feel will be of greatest benefit in ach1eving
your objectives?
Hoeper: I believe that every executive muSt be able to manage
and lead. In addition, 000 acquisition executives must unden.-mnd
OOD busin s processes bec3use the acquisition business can be
very difficult. My dad was in acquisition for the Air Force and I grew
up hearing about acquisition around the
dinner table. Actually, rve been interested
in mililll.ry a quisition all my life.
Army RD&A:
Having served in
government, industry, and academia,
do you tb.i.n.k there is a common
denominator for success regardless of
where you are?
Hoeper: Most ucce CuI people are
probably successful because they combine
different factOrs. However, J don't think
there's anyone fommla thac works for
every person. [believe that an active mind
is the most likely common denominator.
My predecessor, Gilbert F. Decker, is a
terri.fic guy with a very active mind, but
somebody wim completely different skills
and experiences from mine; yet he is
certainly very successful. I hope that I wiil
be as succes ful in this position as Gil.
Al7ny RD&A: What priority do you
place on career development programs
for the Army Acquisition Corps?
Hoeper: The decisions I make for the
workforce are reaUy the most important
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decisions I make as a manager. By assigning the right people to the
right positions, managers acrually determine how successful the
future is going to be. In fact, one of our best ways co accomplish
this i to develop the people who are currently in ti,e sy tem. We
need co look at the available opportunities and make sure that the
right people are placed in the right jobs because they will be he
long after many of us are gone. I think mat the most importan[.
decisions that any acquisition executive makes are human resource
decisions-and career development is a big pan of d,at.
Army RD&A: In view of the continuing DOD downsizing
effort and, consequently, the hrinking pool of Defense"
contractors, what .initiatives are necessary to promote
competition and prevent materiel costs from skyrocketing?"
Hoeper: That'S a tough question. 1 want to emphasize though,
tllat most of our programs are not dependent on a ingle supplier.
There is a lot of pretty gcxxl competition. \~-e've had numerous
economic tudies and, empirically, these studies indicate that two
independent competitors are adequate to achieve effective
competition. We are in that situation right now.
A fuirly shon-renn problem mough is ,'erCical integration. This is
where one company buys other companies and the result is tha$
one company makes a lot of the components and subcomponents
of me finished product. In this scenariO,
some critical components, ubsysterns, Or
subcomponents may be produced as the
result of inadequate competition.
However, I do believe this is a very shortterm problem and that most of the vertica.!
integr'dtion will go away over time. But
rigllt now, we need to keep all eye on that
situation.
AnllY RD&A: So it's an issue that's
been around for a while?
Hoeper: Yes, although it's been tough
recently because we have had so many big
mergers. For e.xample, one com pan
might buy ti,e only twO suppliers of a
particular type of photo-optical e1ectri
component. We usually deal with this
problem during the merger process. I
fact, the Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSD) reviC\ mergers and sometim
concludes that they inllibit competition
OSD might then request the parent
company to use particular techniques to
maintain a competitive environment.
There are mechanisms in place to ens
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• competirion, and I believe they are working well.
_ Anny RD&A:
Modernization through spares (MTS) is
currently a very important initiative in the acquisition
community. What is MTS and what do you believe it will do
for the Army?
Hoeper: I d1ink it is one of the best ways to ensure thar our
,. currem vehides and components are comparible wirh the Army
After Next In other words, MTS allows us to modernize our
-currenr vehides 0 thai they work well with the vehicles we are
going ro buy in rhe furure.
• \Ve are acrually incorporating MT concepts in planning for our
• furure acquisitions. One of these concepts is called open
ard1irecrure. lr is where we cry to keep the architecture of a system
• open SO thar "brain transplants" and other revisions can be made.
Ln the past, this option was nor available and rechnologie did nor
ecessarily ftcilitate use of MTS. We rill have a lor of equipmem
that may not lend itself to MTS. However, MTS is one of our key
methods for keeping the force modem and keeping our current
vehicles interoperable with d1e vehicles we plan to field between
now and the Army After ext. We need to do more of ir.
Anny RD&A: The Army has a number of acquisition reform
initiatives underway. Could you address those initiatives that
.. you believe offer the greatest potential for improving the way
the Army carries out its acquisition process?
• Hoeper: When I was in OSD, we looked at the variou Services
and compared them wid1 earn other. I had a lot of involvement
with acquisition reform efforts when I served on the Acquisition
Reform Task Force and the Defense Science Board. Ye-MS ago.
when we initially began looking ar acquisition reform, we be~eved
.. the Army was far behind in its reform efforts. But dUring my last
y=r in OSD, 1 realized d1at the Army had really leapfrogged over
the other Services.
• We have implemented acquisition refonn effons SUd1 as MTS
and Value Engineering Change Proposals (VECPs) extremely well.
In faCt, we're getting a lot of value out of VECPs because of
improvements to that program.
• Additionally, a larger elfon is Fast Track. The Fasr Track
involvement with the f'Urure cout Cavalry Sysrem (FSCS)/fmcer is
a tremendous example of acquisition reform because ir provides a
murn fu.srer way ro go from an S&T program to a lidded s)'srem.
We can probably cur 4 years off the avemge acquisition cyde by
using the Fasr Track approarn. For exan1ple, if the total effon for
.the FSCS/Iracer is 12 years, we could probably reduce it to 8 years
by using the Fast Track approarn. The Fast Track approach is really
nnovative. Anomer big Army acquisition refom1 effon is the
w.ufigbting Rapid Acquisition Program (WRAP).
. ..
I want to emphasize that, in addition to the large acqUISllJon
reform elfons, there are numerous smaller effons. People tend to
look only at the big on s and assume that only someone of great
"genius can make a contribution. 1bat's not the case.
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The smaller effons often result from average people just crying ro
do a little better everyday. If someone makes an 8 or 10 percenr
improvement in their work, and JUSt keep doing d1at every year,
they make a lor of headway. As I nored in some of my speeches,
w.uren Buffett didn't become America's greatest investor by buying
a lot of companies and hitting home ruru; in the tock market. He
became America' greatesr investor by consistendy getting a little bit
bener rerum than everyone else.
I've hi~ghted a couple of our big acquisition reform effons surn
as Fasr Track and WRAP, but I think me maIler efforts are really
going ro payoff as well. Just because someone isn't involved \vith
the bigger programs doesn't mean mer still can't do something for
acquisition reform; it's jusr a matter of figuring out how to do a job
a ~tt1e bit bener this year than last year. That'S how we'll get me
most benefit for the Army and the Deparunent of Defense.
Anny RD&A: Some people contend that with former Secretary
of Defense Perry's departure the push for total and complete
acquisition reform bas subsided. What is your opinion?
Hoeper: I was privileged ro work with Secrerary Williamj. Perry and
his team-Paul G. Kaminski Ifonner Under Secrerary of Defense for
Acquisition <md Technology] and R. Noel Longuemare [fonner
Principal Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Ternnologyl-and u1ey were all great people who did great work.
The current Under Secretary of Defen e for Acquisirion and
Technology Dr. .Iacqu s S. Gansler is also doing great work. I feel
every bit as pushed by Dr. Gansler as l was by Kaminski and
Longuemare. I really mink d13l Dr. Gill1sler is going to make some
important gains. He's tr)'ing to determine how our Defense
Depanmem can gain access to the total industrial base rhat's available,
and he's using acquisition refoffi1 to help him acl1ieve that goal.
A17t1y RD&A: What are your thoughts on privatization and
outsourcing?
Hoeper: To get me best systems for our soldiers, and me best
Army for America, we must use whatever organization is most
capable of providing what we need. At tin1es that's going to be a
private company, and at orher time, depending on the
requirem nts, it will be a government organization.
AnllY RD&A: How would you assess the quality ofpersonnel
in the Army Acquisition Workforce?
Hoeper: I rhink ir's ftbulous. The people I work with directly are
rop-lligbr minkers and managers; they are a1rruistic and provide an
extraordinary value to America. Additionally, me people I meet in
the field, "110 I don't work with daily, have many of mese san1e
qualities. I think this is the resulr ofthe great leadership in d1e Army
mat penneates our acquisition community. l can tell you widl all
sincerity, I mink mis is a great organization.
You can go anywhere-to the PEO , to d1e conunands, or to
Europe, and )'ou will see top-Bight people who are thoughtful,
diligem, and cn.>arive.
When you ger into mese senior-level positions, panicularly as me
Army Acquisition E.xecutive, no one ever comes ro you with a lot of
go<xl-news stories. All the e3S')' things are solved by me people
below you. By d1e time someming gelS to my office, it'S a big
problem. It can be very liusu-..ring to work on that problem, but the
qualley ofme people Iwork with certainly makes my job murn easier.
Anny RD&A: You recently stated that ma.ximizing operational
capabilities in the digital battlespace is oue of your highest
priorities. How do you plan to achieve this, and bow is the
Army's overall plan for digitization progressing?
!:Ioeper: Of course, it's nor necessarily my priority be<.'3use I take
my lead from the Army Chief of Staff. The Chief says this is what the
Army needs, and my job is to provide the equipment ro make that
happen.
There are some interesting changes to maximize our operational
capabilities. We used to view equipment in terms of platforms, and
talk about one platform in relation to another. In other words,
we'd talk about a tank in relation to anOd1er tank and maybe an
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aaack helicopter in relation to an oppo ing attack helicopter. It
was a very platform·based approach and we used a platform·based
acquisition strategy (this tank's getting old so go look for the next
tank, or this helicopter's getting old so replace its platform).
We're now moving to a more capabilities-based approach where
we look across all the platforms and say, "Here's the capability we
want in the banle space. How does our whole system of platforms
and our whole system of communication systems create that
capability?" That's what digitization is really about. I['s somewhat
new but, for the first time, we're looking at capabilities that are
provided by the interrelationships among the systems. ~'re
basically doing that by working with, or through, tl1e Anny
Experimental Campaign Plan and then saying here's what we can
use from this system and this experiment. I think we're going to
have a chance to go even further with that.
This issue of Anny RD&A is largely devoted to Simulation and
Modeling for Acquisition, Requirements and Training (SMART).
MART allows us to inregrate many concepts in1Ultaneously and
explore requirements concurrently with system design,
technology insertion, logistics, training, and so on. Basically, we
say, "Here's what we think we want. Let's sin1Ulate it, and then let's
start using it" We can explore the implications of using our
sy terns in tandem with one another to accomplish a mission
without actually exercising all the live systems at a training center.
Because we conduct these ass sments vittually, we can explore
thousands of scenario by changing the attributes of our existing
and future systems. We may discover new ways to incorporate
Second Gener'<ltion Forward Looking Infrared across our aircraft,
artillery, and armor system platforms to increase operational
effectiveness. Using SMART, we can afford to gather all the data
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needed [0 discover new and bener ways to exploit technological
capability and digitization.
I believe we're going to have to do more of that type of thinkin
in a proce we call spiral development. In faet, [ think this process
will prove that some of our weapon systems may have multipL
applications. For exan1ple, at times we purchase an item for a
specific purpo e but later realize that it has other uses.
Furthermore, we may find the purchased item is more valuable for
the od1er uses than fOr what it was originally intended. I believe
we're going to find that out with some of our weapon systems. ~
still have difficulty thinking about a system of systems because
we're so used to thinking about one platfonn versus anothet
platfonn.
Am,y RD&A: A number of years ago, a criticism of the
Army's acquisition process was that when we developed
something, we tried to make it do everything for everybody.
But it now sounds like a good idea,
Hoeper: It is a good idea. Granted, we don't quite know how to
do it well yet. We talked earlier about 12·year acquisition cycles. Kl
the beginning of that cycle, we establish some requirements, men
award a contract to meet mose requirements. What are mese
requirements based on? They are based on some perceived threat or
operational scenario 12 [0 1; years in the future. How accurate are
our perceptions looking 12 years into the future? Because of this'
uncertainty, we're trying to develop an approach that allows us to
born change what we build and to evolve me requirements over tim;
Not too long ago, we actually built equipment that had obsolet~
partS before it was even fielded, mostly because of computer
d1ips. For example, we designed in a chip, but the contracto
stopped making it because newer chips had more capability, and
people wanted more capability. However, we already had the'
older chip designed into our equipment. We have gotten a l~
smartet about that.
We are now using open architecture so we can change those
chips as newer ones become available. We've already done some
of this with the Comanche.
Anlry RD&A: What advice would you offer to someone
considering a career in Army acquisition?
Hoeper: If someone has the ability, then Army acquisition is a..
good career move for a number of reasons, I've worked in both
private industry and in governmem, and 1 can tell you that t'*government has excellent training opportunities. In fuct, the folks
we train are highly valued both within and outside the Army. We
pick good people, train mem well, and provide mem
opportunities to learn and grow in their jobs. From what I've seen,
mere are more opportunities in the Army than there are in th
acquisition industry as a whole.
So if you're a young person coming into the Army acquisition
field, you're going [0 get great opportuniti and tremendous
formal and infom131 training. ~ all know me importance a
fonnal training, but how much of what you know was learned
through infOnnal training from your peers and co-workers?
AU my Life I've said that I wanted to work with mart peopl
That's one of the reasons why [ sought this job and why I'm happy
to have it-I get to work witl1 so many smart people. Furthennor~,
everyone in th Acquisition Workforce gets to do that. The
people are really sharp.
An,ry RD&A: Is there anything else that you would like to
address?
Hoeper: Yes there i . lJke my associate , I find Army acquisitior!
an exciting and d1allenging field. LTG Paul J. Kern, my Mill
Deputy and the Director of the Army Acquisition Corps, who IS
very involved in acquisition, has expressed similar views. [
addition, Keith Charles, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army
for Plans, Programs and Policy, teUs me that working in Army
acquisition is the most gratilYing experience of his career.
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SIMULATION BASED
ACQUISITION
IS SMART FOR THE ARMY
Introduction

Earlier this year, the Office of
Assessment and Evaluation, Office of
the As i tam Secretary of the Army
(Acquisition, Logistics and Technology)
.hosted the second annual Simulation
Based Acquisition (SBA) Symposium.
'The conference was billed as the
Simulation
and
Modeling
for
Acquisition, Requirements and Training
• ( MARl) Conference because for the
Army, SBA is SMART.
)< SBA is an Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD) initiative to reform the
acquisition process so that the
acquisition community uses modeling
and simulation (M&S)
robustly
throughout the acquisition life cycle.
The goals of SBA are to reduce tJle time
• to field systems, reduce total ownership
costs, and increase the military utility of
lie1ded systems. These goals are of

LTG Paul J. Kern and
Ellen M, Purdy
primary concern to the Army, but we
recognize tbat we cannot achieve them
through the efforts of tbe acquisition
community alone.
Ir requires rhe
combined, integrated efforts of the
Acquisition Workforce along with the
requirements and training communities, hence the name SMART.

SMART
SBA and SMART involve more than
just the use of M&S in an acquisition
program.
MART, as a concept,
recognizes that several influential
Technology Change

Social Change
CIl

en
c:

'"

.c
U

forces are continuously acting to shape
how we conduct the business of
acquisition. The first shaping force is
the influence of me Digital Information
Age. With the ever-expanding Internet
and pinoff technologies such as
electronic commerce, we are moving
into an environment where more and
more of our interactions are conducted
by exchanging electrons.
The second force is the recognition
that technology is evolving at a greater
rate than ever and, because of the
Digital Information Age, is available to
larger segments of the global
population. The tllird force is the
cominued "pinch" in the Defense
budget. Although the economy is
doing well, feder.u budget surpluses
are earmarked for expenditures other
than Defense, which means we need to
modernize with the goal of redUcing
total ownership costs. When looking at
the e forces, we immediately recognize
that an additional strain is the varying
rates of change brought about by the'e
forces (Figure 1). Typically, bu iness,
social, and political processes change
incrementally; but technology in the
last s veral years has changed at an
exponential rate and will continue
changing exponentially for the
foreseeable future. Admittedly, this is a
difficult environment in which to work,
but by employing the SMART concept,
we can harness these forces and put
them to work for us.

Digital Information
Technology
Time
Social, Political and Economic Systems Change Incrementally, but
Technology Changes Exponentially!
Figure 1.
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The Digital Infomlation Age, which is
characterized by tJle exdlange of digital
information over digital networks, will
likely have a profound impact on how
the Acquisition Workforce is organized
in the future. One can project tJlat
organizations will evolve from focused
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weapon-system
or
mission-area
acquisition programs and research,
development and engineering centers
(RDEC ) to entities where individual
participate in integrated digital
enterprises that are based on
acquisition events. Currently existing
"rice bowls" and "stovepipes" will
become
so
integrated
that
organizational boundaries will blur and
seNe only admini trative needs rather
than facilitating the execution of
specific acquisition missions.
The "operational concept" used to
conduct acquisition will inevitably be
shaped by the digital exchange of
information. Operation traditionally
conducted via the «waterfall" approach
wiU become more iterative because
digital information technology provides
the
means
of
simultaneously
as imilating mas ive amounts of
information. [t Is a faCt of phy iology
that tbe human brain cannot integrate
more than seven 1.0 nine concepts
simultaneously.
With information
technology, the ability 1.0 integrate
disparate concept becomes nearly
limitle . Collaboration among users,
developers,
trainers,
logi ticians,
costers, etc., can occur continuously
and concurrently.

Technology Opportunities
And Budget Constraints
To addres acquisition issues in a
collaborative and concurrent manner
takes on new significance when one
considers the pace of technological
development and the continued
restrictions placed on the Defense
budget. At first gl;lI1ce, it would seem
the two are mutually exclusive.
Without the budget, we c.1.nnO( take
advantage of technological innovation.
Fortunately, t1lat is not the case if we
think SMART.
Model and simulations are vety much
products of the Digital Information
Age. They provide u the very means
needed to rapidly iterate through the
various
acqui ition
functions
simultaneously. In tead of evolving a
concept; creating a design to execute
the concept; testing the design;
creating the tactics, techniques, and
procedures; and then training our
soldiers
on
the
manufactured
equipment; M& allows these activities
to occur sinmltaneously through virtual
prototypes. This significantly hortens
the time required to conceive, build,
test, and field a system.
Shortened acquisition time i key. We
no longer have the luxury of the
traditional 8 to 15 years needed to field
a sy tern. The Army After Next (AAN) is
6
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based on an ov rmatch capability.
Maintaining
overmatch
becomes
increasingly difficult in the face of
rapidly changing technology. Moore'
Law states that proces ing power
double every 18 month, while costs
remain constant (Figure 2). Overmatch
capability depends on information
dominance,
which depends on
information technology, which depends
on processing capacity.
Processing
power i cheap and Widely available,
which means the oppo ition has access
to the same "raw" technology. If we
want to maintain our edge. we have to
be SMART.

SMART Technology
Leveraging
How does thinking MART and being
SMART
allow
us
to
leverage
technological
innovation
within
constrained budgets? It enables the
user, developer, and trainer 1.0
collaborate by assimilating data digitally

through M&S. AU three communities
become involved in all facets of the
acquisition Ufe cycle from the time a
materiel olution to a needed capability
is determined umil the fielded system is·
retired.
[n tead of building and testing in
hardware, much of the acquisition
effort i executed virtually. [t is easier
and quicker to make changes to.
electron than it i to make changes to
atoms.
Virtual prOtotypes allo
thousands of design iterations at little
expense. ot only can we conduct our
design and engineering in a more
robust
manner,
but
system
stakeholders who traditi nalIy have had
little impact on the developing design
no,
have tremendous influence:"
Logisticians, production engineers, and
trainer • who were often the first to be
traded against performanc • have the
opportunity to "weigh in" with
proposed de ign attributes long before
tile first physical prototype is built.

Moore's law:

Every 18 MonU1s, Processing
Power Doubles While Costs Hold Constant

Transistors
per Chip

I

1,000,000,000

1286

100,000,000

10,000,000

Pentium Pro

1,000,000

100,000

Example:
The Personal
Computer

lao08
1,000

1970

1995

2020

From the book "Unleashing the Killer App" by Larry Downe Chunka Mui

Figure 2.
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We can afford to take a more iterative
approach, allowing the requirements to
evolve as the system evolves. Instead of
overly specifYing our requirements, we
,can "build a little, test a little, learn an
awful lot." uch an approach keep our
performance.cost trade space at a
maximum and allows for the adapt'ltion
of technological advances. What ideally
tr results in the end is a fielded sy tern in
which
all
attributes,
such
as
,performance,
cost,
supportability,
producibility, operability, and training,
have been optimized. This applies not
only to our new systems but to our
legacy system as well. If welook at AAN,
" it i highly likely that, in our constrained
budget environment, probably 70
>percent of AAN equipment exists in the
field today. For AAN, exi ting systems
will need upgrading, but very few brand
new pieces of equipment will be added
to the inventory.
For program managers building future
systems and upgrading existing systems,
9lldopting a SMART approach likely
•means a change i.n acquisition strategy
and the program baseline. This is a
• painful prospect, no doubt.
When
viewed across the entire Life cyde of dle
system, however, the upfront investment
in the appropriate M&S tools will re ult
1n Significant returns in terms of co t
avoidance, greater military utility, and
lower upport costs. An additional
ignificant benefit is a "leave behind"
capability to effidenrly and effectively
identify the design changes needed to
... upgrade our systems in the future.

J\fore Than A Vision
What is encouraging for the Army is
that MART is moving beyond simply a
vision and is beginning to be executed
in our acquisitiOn programs. RDECs,
.. battle lab , etc. induded in th is issue of

For program managers
building future systems
and upgrading
existing systems,
adopting a
SMART approach
likely means a change
in acquisition strategy
and the program
baseline.
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Army
After
Next

... Paths 10 the Future
Maintain Combat Overmatch

Figure 3.
Army RD&A magazine are articles by
the Product Manager for the Comanche
Crew Support Sy tem, from the Army
Materiel Systems Analysis Activity, the
Test and Evaluation Command, and
others. Each of these activities and
many others throughout the Arm)' are
leveraging M&
technologies to
collaborate and coUectively work i ue
that traditionally were addressed in
stovepipes. Also included in this issue
is an article by Dr. Patricia Sanders, the
DOD Director for Test,
ystems
Engineering and Evaluation, in which
he discusses the steps OSD is taking to
institutionalize SBA throughollt DOD.
Walter Hollis, Deputy nder Secretary
of dle Army (Operations Research) has
proVided an article that outlines
suggestions for modi1)ring current Army
practice to tran 'ition use of simulation
to a more robust, collaborative process
that allows us to capitalize on the
advantages of SBA. Adding industry
perspectives are article by Arthur
Anderson, Senior Manager for Vehicle
Architecture and Packaging, Advance
Product Creation, DaimlerChry ler
Corp.; and Bran Ferren, President,
Research and Development and
Creative Technology, Walt Disney
[magineering. Ferren i a member of
the Army Science Board and has
provided some thought·provoking
suggestions for how the Army can
capitalize on simulation technology.
Hi comments are worthy of erious
consideration
given
Disney'
experience
in
leveraging
M&S
technology for their research and
development when faced with a
corporate policy that in ists on returns

on investment in the double· Md tripledigit range .

Conclusion
When thinking about how to achieve
AAN, we tend to think in tenn of
digitizing the force.
What that
digitization is really doing is integrating
the force (Figure 3). We've already
determined we need to operate in a
sy tem of ystem, combined arm
environment to be effective.
ow we
need to do the same for how we
operate in our acquisition endeavors.
M&S is the means for digitizing our
acquisition
activities
and
'thus
integrating our activities.

LTC PAUL J. KERN is the Military
DepuO'to the As islant Secretary of
the Army (Acquisition, Logistics
Clnd Teclmology), Cllld DiTector,
Army Acquisition C01pS. He al 0
sel'ves as the Director, Acqui ition
Career Management.
ELLEN 111. PURDY is a Senior
Operations Resew-ch Analyst in the
Q[fice
of Assessment
and
Evaluation, Office of the Assistant
Secretary ofthe An1~Y (Acquisition,
Logistics and Technology). he
holds an M.S.
degree
in
engineering management from
The George Washington University
and a B.S. in cbemical engineering
from the Unil'ersify of outb
Florida.
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Simulation Based Acquisition:

THE
REVOLUTION
IS
COMING!
Dr. Patricia Sanders
Introduction
The American Revolution ended
Oct. 17, 1781, when British General
Lord Charles Cornwallis surrendered
hi Army at Yorktown, VA. Thus began
the new republic, breaking from past
traditions. The rebellious colonials
achieved victory against a military force
superior in training, equipment, and
manpower. Mo t histOrians credit the
American victory to a combination of
innovative tactics, willpower, and the
aid of outside interests. The enduring
revolutionary form of government of
the United tates of America i a unique
and unqualified uccess.
Revolutionary change in our Defense
acquisition process is essential. Our
systems continue to cost too much, take
100 long to develop, and-once
fielded-often
require immediate
upgmding of obsole Cent technology.
But revolutions take time, effort, and
money; and a successful revolution
requires dedication and commitment at
the individual level, as well as
innovation, willpower, and dedication
at the organizational level. Making
precisely that point while addressing
the Anny's Simulation and Model.ing for
Acquisition, Requirements and Training
(SMART) Conference on Jan. 28, 1999,
BGJoseph Yakovac, Assi tant Deputy for
Systems Management and Horizontal
Technology Integration, Office of the
As istant Secretary of the Army
8
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(Acquisition, Logistics and Technology),
said: "To make a revolution a reality
requires an entrepreneurial spirit." This
also applies 10 Simulation Based
Acquisition (SBA). Like the willpower
that drove the American Revolution
SBA can succeed in revolutionizin~
acquisition only if we have the de ire
and perseverance to make it happen.

Vision
We have a constant vi ion driving SBA.
This vision was carefully crafted and
approved in September 1997 by the
DOD
Executive
Committee
on
Modeling and Simulation Acquisition
Council ,vith input from an industry
steering group operating under the
auspice of the National Defense
Indu trial Association. The vision is as
follows:
An acquisition process in
which DOD and industry are
enabled by robust, collaborati"tJe use of simulation
technoiogy that is integrated
acro s acquisition. phases and
programs.

Goals And Strategy
SBA is a strategy for change
deliberately intended to sati fy three
goal:
• Substantially reduce time, resources, and risk associated with the
entire acquisition proces ;
• Increase quality; military worth, and

supportability of fielded systems while
reducing their operating and su taining
co ts throughout the total life cycle;.;
and
• Enable Integrated Product and.
Process Development (IPPD) across the
entire acquisition life cycle.
The SBA strategy is driven by our
belief that it is compelling that we meet
these goals, that the effectivene s of •
modeling and simulation (M&S)
applied to acqui ition has already been'
proven, and that the technology i
rapidly evolving to enable the
requirements of this strategy.
The fLrst two goals will resulr from the
achievement of the third. IPPD evolved.
in industry as an outgrowth of efforts
such as concurrent engineering to'
improve customer satisfaction and ~
competitiveness in a global economy.
But DOD has not reaped the full
ben fits of IPPD because we do not
have the tools to allow respective users ~'
to "touch and feel" the item until a
physical prototype is built. SBA enables'"
IPPD by providing a collaborative,.,
virtual context for system development.
The underlying key technology is the •
computer, which provides a dimension
described by Assistant Secretary of the •
Army for Acqui ition, Logistics anlj,
Technology Paul J. Hoeper as "electronic agility."
This electronic agility is the enabling
cornerstone of BA, providing the ~
following:
)
• Concurrent consideration. As early
designs
take shape,
concurrent..,
consideration by the different functional
areas to analyze the design in tenns o~
training, force lethality, deployment,
maintenance, man-machine interface
manufacturing proces es, materials,
environmen[, erc.

• Rapid iteration. Because of the ..
capabilities of simulation and computer
technology; iterations of design trade~ .
can occur qUickly and extensive
evaluation of the trade space can occur ~
before decisions are made. This is the 1
power of electronic agility.
• Robust assessment. The design
trades include operational performance
across a wide spectnlm of scenarios:~
human inter~aces, system-tQ-systen\.,
Lnterfaces, life-cycle sustainment,
production materials, manufacturing.
processes, co t, etc.
• Synthetic environment testing. The'
system is virtually "wrung out" in the
computer before time and money ire'
pent on physical prototypes. Hoeper~
has stated, "Whenever possible, we
must reduce the need for costly,
repetitive live te ting."
imply stated,
when
physicalMay-lillie 1999
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prototypes are built, SBA
provide
better form, fit, and function the first
.. time without expensive rework. As Dr.
Jacques Gan ler, Under ecrerary of
• Defense (Acqui ition and Technology),
said of SBA in the Feb. 1, 1999, issue of
Defense News: (it] "gives you the ability
to make lots of tradeoflS in COSt and
performance, early-on." increased use
of M&S by the U.S. commercial
automotive industry, by the aerospace
• industry, and in Defense programs has
produced dramatic results.

Roadmap
During the past year, DOD has
developed a "Roadmap" for SBA-a list
of recommendations for policy,
·education, technology development,
and
architecture
designs
for
establishing SSA. The task force that
drafted th document consisted of
representatives from the military
~ departments and Defense agencies. In
addition, an industry steering group
~panicipated to
identify the top

priorities for SBA planning.
The Roadmap is undergoing extensive
coordination within government and
industry. Currently, a draft "strawman"
implementation plan is used to assign
re ponsibility and prioritize activities to
establish SBA. The Roadmap and the
draft strawman implementation plan
do not contain all the answers. In fact,
the preci e templates and standards to
implement SBA are evolving. We plan
to have a series of preliminary and then
follow-on SBA experiments to "build-alittle, test-a-little" to arrive at a common
set of designs for SBA to be used
throughout industry and DOD.
The essence of SBA is not limited to
the technical environment, but
includes the following:
• The technical engineering environment exploiting the power of
computer and simulation technology;
• A reborn acqui ition culture of
new polit)' and regulation, direction,
education, priority. and funding to take
advantage of SBA; and

• A new process bringing together
the separate system development
functional areas of government and
industry into a seamless, moothly
Linked, and rapidly operating team.
The technical architecture in the
Roadmap idemifies the follOWing basic
features of SBA: collaborative environments (CEs) , distributed product
descriptions (DPDs), a DOD and
Industry Resource RepOSitory (DIRR) ,
and standards. A brief discussion of
these features follows.

Collaborative Environment
A CE is an enduring collection of
resources, people, processes, and tools
assembled to attack a given problem.
Basically, a CE exploits information
technology ro permir people to work
together
and
share
common
information, models, simulations, and
data in real time.
CEs are designed to create groupings
of tools, people, and processes to foster
reuse and interoperability. The intent is

..

e

Collaborative Environment

C:ores~ I

PM

Eooar~

ReqUire~

~ources

Gateway to Distributed
DOD and Industry
Resource Repository
1
~

~

It-

t-r-

~

=

Distributed Product Description (DPD)

~s~~
Both the DIRR and DPDs
• are interconnected using web technology
• have a configuration control process
• use encrypters/firewalls for access control

SBA reference systems architecture
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to be able to work across functional
areas, across acquisition phases, and
across programs.

Distributed Product
Description
The simple definition of DPD is a 3-D
representation of a system that
combines data and other characteristics
associated with a given product and its
inherent interrelationships to its
environment. This include associated
process data (e.g., system function,
requirements, manufacturing processes,
and cost data) and features such as ·user
selectable views.
The OPO, which is the responsibility
of the project/program manager (PM),
is the authoritative collection of
program information. Users could view
tile DPD as a one-stop shopping center
for any information about a product.
The OPD will include one or more
system representations for oth rs to
use as they "play" the system in their
simulations.
Interconnected via web technology,
the DPD elements appear (to the user)
to be a single, logically unified product
representation. As a product develops
during initial stages, the OPO
associated with the product matures in
parallel with it.
These product
representations within the DPO will
enable IPPO and integrated product
teams (IPTs).
When prOVided the
appropriate automated support tools
and schema, the CPT members will have
access to and work with the same
information reSident in the DPD.

DOD And Industry Resource
Repository
The DIM is intended to be a
coll.ection of pointers in a webtechnology-based, distributed repository of DPDs, tools, information, and
generic infrastructure components for
use
within
and
reuse
across
programs-the union of capabilities
provided by all CEs. The DIRR could be
viewed as a card catalog. This virtual
repository will be built on the existing
Modeling and Simulation Resource
Repository developed by the Defense
M&S Office.

Standards
Certain formats are essential for
interchange of information and
imeroperability. The Roadmap recognizes the need to establish an
essential set of standards for M&S
interoperability and reuse. The M&S
community will need to develop a set of
appropriate data interchange formats
to support the interchange and flow of

10 Army RD&A

product information. The relationship
among the key
BA architectural
components is shown
in the
accompanying chart.
ervice initiatives are underway to
significantly improve SBA processes
and understanding. Specifically, the
Army has identified four "Flagship"
programs for special attention and
SMART application.
They are the
Crusader, Apache upgrade, Future
Scout Cavalry System, and the Close
Combat Tactical Trainer.

assembled a list of questions to assess
progress toward SBA. Have we covered
all the bases? Remember BG Yakovac'
basic requirement for a revolution?"
Entrepreneurial spirit is essential.
,
I challenge you to look for
opportunities
to
apply
SBA,
communicate your interest, devise new
methods, bring in outside interests, and
strive to break from past traditions. •
The SBA Revolution is coming. Are you
ready to be one of the revolutionaries? .

Program Assessment
The following questions can be used
by indiViduals to asses progress in
applying SBA principles to their
programs:
• Ooes the M&S plan address the full
system life cycle, with reuse across
phases?
• Does the M&S funding profile support the M&S strategy?
• Ooes the acquisition strategy call for
a OPO?
• Does the acquisition strategy place
the DPD in the Modeling and
Simulation Resource Repository?
• Is the program a part of any CEs?
• What M&S is leveraged from other
programs?
• Does the program leverage HighLevel Architecture and other standards?
• Is interoperability outside the
program a priority?
• I testing and evaluation integrated
with the M&S strategy?
the
program
formed
• Has
government/industry JPTs, including
one for M&S?
Are IPT members
empowered to make decisions to take
advantage of SBA technology?
• Are incentives identified for industry to assist in, or develop, necessary
products and services to support SBA
implementation?
• Ooes the acquisition strategy call
for sharing M&S with industry (via
IPPD) beginning as early as source
selection and continuing thoughout the
program's life?

Conclusion
We have the constant SBA vi ion, the
architectural concept announced in the
Roadmap, the developing implementation plan, and an emerging set of
experiments to refine the concepts. We
are
preparing
the
appropriate
educational and regulatory changes.
The military Services are beginning to
move ahead in their program , and we
have identified several necessary
actions, ranging from leadership
commitment
to
technology
development. In adcUtion, we have
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SIMULATION BASED
ACQUISITION:

•

CAN WE
STAY THE COURSE?

•

Walter W. Hollis
(with Anne Patenaude)

Introduction
Simulation Based AcqUisition (SBA) is
,.an Office of the Secretary of Defense
initiative to promore the collaborative
se of simulation in the acquisition
process. The goal of this initiative is to
reduce the time, resources, and risk
involved in acquisition. The Army has
extended that strategy to include the
.. requirement and training communities in a concept called Simulation
'and
Modeling
for
Acquisition,
Requirements and Training (SMART). I
am concerned that the current
direction of SBA activities in DOD
represents a new program start for the

acquisition community, an impression
that tends to distance the functional
communities and program managers
(PMs) who are using simulation well.
Many in these communities are
already using simulation to accomplish
their diverse missions and do nor see
the immediate connection between this
extension of the SBA Program and what
they do in their daily activities. More
important, many PMs already use
simulation to support their acquisition
strategy. Whar we need is not a new
start, but a means for PMs and
functional communities to achieve
collaboration.
The required step,

Proper implementation of
simulation based acquisition
requires a coordinated effort
from each functional discipline
and modeling and simulation domain.
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beyond the current application of
modeling and simulation (M&S) in the
acqUisition of a weapon system, is to
develop simulation technologies for
more than one function (e.g., training
or testing) or for multiple acquisition
programs. Proper implementation of
SBA requires a coordinated effOrt from
each functional discipline and M&S
domain .
In this article, I discuss why I feel SBA
does not require a new-start level of
effort and/or funding and offer
suggestions for modifying our current
practices to capitalize on the
advantages of SBA.
I make these
recommendations to you, couched in
the terms of our current acquiSition
process, and offer suggestions for
policies and processes to increase SBA
benefits.

Benefits
The benefits of SBA and simulation
technologies are easily recognized in
concept exploration. For many years,
simulation supported the concept
exploration phase as a means of
experimenting. The Combat Development Experimentation Center (CDEC)
at Fort Ord, CA, designed experiments

ArmyRD&A
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in which troops participated in concept
design. The e experiments were used
to examine the effectiveness of new
concepts and to develop tactics and
techniques to improve the effectiveness
of current systems. Although some of
these concepts were poorly embodied
with other hardware, the simulation
experiments provided a means to
explore tactics and techniques with
competing equipment designs. Some of
these designs eventually became
prototypes such as helicopter-mounted
missiles. In fact, this effort was the basi
for deploying UH-l helicopters with
mounted Tube-launched, Optically
tracked, Wire-guided (TOW) missiles to
Vietnanl.

$
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Virtual Prototypes
The SBA strategy enables the
extension of the CDEC experimental
design concept in a computer.
Concepts under evaluation can now be
examined in a series of hundreds of
quick experimental runs.
The
computer-simulated experiments can
then provide a basis for dedding which
concepts hould be adopted as a virtual
prototype,
rather
than
actually
developing hardware prototypes as was
done in the past. Once we have a basis
for computer experiments, we can
create numerous options to run many
experiments, in many environments,
overnight if we like. This offers a
tremendous opportunity to explore and
analyze alternatives.
When we gather information from
these simulation experiments and
narrow requirements, we will have the
seeds for new tools relative to ti,e new
hardware, which, if properly tended,
will proVide an engineering level of
detail. Simple simulations can then be
used to formulate a basis for a Cost A
an Independent Variable (CAIV) analysis

Figure 2.
The Crusader
Program
was able
to evaluate
requirements
against
available
technologies
in simulations
such as this
crew
simulator.
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Figure 1.
Hypothetical cost-pertormance trade space for direct fire system
to arrive at requirements supporting
the most cost·effective solution.

Performance Versus Cost
One of the concerns we have in the
acquisition community is resolving
system requirements when the design
to meet performance requirements is
not feasible in terms of cost,
performance, or schedule. To state it
more accurately, how do we determine
the most cost-effective requirements?
In our current system, me combat
developer determines me requirements
and
produces
an
Operational
Requirements Document that dictates
what the materiel developer must
produce. There would be a tremen·

dous benefit to the PM and the combat
developer if a crude cost-performance.
trade· off could provide information
during the requirements evaluation iJl!o
concept exploration.
This would
enable better concept evaluation by the
developer and an ability to include lifecycle cost.
For this cost-performance trade-off to
occur, our acquisition process must
incorporate an early partnership"
between
combat
and
materiel
developers. This does not exist today.'!'
Under our current system, a combat
developer (the ultimate user of a
combat system) states that the
requirement for a new weapon system
is to "kill" at 10 kilometers (Figure 1). ~
Clearly, from the user's perspective, the
capability to kill at 10 kilometers is verY
desirable. However, me user has no
real appreciation for what this
capability will cost and how it will
·translate into combat effectiveness.
The user can only make an informed
requirement decision after the materie
developer define the cost-performance
curve
and
evaluates
variou
performance alternatives in a combat
simulation. Simply stated, the combat
and materiel developer must parmer
earlier in the concept exploration
phase of the acquisition process.
. ~.
Using the CAN concept, the PM and
the system manager can evaluate ho
design and requirement decisions
might impact program cost.
The
Crusader Program is an example of an,.
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acqUISItion program mar used early
analysis of the program's requirements
and design to evaluate COSt and
performance issues. The PM and user
representatives were able to make
trade-off decisions by examining results
"of a model that showed changes in
fO.rce
effectiveness
based
on
incremental changes in weighr, co r,
and performance (Figure 2).

Combat Development Tool
Now we are at that point in the
'process where BA can be used as a
combar development tool. In fact, it
should be used jointly by government
laboratories, .5. industry, and, with
the right security and proprietary
... safeguards, by foreign companie One
can imagine soliciring, frnm many
sources, virtual prototype ideas of how
,the requirements can be sarisfied. This
could truly be a collaborative
• environment, one of the elements in
the SBA strategy.

Which Approach?
At this point, we can pursue one of
two approaches. One is to develop a
physics model of what we want, some
type of software that industry can use to
develop virtual prototypes. The other
approach is to develop specifications
~ and then have prototypes built to these
specifications. The process by which
-.the government trades simulations with
industry during this development
process and the reqUired resources for
this effort need additional study before
we can help the acquisition community
.. implement SBA.

This is one of the tenets of SBAachieving early collaboration among
the functional disciplines. How can
logisticians use physics-based Simulations to determine what might break?
Traditionally, reliability engineer have
predicted system reliability using
statistics from hisrorical failure rates.
Through use of physics-based modeling
techniques, we can better analyze the
failure mechanisms and complex root·
cause failure modes associated with our
ystems in the operational envi·
ronment. One advantage of a physics
of failure approach to reliability
prediction is that it can be applied
earlier in the design process to analyze
failure frequency, failure cost, and
criticality of failure, thus optimizing the
design for reliability. This collaborative
effon by the testing and logistics
communities transcends individual
processes.
To accomplish this, we need ro decide
early to evolve physics-based, stressrelated failure prediction models that
can be used to identify failure·prone
components and redesign them to
optimize reliabiliry. Grearer knowledge
of the mechanics of failure will permir a
more precise prediction of when a
failure may occur. In addition, the
logistics community benefits by being
able to better predict spare pans
requirements and by performing
proactive maintenance on potentially
faulty components, thus avoiding
costlier and catastrophic failures. Every
program should include physics of

failure technology because of the
advantages Cited above.
The Army's Grizzly Program Office has
made strides in designing a physics of
failure plan to support the design,
testing, and support of the Grizzly
Sysrem (Figure 3). Because of budget
constraints, the Gri7.zly PM is using a
robust modeling and simulation
approach to identify the critical parts,
functions, and components; and using
electronic "mock.ups" to address
supportability issues.

Model Building And
Maintenance
Another important issue i building
and maintaining these models. Ideally,
planning for simulation to be used
robustly throughout the life cycle of a
program should be done at program
inception. Models should be developed
as part of the acquisition strategy and
incorporated in the evaluation strategy.
By the time test, training, and logistics
planners are involved, they should he
designing rhe
test and
u ing
simulations built by others. They
should not be re pon ible for building
the simulations themselves. This alone
will shorten the development cycle of a
program and benefit the program as
well as the partiCipating functional
communities. For example, this year
the Army is spending $10 to $20 million
for live Apache training because flight
simulators were nO( in place when tl,e
system was fielded. These unnecessary
cOStS are not unique to large programs.

Physics Of Failu.re
As the process moves from concept
exploration and requirements development into program development, my
biggest concern is how much can we
invest in "physics of failure." This is the
"long pole in the tent." If predictions of
~eliability
cannot be done
in
imulation, we will have difflculty
~mplementing the SBA strategy. Physics
of failure processes are reasonably
advanced for electronic programs but
~embryonic for mechanical systems. We
should be able to simulate a life·cycle
• process that can successfully predicr
failure in the field. The benefir of
developing these extends beyond rhe
testing proce s to include sustainment
of the system.

..
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Figure 3.
The GriZZly Program has developed a physics of failure plan that includes
robust use of modeling and simulation of weapon systems such as the Grizzly
Combat Obstacle Breacher.
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In the new parachute program,
approximately 3,500 live jumps wiU be
needed during operational testing to
attain
confidence
in
reliability
requirements.
If a high-fidelity
simulation existed, some of these jumps
could have been simulated in a virtual
excursion.
Another chaUenge beyond building
models to expand use of simulation
technology
is
designating
who
maintains the models and keeps them
current. The commitment to invest
adequate resources in configuration
control during (or throughout) the life
of the program is an unresolved SBA
issue. The configuration control and
maintenance of models and simulations
are critical in validating input to virtual
environments, in interfacing with
different thr ats, in interacting with
other weapon systems, and in
modernizing the weapon system. For
example, if a piece of a kit is fielded and
a training simulation is developed based
on the currently fielded system, what
happens if the kit is modernized
through spare parts? As we build new
systems, or modernize them through
spares, it will become more critical to
build "hooks" into the weapon system
to enable us to stimulate the sensors or
hook into physics models similar to a
virtual proving ground.

Other Challenges
Other challenges that need to be
explored are high.fidelity, real-world
simulations; total ownership cost
modeling; manufacturing; logistics;
realistic training simulations (including
fog of war) in virtual environments;
dual-use simulations for acquisition and
training; and continued development of
representations of an entity as an object
or as a set of performance tables in
Warfighters Simulation 2000, an Army
warfighting simulation.
One benefit of computer simulation
that will be relevant to SBA, yet not
actively pursued, is harnessing the latest
processing capability onboard weapon
systems for training, repair diagnostics,
condition monitoring, etc.
The
automobile industry is applying this
capability by using onboard diagnostics
when servicing cars.

Summary
I've just provided several suggestions
to modify our. current acquisition
process to capitalize on the advantages
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Ideally, planning
for simulation
to be used robustly
throughout the
life cycle
ofa program
should be done
at program inception.

I
of SBA. Many of these cannot be
achieved solely by a weapon system
program office or another individual
proponent. Tbe DOD and the Services
must work together to apply SBA to
their programs. ome of that work has
started; in faCt, I've tited some of the
current collaborative efforts to apply
the SBA strategy. However, we must
also capitalize on the efforts in the user
communities by providing enabling
policies and practices.
Concurrently; we must ensure that
policies are in place for the
development and use of standards. I
believe that the standards being
developed for command, control,
communications,

computers,

and

intelligence (C4l) interfaces; functional
descriptions of the battle space; object
definitions; and terrain databases will
eventually contribute to widespread
collaboration and savings. The Army
recently requested information from
PMs on their largest modeling-andsimulation-related cost drivers. I want
to ensure that the standards we are
developing are, in fact, targeted against
the real cost drivers.
What else is necessary? Continuing
education of acquisition program office
personnel
and
the
functional
communities is very important. We
must get tbe word out on botb the
successes and the stumbling blocks. We
also need to assist PMs in achieving the
vision we've established. Tbe Defense
Systems Management College recently
published an SBA handbook for
program offices. Perhaps a simulation
section in Army RD&A magazine would

also be helpful. It could publicize some'
of the lessons learned from modeling
and simulation.

Conclusion
SBA is SMART for the Army and is a
very promising method for improving.
the process of acquiring weapon
systems. There are many elements in
the
strategy
being
pursued.
Collaboration and early identification
of models are two of the keys. We need
to take these elements and provide PMs ..
and functional communitie
the~
direction and policies to implement
them. Ou.r challenge is to provide that'
direction couched in terms of how they
transition their use of simulation now
to a more robust, collaborative process. ,
We must be prepared to "stickwitb" the
SBA process and not be discouraged if,..
first attempts do not meet all our
expectations.
•
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Introduction
"The inventions of the past twenty years
threaten
to
revolutionize
Army
organization and tactics" (Roots of
, Strategy 2, Stackpole Books, Harrisburg,
PA, 1987, page 452). Such was the claim
of noted military historian and strategist,
AntoineJomini, in his writings circa 1839.
]omini was by no means overzeaJous in
his assertion.
The magnitude of
technological advances between 1815
"and 1830 is credited with thrusting us
into the Industrial Age (Paul]ohnson, 'Ibe
Birth of the Modern, Harper Collins
publishers, ew York, NY; 1991). During
the same period, apoleon overwhelmed
Europe with his revolutionary use of the
military prindple of "maneuver." We are
..cu rrently engaged in a similar
revolutionary period.
Advances in
technology
are occurring at
a
breathtaking pace, providing the tools
that allow Army leadership to conduct a
Revolution in Military Affilirs without
sending soldiers into harm's way. An
objective of the revolution is to create an
• environment in which the application of
technology is driven by doctrine; the
• converse of what has held true
historically. Our tool for achieving this
.. particular objective is Simulation and
ModeLing for Acquisition, Requirements
and Training (SMART).

.

Revolutionary Approach
Because the history of simulation is
closely related to the history of aviation,
it was "second namr .. for the Program
~ Executive Office for Aviation (PEOAviation) to include simulation from the
tinception of the Comanche Program.
ntil recently, however, the application
of simulation has generally been limited
to training device. The advances in
computer
processing
capability,
.. especially those of the past 15 years,
have allowed us to revolutionize the
"application of modeling and simulation
throughout the Comanche Program.
• Computer-aided de ign (CAD) and
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)
tools simplified a complex design
.. challenge, and system integration labs
aid our ability to evaluate system design.
'But most important, the warfighter now
..)las an early opportunity to evaluate
weapon system design through our
ability to emulate crew station functions
in the Engineering Design Simulator
.. (EDS), demonstrate maintainability
through live simulations, and model
• 1Comanche capabilities during Army
Warflghting Experiments (AWEs). The
evaluations are early enough in the
development program to
allow
meaningful feedback during the design
~ process and for the program strategy.

COMANCHE: VIRTUALLY
REVOLUTIONARY
LTC Deborah J. Chase
The iterative process of garnering user
input to fine-tune the weapon system
design allows us to claim a virtually
revolutionary approach.

Comanche Program
A joint venture between equal
partners, the Comanche Program
divides the workload equally between
Boeing Helicopter, Philadelphia, PA,
and Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, CT.
Boeing designed most of the Mis ion
Equipment Package (MEP) , flight
control system, and empennage (the
tail assembly of an aircraft). ikorsky is
responsible for the majority of the
fuselage, main rotor, landing gear,
propulsion system, armament, and
crew station de ign.

Design And Testing
The design process was dependent on
Computer-Aided Three-Dimensional
Interactive Application (CATIA) , which
integrates aircraft design, documentation, tooHng and manufacturing,
simulation tools, and Manpower and
Personnel Integration (MAN PRJ NT)
input into a common digital database .
The outcome of the prototype design
using CATIA was that the fuselage and
tailboom were joined with no
requirement for either fixtures or

rework, despite being designed and
manufactured
at
two
separate
companies with different facilities and
tooling.
The accompanying figure
provides a comparison of tile benefits
realized in the design process using
CATIA compared to the standard design
process without CATIA.
It is a relatively tandard practice to
test the design of flight controls in a
system integration laboratory (SIL).
Therefore, it should not be surpri ing
that we have incorporated the practice
into the Comanche Program. In fact,
we have gone further than simple
common practice. The Comanche
Flight Control System Integration
Laboratory (FCSD..) not only includes
actual flight hardware and software, but
also includes representation of the
Comanche cockpit. The FCSrL is tied to
the Comanche MEP SIt for maximum
system integration. This configuration
allows the test team to "fly" systems to
evaluate their performance in a
controlled environment before they are
flown on tbe prototype aircraft.
The EDS at Stratford, cr, is another
example of innovative appJication of
modeling and simulation for acquisition
because it provides an early opportunity
to compare crew station functions to
requirements. The EDS' six-degree-of-

RAH-66 With CATlA

CH-53 Without CATlA

Tooling

Two-step process

Eight-step process

Component

95% first time fit

35% first time fit

Wiring harne ses

Umited rewotk

Extensive rework

Hydraulic lines

Umited rework

Extensive rework

Design process comparison
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freedom hydraulic motion, seat shakers,
and aural cues assist in creating a
realistic physiological environment. 10
the EDS, Army aviators assigned to the
Army Training and Doctrine Command
(TRAnOC)
y tern
Manager for
Comanche are conducting a series of
part-task evaluations of specific crew
station functions.
The part-task
evaluations will culminate in the Cockpit
Analysis Program, during which the full
MEP will be emulated to evaluate pilot
task loading.
The timing of the
evaluations allows for adjusonenrs to the
symbology and the software that
controls crew station functions before
aircrafr design is final.
Previously,
warfighters clid not have an opportunity
to evaluate crew station functions or task
loading until after Mt fielding.
Further, the EDS and the FC It are
used
together
as
engineering
development tools to evaluate handling
qualities during the design process and
to assist in the design of a Comancheunique envelope cueing system. The
envelope cueing system will allow
aviators to fly the Comanche at the
extremes of its maneuverability and
agility envelope without causing
damage or reducing the life of dynamic
aircraft components.
10 addition to being tested in the EDS,
the software for the crew station
functions is ported to the Comanche
Portable Cockpit (CPC). A CPC i
located at the Aviation Maneuver Battle
Lab, Fort Rucker, Ai, where experienced
combat aviators assigned to the
TRADOC
System
Manager
are
developing and t sting Comanche
tactics, techniques, and procedure
(TTPs). The timing of the effOrt will
allow uS to deliver TTPs with the aircraft.

AWE
In November 1997, a CPC was used to
represent the Comanche in the AWE at
Fort Hood, TX. The AWE allowed u to
simulate a future aviation brigade
mission with Comanche. We did this by
creating
a
virtual
simulation
environment using a network of
simulation devices and simulation
models interfaced with the All Source
Analysis System and the Maneuver
Control System. The results of the AWE
led us to conclude that we must develop
interoperability between the Comanche
and legacy systems. More important, the
simulation of Comanche capabilities
during the AWE created such positive
feedback that it showed we must
accelerate MEP development.
Prior to the AWE, we planned to
provide six early operational capability
aircraft with a limited, reconnaissance
16 AnllY RD&A

MEP for evaluation in FY02·03. Six
add itional aircraft containing the armed
reconnais ance
and
armanlem
components of the MEP would follow in
FY04. The fire control radar (FCR) was
not scheduled to be included until FYlO.
From th A\VE, we learned that the
warfighters were most intere ted in
seeing the full MEP as soon as po ible.
Consequently, we modified
the
engineering and manufacturing development process to accelerate MEP
development and provide preproduction prototype (PPP) aircraft 'vith
production-representative MEP capability, including the FCR, in FY04.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
We are also u ing the CPC with the
Advanced Tactical Combat Model in a
three-part Manned-Unmanned Concept
Exploration Program (MUM CEP) , an
Advanced Concepts and Technology U
Program, to explore a link between
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and
Comanche. The intent of the MUM CEP
is to explore teaming between rotarywing
and
UAV
reconnaissance
platforms. Ultimately, we will explore
the notion of controlling UAVs from the
Comanche. Our application of lessons
learned from the first two MUM CEPs
includes an expansion of the COlIlJInche
crew station software functions.

Maintainability
Development Test
In July 1998, an Integrated Product
Development Test Team, comprised of
representatives from me Comanche
Program Management Office, l'RADOC
System Management Office, Boeing
Sikorsky Supportability and Engineering,
and contracting finns, in adrlition to
aircrafr mechanics, cond ucted the
Maintainability
Development
Test
(MD1), a live simulation u ing prototype
aircraft no. 2.
The primary objective of me MDT was
to reduce the risk associated with the
maturation of maintainability by
identifying and resolving issues prior co
the PPP design phase. To that end, the
MDT was designed co identify potential
maintainability issues, influence design
for maintainability, gather data showing
mean time to repair, and validate
maintenance procedures and tools.
The MDT identified 265 issues or
concern for which corresponding
integrated produce team will propose
corrective or mitigating strategies.
Although many small design changes will
be
needed
to
implement
the
recommendations, there were no
surprises among the items that arose
The MDT is
from the MDT.

unprecedented both in its magnitude
and in its timing so early in a
development program. It is an excellent
example of a simulation designed to gain
input from solrliers who represent future 1
Comanche crew chiefS. 10 adclition, we
collected the input in sufficient time to
fine-tune maintainability before the
aircraft is fielded.

Future Plans
Future plans include the addition of.
another CPC that will be used for a
variety of purpose , including training
aviators prior to Force Development
11:: t and Evaluation and Limited User
Test. Further, to address the need to ...
establish interoperability with Legacy
systems, we are d fining the nature of.
our involvement at the Central
Technical Support Facility (CTSF) at
Fort Hood, TX. Whether we participate
in the CTSF via a virtual link with the
PEO's Aviation Integration Facility or
through a physical presence ,vith a
CPC, we will achieve interoperability~
with the Army Battle Command System
prior co the arrival of the first'
production aircraft.

Conclusion
The
Comanche
Program
has
implemented a revolutionary approac
to the application of modeling and
simulation tools throughout me
acquisition
and
requirements
development process. We are not only
using simulation for traclitional training
and design applications, but are al 0
taking the design process co new
dimensions_ Our most innovative use~
of simulation allows the Comancl1e to
participate in warfighting experiments
that proVide feedback not only for the
doctrine development process, but also
in the aircraft design and, ultimately, to
the Comanche development program ,.
itself. The summation of our modeling.
and simulation efforts for acquisition
requirements, and training supports
the claim that Comanche is a leader in a
virtual revolution.

...

..
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, From Industry . ..

DAIMLERCHRYSLER
DIGITAL DESIGN
Arthur Anderson
Introduction
Fans of the Winter Olympics were the
first to see them. In February 1998,
Chrysler Corp. (now DaimJerCbrysler
Corp.) debuted a new series of
... advertisement during the Winter
Olympics that took viewers on a
'''vinual" tour of how the 1998 Dodge
• Intrepid sedan was created.
The
advertisements showcased the fully
.. digital design process now widely used
to develop vehicles at DaimlerChrysler.
Digital, or "paperless," design is
nothing new, but Chrysler was the first
auto company to unite all of its deSign
and development software on a
common database-resulting in a truly
integrated system. Before doing that,
each department
had different
~ computers and software packages,
which made it nearly impossible to
'unite the hundreds of thousands of
design details in cyberspace.
And before that, Chrysler, along with
every other automaker, created and
stored engineering data on paper
,. drawings. But each time a design was
...a mended, it was an extremely timeconsuming process to update a master
blueprint, distribute copies, and collect
out-of-date drawings.
With a rapidly evolving design,
blueprints literally became obsolete as
soon as they were created. No wonder
jt took automakers upwards of 6 years
to develop a single vehicle .

Interactive
Application
(CATlA)
software developed by France's
Dassault Systemes, running on IBM
workstations, that the cyber age really
began to dawn at the company. Around
that time, Chrysler also began
benchmarking other companies that
were using digital design extensivelymost notably Boeing, which eventually
designed its 777 jet entirely without
physical mockups .
In 1995, during the development of
the new Dodge Stratus compact sedan,
Chrysler's engineering team used

CATlA to create 3-D math models of
one of the engines that would be used
in the car. They made rapid progress
without any physical mock-ups, and
learned that it was critical to be able to
share the data to discover whether
component had problems fining in the
car. Data management, data control,
and graphic display were key to the
overall project, as was a data
management system to
handle
problems while keeping everyone
updated in real time.

..

CATIA

In the 1970s, Chrysler began
..Switching to computer-aided design
(CAD)
and
computer-aided
.,-nanufacturing (CAM) software to help
speed up product development
(although engineering "masters" were
still kept on paper). But it wasn't until
when
Chrysler
adopted
1989,
Computer-Aided Three-dimensional
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The visualization of the Dodge Intrepid's overall vehicle system for engineering
purposes proved to be graphically appealing enough to be used for product
sales brochures.
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Chrysler Data Visualizer
The visualization
olution was
developed by Hugh Cummings, a
computer
systems
development
supervi or at Chrysler. He created
oftware called the Chrysler Data
Visualizer (COY), which applied the
graphics power of Silicon Graphics
workstations.
In a nutshell, CATIA
creates engine ring models, and CDY
visualizes them in a real-time,
interactive format.

Initial Design Process
Here's how it all comes together.
De igner create basic concept drawings
using electronic sketchpad. Electronic
ketcbpad nOt only ave time over
paper draWings, but they actuaUy
provide designers greater opportunity
for creativity. Changes ,Lee simple to
make.
Each design i a "liVing"
document within the computer, and
modificatiOn are fairly imple to do or
undo. The computer allows designers
to create a multitude of design iterations
i.n the same amount of time it previou Iy
took to do one paper drawing, thus
optimizing the fin.a1 design.
Once the ba ic de ign are complete,
they can be reviewed in full scale. In the
case of exterior design, for instance, the

full-scale shape of the vehicle is
reviewed on screens t1,at fill an entire
wall. Before computers, it took days to
redraw the exterior design in full scale
on paper. Each design is reviewed,
critiqued, and revised.
Once that
process is compLete, digitized data of
each design are sent to a CATlA
databa e
ca.lled
CATIA
Data
Management (CDM). Once t1Ie CDM
database has enough de igns, the
engineering staff begins building a
Digital Model Assembly COMA) of the
entire vehicle.
At thi poim, a powerful graphics
system is invaluable. It can generate
interactive images for numerous
models, with multiple processors for
analysis. This is where the work of
engineers responsible for different
aspects of the vehicle comes together
in cyberspace. as the overall vehicle
truly begin to take shape. In addition,
the
suppliers
who
conrribute
components
and
systems
for
DaimlerChrysler's vehicles are also
requil'ed to use CATIA and have the
same access to data as the company's
engineers.
Thi
communicate
engineering data from numerous
sources in a single language.

Design Zones
In the initial design process, a vehicle
is diVided into "geographical" ZOnes.
Meet.ings are structured around the e
zones, as well as around specific,
systems tbat may overlap different
zones. In a single meeting, Chrysler
would have up to 100 engineer
(employees and supplie.rs) pre enting
idea, making suggestions, moving
components, and reviewing changes.
Ln the old days, when engineers got'
together in meetings with twodimensional repre entations, they
would have a lot of disagreement and
debate, depending on the individual
viewpoint and understanding of each
engineer. Now, with 3-D visualization,
it's immediately obvious what isn'
working, and everyone can begin
working on a ·olution.
Nowadays, design zones
individual certification of their
and structures. After aU zones make
sure their parts fit together, there is an
overall review to ensure entire y terns"
fit, as well as meet other objectives such,
as styling, appearance, and ease of
manufacturing.

CATIA Example
The impact CATIA
desi.gn proce
can be seen in the
development of the engine intake
manifold. Engineers responsible for
creating t11e manifold have open access
to the "hard poims" of th engine bay
and hood structures and can create an
optimal shape to fit within them. After
the shape is developed, computer
simulations are run to ensure thlt

manifold reaUyfits in the vehicle and
has optimized airtlow. Using real-time
update , if the de ign of we hood is
changed, engineers can qUickly modiJY
their manifold design.
Before CATlA, each new component
design required that a new phy icat
prototype be designed, fitted, and
tested.
With CATIA, hundreds or
thousands of simulations can be run
before
a
singLe
prototype
is
constructed.
Using other computer.
rool such as airflow analysis software,
engineers can create a d sign that
optimizes the performance of th!l.manifold-not just the shape.

Functional Prototypes
Images created for engineering visualization illustrate the level of
detail in CATIA that was required for accurate analysis. Once
created, these data are used to detect possible component
interferences-such as with the intake manifold-as well as to
ensure trouble-free assembly and service of various components
and structures.
18 Army RD&A

Making a functional prototype is alsO"
simpler using DMA. Electronic fLIes
containing the DMA engineering daw.
can be transferred to one of two
prototyping methods to make a
physical model.
One is Fused Deposition Modeling
(FDM) , which u e a polyester or w
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Graphically complete visualizations prove to be very powerful communication
tools to convey spatial relationships and design concepts relative to various
"design zones" within the entire vehicle.

•
,compound to create a 3-D shape. With
a special vacuum metalization process
that introduces metal-Uke properties to
the surface of the model, pans made by
FDM can sometimes be directly
/> evaluated on a test car.
The other prototyping method is
tcalled Laminated Object Manufacturing, which uses thin layers of
~ paper that are cu t to shape and gl ued
together to create a component.

Benefits
When all of the design iterations of
!'each component and structure of a new
vehicle are completed, they are fed
ack into CATlA to create an allinclusive representation of the vehicle
on the CDY. In other words, the whole
vehicle can be called up on creen to be
a embled,
rotated
inspected,
'dr sected, and rea sembled-all in an
interactive environment. This aves
time and, by derivation, money.
Fit, Finish, and Design. For example,
one crucial step in the creation of any
"vehicle is installing-"decking"-the
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power train and chassis to the body.
Using old-style design aids, it might
take up to 1 month to install prototype
components because of all the
undiscovered interferences between
parts and structures. In the case of the
1998 Intrepid, the DMA process
resulted in successfully decking all
prororype assemblies into the vehicle in
15 minutes the first time.
Another example from the Intrepid
involved the placement of the oil filter.
Once the Intrepid was completely
"assembled" with the CDY, engineers
discovered that, although the oil fLlter
fit within the confines of the engine bay,
it couldn't be unscrewed and removed.
Years ago, in all likelihood this problem
wouldn't have been discovered until
late in the development process, when
a physical protorype was constructed.
However, with the COY, the structure
around the oil filter was qUickly
redesigned on the computer. The
Intrepid now has one of the easiest oil
filters in the world to remove.
D,';\A identified and resolved more

than 1,500 interference, fit, and design
issues in the Intrepid before the first
physical prototype was built. Engineers
learned how their parts interacted and
fit, and pans were placed where they
belonged long before any tooling was
developed.
Simultaneous Engineering. Perhaps
most important, CATJA and DMA allow
different
engineers
to
analyze
components and Structures in real
time, making "simultaneous engineering'" possible. This allows more design
solutions to be created and evaluated
during the early phases of product
creation-not after a vehicle has been
extensively Cand expensively) tooled.
In addition, this process allows more
testing. Before accurate computer
simulations were possible, physical
prototypes had to be built to perform
costly and time-consuming evaluations
and tests.
Crash Testing. In the case of crash
testing, computer simulations can
accurately predict how a structure lv:ilJ
behave under various conditions,
which leads to improved srrucrural
integrity. These simulations are not
only more informative than earlier
method , but also less expensive.
Aerodynamics. Engineers performing
aerodynamic evaJuations use data from
OMA along with computational fluid
dynamics to enhance wind-tunnel
testing. The combination of theory and
experimentation also helps hone an
optimum design before tooling is
ordered.

Conclusion
Actual vehicle prototypes are created
and tested-hundreds of times, in aU
conditions and climates. Only when
engineers are satisfied by the results are
the vehicle ready for volum.e production.
But even then, Inanufucturing is not as
fraught with complications as it once was
because stfilctures and components are
thoroughly "proofed" in cyberspace,
instead of on the shop floor. The benefits
of
the
OMA
process-reduced
development time, lower cost, and higher
quality-are playing a big part in
D:timJerChrysler's engineering successes.

ARTHUR ANDERSON is the enior
Manager for Vehicle Architecture
and Packaging, Advance Pmduct
Creation, DaimlerChrysler" Corp.
He has a B.S. in mechanical engineering from Purdue
University.
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Crusader performance analyses to assist
the Department of the Army (DA) in
justifying to the Office of the Secretary
of Defense and Congress the decision to
switch from liquid propellant to solid,
propellant (SP). These analyses were
also u ed in subsequent efforts to
reafftrm the Crusader SP design
approach in light of other existing and
developmental SP field artillery systems.

Modeling And Simulation

ARMY
MATERIEL
SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS
ACTIVITY'S
SMART
CONTRIBUTIONS
LTC Lindell Townsel Jr., Pat O'Neill,
and Joon Lee
Introduction
Simulation
and
Modeling
for
Acquisition, Requirements and Training
(SMART) is the process for integrating
modeling and simulation (M&S) and
technology into acquisition functions
(requirements generation, design,
development, test and evaluation,
training, manufacturing, and fielding)
and programs. The potential benefits of
SMART are to reduce process time,
required resources, and risks associated
with acquisition functions, as well as
increase quality and supportability of
fielded systems. In simplest terms, M&S
is used to support analysis and training.
The Army Materiel Systems Analysis
Activity (AMSAA) provides timely,
reliable, and high-quality materiel and
logistic systems analysis throughout the
acquisition life cycle (Figure 1). AMSAA
develops M&S to support its analyses as
well as analyses conducted for other
Army agencies and DOD. For example,
AMSAA supports M&S development for
Army and DOD training by providing
system models, certified system
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performance data, and M&S verification
and validation (Y&V) (Figure 2).
AMSAA:s materiel system analyses
focus on subsystem and system
performance and examine cost
performance, and risk trade-offs:
Performance analyses evaluate target
acquisition of sensors; delivery
accuracy; hit probability; lethality of
direct and indirect fire weapon systems;
air and ground mobility; reliability; and
command, control, communications,
computers, and intelligence (C4I)
systems.

Crusader Analyses
AMSAA:s analyses of the Crusader
provided the program manager (PM)
with valuable insight into the potential
problems and payoffs of various
automotive and armament design
options. The analyses also enabled the
the PM to make informed decisions as
the Crusader entered the detailed
design stage of Program Definition and
Risk Reduction development.
In 1996, AMSAA conducted a series of

AMSAA:s M&S capabilities provide
tools that upport analysis of both
individual systems and systems
employed
in
combined
arms
environments. These tools range from
development of component-level,
physics-based models to force-on-forcet'
simulations.
This M&S provides
comprehensive system performance
prediction capability that can be used
to make trade-offs and investment
decisions prior to extensive and costly
hardware development and testing.
Active involvement in the Arm
Science and 'fechnology Objective
(STO) process has enabled AMSAA to'
examine how emerging technologies.
can satisfY future Army requirements
and support the timely transition of
warfighting technologies from the
technology base to materiel and system'specific applications.
As the Army's executive agent for
verification, validation and accreditation
(YV&A) of item-level performance
models, AMSAA assists model developers
with developiog and executing V&V
plans to ensure that M&S accurately ~
represents actual systems.

Rapid Force Projection
Initiative
AMSAA supported the Rapid Force
Projection Initiative (RFPI) Advanced-l
Concept Technology Demonstration
(ACTO) in developing command~
control, and communications (C3)
algorithms
and
measures
of
performance; certifYing performance
data; and verifYing and validating
distributed simulations.
In the C3 area, AMSAA develope~
algorithms, validated stand-alone
models, and established measures
performance.
Simulations, both
constructive (Combined Arms and
Support Task Force Evaluation Model)
and distributed (Modular SemiAutomated Forces), were updated_t.9
reflect the performance of the RFPI
tactical Wide Area Network.
Th
algorithms
simulated
the main
functions and limitations of the
Enhanced Position Location Reporting
System. In addition, the U.S. Army

0'
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Figure 1.

• Communications-Electronics Command's
System PerfolTuance Model was validated.
It The RFPI used live, virtual, and
constructive simulations to evaluate the
... poteotial benefits of the RFPI force.
AMSAA played a key role in verifying and
validating simulators and computer~ generated force simulations.
AMSAA
also designed interoperability tests,
4analyzed test results, and suggested
dlanges to ensure terrain compatibility
.. and a fair fight. In addition, AMSM
~ provided certified system performance
data (target acquisition, delivery
f--i accuracy, and lethality).

'Future Scout And Cavalry
.. System
AMSMs capabilities for integrated
co t and performance trade-off analyses
were used to support the Furure Scout
(FSCS)
System
Cavalry
• and
Comparative PerfolTl1ance Exploratory
~ 'Analysi (CPEA). The CPEA's primary
Irt objective was to determine whether the
FSCS concept was potentially berter at
performing the Scout missions than
current Scout baseline ground vehicles.
• The results of the CPEA were key to the

I AMSAA's "Value-Added" to Materiel Systems Analysis I
AMSAA
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Army's decision for a joint U.S.·U.K
cout Advanced Technology Demon·
stration (ATD).
In coop ration with Army laboratories; research, development, and
engineering centers; and the Army Cost
and Economic Analysis Center; AMSAA
used the analyses to develop item-level
performance estimates, to assess the
technical risk, and to determine
expected life·cycle co ts of each of the
subsystem alternatives.
The Army technology base review
resulted in significant insights, such as
defining potential hardware alternatives in each of the subsy tern areas.
AM AA integrated concept subsystem
performance estimates using a figure of
merit approach. The aggregate performance was correlated with cost and
risk.
The result was a better
understanding of the cost, performance, or risk trade-offs that impact
the final system requirements, cost
targets, source election, and ATD.

Logistic Systems Analysis
WholeSale, retail, force projection,
and sustainment analyses, together
with logistics methodology and model
development, comprise the core
functions of logistic systems analysis.
These core functions cover the
pectrum of Army logistic needs, from
the development and refinement of
new logistic models to the evaluation
and analysis of innovative or modified
logistic concepts.

War Reserve Computation
The Optimum tockage Requirements
Analysis Program (OSRAP) is a stockage
computation model that allows the user
to determine stock lists in support of
weapon system readiness for wartime
and contingency operations.
The
model calculates operating levels and
reorder points for Class IX items, with
the goal of producing an optimum cost
olution
while
meeting
the
performance goals of the supply
system. OSRAP is used to perform
sensitivity analysis with user-adjusted
input parameters that include failure
factors,
order
shipment
times,
densities, intenSity factors, and usage
factors.
In addition to computing wartime or
contingency packages for Class IX spare
parts, OSRAP is being developed for the
following applications:
• Incorporation into the Global
Command and Control System;
• Expansion to other supply classes
(Class I, II, mB, lfip' and IV); and
• Incorporation into the Army War
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Re erve Automated Proce s.
Comparison of current war reserve
computations with OSRAP results
demonstrates
the
pOtential
for
significant cost reductions.
For
example, the current war reserves
process-based on days of supply
methodology-produced a reqUirement of $1.7 biUion compared to tbe
OSRAP requirement of $1.28 billion,
which reduces Class IX costs 25 percent.

Level Of Repair Analysis
AMSAA performs a Level of Repair
Analysis (LORA) to assist PMs and major
ubordinate comma.nds (MSC) in
evaluating and supporting maintenance
policy decisions on major weapon
systems while minimizing total support
costs. The Computerized Optimization
Model for Predicting and Analyzing
Support Structures (COMPASS) is the
Army's standard model for a LORA.
COMPASS analyses are key to weapon
system support decisions such as repair
versus
discard
of components,
contractor versus organic repair, and
critical design trade-offs for manpower
requirements. Other major applications include analyses of requirements
for the Integrated Family of Test
Equipment and for the Direct Support
Electrical System Test Set.

Acquisition And Technology
Support
In 1997, the Industrial Engineering
Activity was incorporated into AMSAA.
This provides AMSAA with a broad base
of industrial engineering capabilities to
assist PMs and MSCs.
In the production engineering area,
AMSAA personnel assist PMs by serving
On integrated product tearns, performing
assessments, and providing producibihty
engineering and planning support.

Acquisition Reform
In the acquisition reform area., AMSAA
is the Army's executive agenr for
reliability and maintainabiUty standardization reform. As such, AMSAA staff
serve on the Army Materiel Command
(AMC) Acquisition Reform Lmplementation Assessment Team and
support both the DA and AMC
Roadshows.
The AMSAA-pion ered Physics of
Fallure (poF) Program develops design
and analysis tools to predict reHabihty
and ro minimize potential redesign at the
component level. PoF is based on the
basic principle that it is important not
only ro understand how things work, but
to understand how dlings fall under the
intended operational environments.

Business And Resource
Analyses
As a result of the October 1998 •
integration of AMSAA wirh the AMC
Management Engineering Activity,'
AMSAA is now re ponsible for the
execution of the AMC Engineering
Program. This includes directing the
Workload Ba ed Manpower ReqUirement Program and the Workload
Based Staffing Analysis Program, as well
as ensuring that there is integrated, •
validated input to the Army Workload
and Performance System. In addition,
AMSAA is respon ible for conducting
and overseeing outsourcing and
privatization analyses and commercial ..
activity studies.

Conclusion

_

AMSAA developed an integrated set of
models and simulations ro perform
materiel and logistic systems analyses to
assist decisionmakers throughout the ~r'I
acquisition life cycle.
Additionally, ~
AMSAA supports the development,
verification, validation, and accreditation.
of both Army and DOD models and
simulations for analysis and training.

.....
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SMART TEST AND EVALUATION:
THE VIRTUAL PROVING GROUND
Introduction
TIle Virtual Proving Ground (WG) is the
tester's contribution to the Army's
imulation and Modeling for Acquisition,
Requirements and Training (SMARl)
.. initiative. This article looks at some of the
current and emergingVPG capabilities that
f enable the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command (TECOM) to do its part \vithin
MARl" to reduce cos!, cycle time, and risk
.. during the acqui ition process. TECOM is
doing more with fewer resources, while
>-increasing the quality of testing for its
customer-the soldier.

VPGAssets
TECOM initiated VPG development as a
means of leveraging the power of the
computer
to
create
battlefield
~ environments for testing Army systems.
VPG capabilities include development of
'1synthetic battlefield
environments;
realistic battlefield stimulalion of systems
under test; data coUection, reduction, and
analysis; and automated test planning,
control, execution, and reporting. The
~ VPG battlefield environments include
many physical and virtual domains. In the
'physical domain, we have created test
fixtures and facilities that provide
battlefield stress to hardware systems,
including
dirty
electromagnetic
environments for our command, control,
communications,
computers,
and
...intelligence (C41) system tests. In the
virtual realm, we provide stress to
software systems, information del.ivery
system , and to deosionmaking tools
available to cOll'urumders on today's
battlefield.

•

."XPG Capabilities
Everyone involved in the acqUIsItIon
process, whetller they are program
executive officers, progtanl managers
(PMs), testers, or evaluators, is marged
with finding ways to use modeling and
• simulation to reduce acquisition cycle time
May-JUlie 1999

Rick Cozby
and cost. Parrnering with program
executive officers and PMs is therefore a
key component of the VPG Program. 'nle
following VPG-related capabilitie are
currenlly providing PMs and orner
customers ",ith cost-avoiding simulation,
test, and evaluation tools.
These
capabilities were developed to address
speci.fic customer requirements. Some of
lllese tools are fuUy or partiaUy funded by
llle customers, and many of the embedded
simulations are provided by the customer.
Because of the rnpidJy evolving narure of
modeling and simulation, the list is nor aUinclusive. TECOM innQ\'ations in test
modding and simulation support occur
continuously
to
answer
specific
acqui ition progr-am issues.
C41 Synthetic Balllefield Enuiromnent.
The dil>lJibuted nature of C41 demands
simulation and stimulation temnique
simply to allow testing to be
accomplished. The Virtual Electronic
Proving Ground provides tile necessary
synthetic batllefield electromagnetic
environments.
Simulation support modules use
srandard Army training simulations, um
as the Corps Batlle Simulation and the
Combat Se,,~ce upport Training Support
System, to provide direct digital input
stimulation intO mctical comm,tnd and
control systems. To date, this capability
has been used in numerous test ,md
training events around the world, yielding
more than 40 million in cost avoidance
compared to the co t of live exeroses.
The Simulation Testing Operations
Rehearsal Model (STORM) is a brigade and
below (-'II simulation, stimulation, and
instrumentation package.
Initially
developed in partnership willl the .S.

Army Operational Test and Evaluation
Command to test dle Force XXI Batde
Command Brigade and Below System
using smaller numbers of live units,
STORM will have many applications to
testing and training at brigade and below
echelons. Using STORM, we expect a COSt
avoidance of more than 1 million per test
compared to the cost of conventional tests.
The Vinual Battlefield Environment
Facility is a dosed-loop facility that
generates Ii\'e ignal to provide realistic
inputs into systems under test and
emulate those friendly, enemy, or civil
signals that the test item would encounter
in its operational environment. This
capability amieves in 10 minutes what
would normaUy require hundreds of flight
hours in an open-range facility.
Ai,. Defense Missile Flight Environment,
Testing of air defense hardware and
software is supported by models and
simulations that reduce the requirement
for launching targets, firing test missiles,
and telemetering flight data. Mo t of the
simulation tools discussed below are
owned, maintained, and operated by tile
respective program office or its
contracrors as pan of its overall
simulation, test, and evaluation process.
Th Guidance Te t and Simulation
Facility i a fuU hardware-in-the-loop
(HWll.) guidance simulator for the Phased
Array Tracking 10 Intercept Of Target
(pATRIOT) System, providing endgame
geometry and miss dist.'IIlce in lethality
analyses.
The flight mission imulator provides a
controlled em~ronment of various
simulated target signarure and electronic
countermeasure inputs ro the system
surveillance function, as weU as imulmed
missile responses for the guidance
function.
The multifunction simulation models
PATRIOT searc!l, rrack, and engagement
capabilities under radar loading.
Army RD&A
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The PATRiOT Advanced Capability
Simulation provides a high-fidelity digital
simulation of the surveillance function,
missile dynamics, and lethaUty function for
preflight predictions and postflight
reconstruction of flight tests.
The Counter Anti-Radiation Missile is a
digital imulation of antiradiation missile
performance against the PATRIOT System.

Tactical Missile Flight Environment. The
Simulation(fest Acceptance Facility (STAF)
is an HWIL simulator for nondestructive
testing of "live" millim ter-wave radarguided missiles using multiple computer·
based test scenarios under simulated
environmental conditions. Conventional,
destructive acceptance tests of the
LO GBOW missile, for example, cost
$12.5 million annually.
The STAF
simulationltest method only costs $1.8
million pet year. Data links with the Missile
Research, Development and Engineering
Center will soon allow importing models
of missile subsystems and target
environment and exporting test data for
distributed testing.
Electro-Optical Environment. The
Electro-Optical Sensor Flight Evaluation
Laboratory proVides a nondestructive
environment for six-degree-of.freedom
tests of missile infrared (IR) seeker and
guidance subsystems throughout the life
cycle.
The Electro-Optical Thrget Acquisition
System Evaluation Laboratory provides an
m target environment for testing optical
target acquisition and weapon·sighting
systems.
The Dynamic Infrared Scene Projector
displays realistiC, repeatable, complex ill
scenes in the entrance aperture of ill
seekers, weapon-Sighting systems, and
night vision sensors, simulating a dynamic
battlefield environment.
Dynamic
scenarios provide multiple moving targets,
clutter, and countermeasures to assess
target derection, recognition, and
identification probabilities over most
operational battlefield environments.
Chemical Threat Environment. Because
of extreme hazards and severe restrictions
associated with chemical and biological
defense testing, all testing in Live
environments is conducted with agent
simulants, and all testing with live agents is
conducted in
ynthetic (chamber)
environments.
The Detector Test System (DTS) is an
environmentally controlled chamber
system for automated testing of chemical
point detectors.
The DT provides
repeatable, automatic, dynamic dissemination of multiple agent challenges in
reusable, transportable, environmental
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chambers.
Tests are monicared
electronically for real-time evaluation.
The DT in support of Automatic
Chemical Agent Detector Alann testing is
credited with reducing the test cost by
S2.5 million.
Man·in·Simulant Test sampling patches
placed between the chemical protective
suit and the skin of the test operator
capture simulant that has penetmted the
suit. The sampling patches are assayed for
quantity and location of penetration. A
computer model predicts the human
physiological response to commensurate
live agent penetration.

Transport Environment. Rail impact
modeling provides for multibody dynamic
simulation
of
weapon
systems
undergoing the MIL-STD-810 rail impact
test, using commerdal computer software
and hardware. Doing these tests in
simulation early (at one-third the cost of a
live test), in partnership with the Military
Traffic Management Command, allows for
any necessary redesign when it is rna t
cost effective. The simulation is validated
by substHntiallive testing.
Trailer stability modeling uses the Army
Research Laboratory's high·performance
computer tools and dynamic system
models to predict the safety performance
envelope of liquid-carrying tanker trailers
in high-speed traffic maneuvers. Test data
from safe, low-speed maneuvers are used
to validate the model for high- peed,
unsafe maneuvers, elim.inating the need
for physical testing beyond the
performance envelope.
Test course terrain database models
provide on- and off-road surface
characteristics for application to HWIL or
computer-based mobility, transportability,
or other complex vehicle imulation
efforts. TECOM terrain models have been
u ed to drive the U.S. Army Tank
Automotive Research, Development and
Engineering Center (fARDEC) and the
University of Iowa motion-based
simulators. A rec nt program used
Aberdeen lest Center terrain data to test a
high·mobility trailer on the TARDEC
Simulator, avoiding 12,000 miles of live
testing and a cost of $240,000.
System·Environment Intetface Models.
The Flight Test Simulation Station (FI'SS)
runs the BoeinglSikorsky Comanche
dynamic flight model and provides
synthetic test scenarios [0 conduct testing
without flying the hardware prototype.
verification
and
vaI.idation
are
accomplish d side-by-side with live testing
of
the
hardware
prototype.
Enhancements to the FTSS include a link
to receive telemetry data from live flight
tests for real·time integration with the

Comanche cockpit simulator.
The moving target simulator (MTS)
provides for immersing a system with fire ..,
control software into a synthetic target
environment.
Computers project a'
controlled target onto the interior surface
of an air·supponed hemispheric screen.
Instrumentation measures system inputs
and outputs, mOnitoring the response of
the
system
to
characterize
its
perfurmance, withOut a shot being fired.
The MTS saves about $40,000 pet test, ...
compared with field testing, while
providing more and bener data.
The combat vehicle engineering
simulation immerses fire control system
software, as a model, into a simulated test ~
environment before a hardware prototype
is built. v.ilidated models of the test'
range, target motion, tank hull motion _
(from the 'OOIDEC model), ammunition
rmjecrory,
gunner
input,
and
atmospheriCS, interact with the fire
control model, all in the computer. The
simulation generates th same kind of.
rmcking error data that a live test
generates.
The firing impulse simulator (FIS)
provides dynamic loading on large caliber •
gunsysterns (105 mm t08 inch) to test the
recoil system; gun cradle endurance; and •
the shock load on weapon, fire control'-1
and auxiliary components. During the
first year of its operation, the FIS resulted
in cost avoidance of 20 million to its
customers compared with firing live
rounds to obtain the sanl loading effect.

Conclusion
The VPG is essential to the success of the
Simulation and Modeling for Acquisition, 't'
Requirements and Training initiative.
TECOM welcomes the opportunity to •
share VPG capabilities with other
commands, program offices, and
research, development, and engineering ~
centers to fully achieve the goals ofSMART
for the Army. For additional infocma·'
tion, visit the VPG website at
http://vpg.apg.army.mil.
~
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Discussions Target Current, Future Issues
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OASA(ALT)
ASSESSMENT AND
EVALUATION OFFICE
HOSTS
SMART COINFERENCE
Paul D. Amos and William A. Reed
Introduction
The Office of Assessment and
Evaluation, Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (Acquisition,
...Logistics and TechnoLogy) (OASA(ALT))
hosted the second annual Simulation
Based Acquisition (SBA) Symposium
earlier this ye.ar in San Antonio, TX.
The 2~·day conference, billed as the
Simulation
and
Modeling
for
Acquisition, Requirements and Training
" (SMAR1) Conference, included senior
leadership and industry CEO panels,
.. requirements and training panels, and
breakout sessions and oUlbriefings. In

addition, Paul J. Hoeper, Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Acquisition,
Logistics and TechnoLogy (ASA(ALT));
Walter Hollis, Deputy Under Secretary
of the Army (Operations Research); and
BG Joseph Yakovac, Assistant Deputy
for
Systems
Management
and
Horizontal Technology Integration,
OASA(ALT) presented keynote addresses.

Opening Remarks
Dr. Herb Fallin, Director, Assessment
and Evaluation, OASA(ALT), provided
opening conference remarks by
summarizing some of the key SMART

events of the past year, including the
notion that SMART is an expansion of
SBA. He also outlined the conference
goals to provide an update to the Army
community on the progress toward
implementing SBA initiatives and to
expand the concept of SBA into SMART.
In his opening address, conference
sponsor LTG Paul J. Kern, Military
Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of the
Army (AcqUisition, Logistics and
Technology) and Director, Army
Acquisition Corps, highlighted the
Army's entrance iOlo the digital
information age-an age that requires a
radical change in how the Army
conducts the business and performs the
function
of
acquisilion.
Kern
emphasized that modeling and
simulation (M&S) is one of the most
powerful digital tecbnologies at the
Army's disposal.

Panels

.

Industry CEO Panel. Left to right are Panel Moderator Dr. Herb Fallin,
OASA(AL7); Tom Rabaut, United Defense L.P; Michael D. Bolon, General
Dynamics Land Systems; and Robert Thurber, Intergraph Corp.
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Kern also cbaired the Senior
Leadership Panel, which consisted of
LTG William H. Campbell, Director of
Information Systems for Command,
Control,
Communications
and
Computers (OISC4); LTG Randall Rigby,
Deputy Commanding General, U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC); Walter Hollis; and Mark
Schaeffer, Deputy Director, Test,
Systems Engineering and Evaluation!
Systems Engineering, Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition and Technology Senior
leadership recommendations included
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assigning a knowledge manager to
publicize available tools (i.e., the
modeling and simulation resource
repository); devising a more effective
proce S to involve TRADOC in
simulation
suppon
plan
(SSP)
development; and working with the
cost community to develop appropriate
cost models and tools.
The Industry CEO Panel, moderated
by Or. Fallin, consisted of Tom Rabaut,
President and CEO of United Defense
L.P; Roben Thurber, Co-Founder,
Director, and Executive Vice President
of lntergraph Corp.; and Michael D.
Bolon, Division Vice President for the
Advanced Amphibious As ,llIlt Vehicle
(AAAV) Program at General Dynamics
Land ystem. Rabaut provided an
industry
perspective
on
what
requirements are needed to continue
the evolution of MART. Next, Thurber
highlighted Intergraph's participation
in the development of integrated
product data environments (IPDE)
and noted that the rPDE process has
been
adopted
by all
Service
organiZations and several government
agencies. Bolon concluded the Industry
CEO Panel by noting that the AAAV
Program ha incorporated many of the
technologies and processes prescribed

I

I
"The SMART concept
provides a vehicle for
executing the various
acquisition reform
initiatives that are
part of the Army's
modernization
effort."
-Ellen Purdy
OASA(ALT)

I
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by SMART. ~Ie also expounded on tbe
continued need for a greater
acceptance of thi new process and its
tools.

Keynote Addresses
In his remarks, ASA(AlT) Hoeper
emphasized that acquisition reform is a
continuing priority for America's Army.
Hoeper referred to SMART as one of the
Army's key initiatives, and he discussed
how SMART supports building the
future Army and benefits the soldier.
HoUls addressed the issue of M&S as
an e sential ingredient in the
acquisition process. He noted. that
some of the recent advances in M&S
have allowed the movement of testing
and evaluation (T&E) previously
conducted in the field, to the computer.
He al 0 cited some of the pitfalls in
using simularion for T&E and
concluded rhar making the rigbt
investment will allow us to capitalize on
computer capabilities.
Yakovac proposed developing the
technology to import Virtual targets
into live tr.lining ranges. This approach
provides more realistic rraining than
the "pop-up" targers used roday.

Featured Speakers
Several addirional subject marrer
experts from government and industry
presentations
during
the
gave
conference. Charles Nietubicz, Acting
Director, Corporate Information and
Computing Center, Army Research
Laboratory (ARL), acquainted the
audience wirh some of the capabiJities
of the ARL. He noted that ARL is host to
one of four DOD
Major Shared
Resource Centers for High Performance
Computing (HPC) and provide rhe
Army and the
DOD research,
development, test, and evaluation
community with tate-of-tbe·art HPC
capabilities.
An address by Gary Jones, Director of
Technology, Office of the Deputy Under
Secretary for Defense (Logistics),
highlighted the notion tllat in today's
environment, decisionmakers are data
rich and information poor.
He
proposed development of an integrated
data environment that allows universal
access to meaningful information.
Ellen Purdy, Senior Op rations
Re earch Analyst, Office of Assessment
and Evaluation, OASA(ALT), pre eored
a briefing on "Keeping it in
Perspective." She nored, "The SMART
concepr prOVides a vehicle for
executing the various acquisition

reform initiatives tI,at are part of the •
Army's modernization effort."
_
Two additional speakers proVided
luncheon addresses. Thomas Edwards,
Deputy to the Commander, Combined
Arms Support Command, used a
humorous and thought-provoking
format to deliver his remarks. His
gHmpse of the future brought home a <
very seriou' and real problem-tile
con istem
lack
of
logistical
representation during ti,e early stages
of sysrem development.
LTC Nancy Currie, U.S. Army
Astronaut, d railed her us of M&S
during the mission planning and>rehear'al stages of her December 1998
shurtle mission. As r.he Shuttle ArmOperator on this hi torical mi sion,
Currie connected the first rwo U.S. and
Russian
components
of
the 1
international space station. Currie
trained for this operation solely in a ~
synthetic environment. She pointed
our that NASA conducts almosr all'
mi sion rehearsals and a large portion ~
ofT&E using M&S.

Additional Panel
Discussions

...

Vern Bettencourt, former Director of
the U.S. Army Modeling and Simulation
Office (AMSO) , and. current Scientific
Advisor to TRAnOC, chaired the
Advanced Concepts and Requirements
(ACR) Panel. He preceded the panel
discussion with remarks on the role of-'
the Army tandards Process in the
implementation of MART.
Mtet
introducing members of the ACR Panel, •
Benencoun initiated the exchange by
addre ing the need for a change in the
requirement generation process and
its accep'tance by the acquisition'"
communiry. 'n,e nexr peaker, Roy.
Reynolds, Director, TRAnOC Analysis
Center, White Sands Missile Range, ~
reinforced the notion of a "tight" link
berween the ACR and the research,
development, and acquisition (RDA)..
domains. Alan Resnik, Assistant Deputy
Chief
of
Sta.ff
for
Comba.
Developments, HQ TRAnOC, provided
the next presenration. He stressed that"'
the S P must begin during concept.
exploration and continue evolVing
throughout the system's life cycle. The~
final ACR !".lnel speaker was Or. Hank
Dubin, Te·chnical Director of the U,S••
Army Operational Te t and EvaJuation
Command.. Dubin proposed a new,'"
better
framework
for
linking
requirements, performance specifications, and T&E.
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The Training, Exercises, and Military
Operations erEMO) Panel was chaired
by MG Leroy Goff; Deputy Chief of Staff
for Training, HQ TRADOC. Goff
~ reviewed the changing nature of the
training environment and stated that
the SMART challenge is to' improve
force readiness by fielding future M&S
training
support
systems
that
incorporate trainabUity, usability, and
fightability features.
BG James J.
• Lovelace, Director of Training, Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations
and Plans (ODCSOPS), emphasized the
need for early implementation of
SMART in the acquisition process. BG
to William Bond, Commanding General,
U.S. Army SimuLation, Training, :md
--< Instrumentation Command, concluded
the TEMO Panel discussion by
emphasizing the need to "Join the
Pieces SMART·ly." He proposed tllat the
RDA, ACR, and TEMO domains join
(through a synthetic environment (SE»
to optimize SMART implementation
... and execution.

Breakout SessionslBack
Briefs
The conference culminated with back
briefs summarizing the results of
breakout sessions held during the
.. conference. These working ses ions
were convened to solicit fresh ideas and
encourage participants to identify
issues and make recommendations for
how to
institutionalize SMART.
Breakout session topics included
Operations, Logistics, T&E, SE,
Requirements,
Training,
Smarr
Enterprise
Modei
(SEM),
and
... Standards.
Participants in the Standards Session
recommended greater participation by
program
managers
(PMs)
in
development of SMART standards. [n
addition, they recommended that PMs
identify program threat modeling
requirements as early as possible and
tilat SE tratification be reinvigorated to
identify commonality across domains.
Those in the Logistics Session
recommended that tIle logistics
community be more involved in SSP
.deve!opmenr. They also recommended
leveraging the Operation and Supporr
.( Co t Reduction Program to support
model development. Finally, they
recommended that the Defense
Acquisition
University
develop
appropriate course content for
~inclusion in the logistic
acquisition
curricuLum.
T&E Ses ion participants said that the
T&E leadership is "onboard" relative to
the SMART effort, but the tester are

TEMO Panel.
Left to right are
MG Leroy Goff,
HQ TRADOC; BG
James J.
Love/ace,
ODCSOPS; and
BG William Bond,
STR/COM.
not. They recommended that T&E
participation be energized to suppOrt
SSP development.
They also
recommended developing a process so
that developers avoid using biased
threat and environment modeLs.
Participants in the Training e sion
recommended reinforcing AMSO's
integrating role, exploring distributed
simulation to create a synthetiC training
environment link to the Army Battle
Command
System,
and
haVing
interoperability between legacy and
future systems.
Those in the Operations Se sion
found that there is a need for higher
fidelity image generation to suppOrt
night operations and for an automated
terrain feature extraction capability.
They recommended that training
programs, leader developmem, and
soldier support be embedded in the
SMART vision.
Conferees
in
the
SE Session
recommended that command, control,
communications, computers, intelligence,
surveiUance, and reconnaissance and
synthetic natural environment M&S
requirements be integrated.
Finally,
this session noted that the Army doe
not have a single agency monitoring the
Army's synthetic natural environmem
activities.

Investigating an open team structure
that
includes
industry,
finding
opportunities
for
funding
preMilestone 0 activities, and changing
Army regulation
and TRAOOC
pamphlets to suppon SMART were
three recommendations put forth from
participants in the Requirements
Session.
FinaHy, participams in the SEM
Session recommended that the Army
promote developmem of a digital
product description (OPD) and EM as
early in the product development
process as pOSsibLe.
They also
recommended that the technical
architecture the community uses to

develop and employ the DPD/ EM be
better defmed.
Author's Note: An after-actio" review
containing all the panels' recommendations was submitted to Kern
and Hollis (in his /'Ole as Ami)' M&
proponent) following completion ofthe
conference. All recommendations were
app/'Oved for implemen.tation.

Conclusion
In his summation of the conference
proceedings,
Kern
termed
tile
conference a success, noting that it
resulted in continued actions to
instirutionalize and evolve SMART. The
next SMART Conference i tentatively
scheduled for early 2000.

PAUL D. AMOS was an Acquisition
Analyst with Science Applications
InternCtlional Cmp., McLean, VA,
wben be wmte tbis article. He
supported the Analysis Division,
OASA(ALT). A major in the u.s.
Army Reserve, Amos holds a B.S. in
marketing from North Georgia
College and is pursuing an M.S. in
in/onnalion management from
Central Michigan University.
WILLIAlvI A. REED i a Senior
Analyst/Engineer with
cience
Applications International C07'p.,
McLean, VA. He is currently
suppor·ting the Analysis Division,
OASA(ALT). He holds an M.S. in
in/ormation systems from Golden
Gate University and a B. in
computer sciencefrom Chaminade
University in Honolulu, HI.
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SMART
AND
DUAL-USE
TECHNOLOGY
Dr. Thomas H. Killion
Introduction
Dual·use technology is defined as
having both military application and
sufficient commercial potential to
support a viable industrial base. By
increasing the use of these technologies
in Defense systems the Army can take
advantage of the same competitive
pressures and market-driven efficiencies
that
have
led
to
accel rated
development and savings in the
commercial sector. This approach,
which leverages commercial production
capabilities, will benefit the Army
through reduced development costs
and potentially reduced production
costs. The key is to identify where the
Army and industry have mutual interests
and can work together to develop
technologies that meet bmh Defense
and commercial needs.

Dual-Use Program Evolution
l;arly dual-use program, the
Technology Reinvestment Project,
provided clear evidence that DOD and
industry can work together to develop
technologies that meet both tIleir
needs. In FY97 and FY98, under the
auspices of the Dual-Use Applications
Program (DUAP) , the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and th Services
cosponsored the establishment of a
An
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variety of dual-use science and
technology (5&T) efforts. By Jaw, these
projects were executed through costsharing agreement with industry,
which contributed at least 50 percent of
the COSt of each project.
The Army was an aggressive
participant in the DUAP 5&1' effort,
receiving funding for participation in
38 projects in FY97 with a total value of

The use of modeling
and simulation
for product design,
performance
prediction,
and upfront
trade-off analyses
can greatly accelerate
the development
process.

$88 million ($21 mill.ion from the DUAP,
$21 million from Army agencies, and
46 million from industry).
In
addition, the Army received funding for
participation in 42 projects in FY98
with a total value of $83 million ($20
million from the DUAP, 20 million
from Army agencies, and $43 million ~
from industry). Anexampleofaproject
sponsored under the DUAP S&T effort
is an initiative undertaken by ITT
Automotive (now part of Continental
Teves) to adapt automotive antilock
braking systems and low-speed traction
control technology for High Mobility
Multipurpose
Wheeled
Vehicles
(HMMWVs) and medium-duty trucks to
enhance safety and improve low-speed
maneuvering.

Dual-Use S&T Program

•

In FY99, fi.mding and responsibility

for the dual-use effort was transferred L
to the Services and the DUAP was
renamed the Dual-Use (DU) S&T
Program. Under the DU S&1' Program,
the Army will continue to pursue costshared technology partnerships wi
industry, combining DU 5&1' funding
(5.25 percent), Army agency core 6.2
funding «25 percent), and industry
funding (250 percent). The matching
funds from the DU S&T Program and

...
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opment facilities and simulation capabilities is just one example of the
private sector's interest in applying
MART-type proce ses to reduce cycle
time and development costs.
Under the DU S&T Program, the Army
has sponsored a number of efforts
involving
the
development
or
enhancement of SMART tools. The
primary sponsors of these efforts have
been
the
National
Rotorcraft
Technology Center (NRTC) at the NASA
Ames Research Center and the National
Automotive Center (NAC) at the Army
Tank-Automotive Research, Development
and
Engineering
Center
(TARDEC). The RTC (rotary-Wing
vehicles) and the NAC (ground
vehides) are major dual·use centers
established by the Army to collaborate
with and leverage the privare ector in
the
development
of
critical
technologies.

from industry provide a strong
.. incentive for Army agencie to adopt
this new way of doing business. One of
.. the central goals of the program is to
attract nontraditional suppliers using
"Other Transactions or Cooperative
~Agreements," which provide greater
flexibility and fewer burdensome
regulations than traditional contracts.
The ITT Automotive effort cited earlier
• is an excellent example because this
sector of ITT previously had never done
business with DOD.

SMARr And Dual-Use
• Technology
Both the Army and the private ector
• are exploring innovative methods for
redUcing costs and time for product
development. Simulation and Modeling
"for AcqUisition, Requirements and
Training (SMART) is an essential
II- component in the success of these
.. acquisition reform efforts. The use of
modeling and simulation for product
. design, performance prediction, and
upfrOnt trade-off analyses can greatly
....a ccelerate the development process.
The investment by Chrysler Corp. (now
Daimler Chrysler Corp.) in its new devel-

NRTC Projects
Representative SMART-related efforts
at NRTC include two projects that are
contributing to the development of a
suite of Integrated Helicopter Design
Tools (IHDTs).
The projects are

Program
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directed at developing and demon·
strating an integrated conceptual
and engineering design environment
federation,
based
on
common
distributed object de ign principles
that will support trade·off and
sensitivity analysis throughout the
development life cycle of a rororcraft.
The project's technology products
include demonstration and validation
of an integrated, distributed design
engineering software environment for
rotorcraft.
Products will support
interactive, multidisciplinary, plug-andplay
engineering
design
tools,
applications, and databases.
This
support will result in an estimated 30·
percent design process improvement
and a projected 2;-percent reduction in
component design and tework for
development of military and/or
commercial rotorcraft.
As requirements for rotorcraft designs
have become more demanding,
development costs have increased
significantly, and development time has
gone from years to as much as a
decade. Sharply constrained budgets
dictate a reversal of this trend if
rotorcraft are to remain competitive

I
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and affordable. The mOT Program
supports the vision of the Anny Mate.riel
Command's Task Force on Weapons
Systems Acquisition Cycle Improvement "[T]o field better and affordable
combat materiel in the shortest time."
Applying this technology to future
platfonn programs, such as the Joint
Transport Rotorcraft, may result in
estimated savings of 250 million p r
year during a 3-year development life
cycle.

NAC Projects
Similar to NRTC, the NAC is
developing advanced modeling and
simulation
tools
for
product
conceptualization and design and tradeoff analyses. NAC has initiared an
ambitious, integrated program involving
four interlocking, intermeshed efforts
that will, when completed, constitute an
unequaled "man-in-the-Ioop" simulation
and collaborative design capabillty to
upport the SMART process (see figure
On Pag 29).
The first project focuses on the
development of an Automated Product
Development Framework (APDF) for
advanced ground vehicles. This project
is directed at developing capabUities to
fiU the mo t critical technological gap
inhibiting
the
creation
and
implementation of the SMART vision.
This gap is the inability to effectively
combine the different engineering and
functional domains that make up the
acquisition process.
The resulting
-ystem will provide the Army design
community 'vith the eqUivalent of an
Internet capable of handling the
exchange of information that is
considered e sential for participation in
tomorrow' conunercial world. This
will allow program/project/product
managers (PMs) and program executive
officer to be more involved in the
product development process and to
access remote modeling and simulation
tools to monitor the progress of a
system and its conformance to system
requirements.
This will ultimately
reduce design time.
The second NAC project addresses the
development of a Virmal Distributed
Collaborative Environment (VDCE).
Under this effort, an analytical
prototyping
and
simulation
environment is being developed, which
is interactive and prOVides real-time
documentation of each elemem in the
process.
The VOCE will allow
distributed users supporting Army
projects to have the ability to
collaborate using realistiC Army models
in real time in an integrated data
environment.
30 Ann! RD&A

The integrated, efficient
techniques and tools
embodied in the
SMART concept
are readily applicable
to both commercial
and military
product developments.

Thi project will also allow the
inclusion of part visualization in the
APDF described previously, providing a
connection between the product data
and design rationale developed in the
APDF and the e-commerce network that
will suPPOrt products in the field. Part
vi ualization will help realize the
significant reductions of costs in
sourcing and order processing already
demonstrated in the commercial sector.
The rhird
AC project involves
development of an Advanced GroundVehicle Research Visual System, which
will provide a highly realistic and
accurate depiction of a virtual world for
simulation-based
ground
vehicle
operations, testing, training, and
related activities. This system will
provide
a
realistic,
interactive,
"im_mersive" virtual sinluLation of the

real-world environment for ground
vehicle operarors, allowing repeatable,
ea ily instrumented testing of mannlachine interfaces.

Implementation of this visualization
capability will enhanc
TARDEC's
ability ro bring the customer (the
soldier)
into
the
design
and
development loop to evaluate system
design and operation capabilities.
Enhanced visualization capabilities will
move sy tem designers, developers,
evaluators, and customer toward the
time- and cost-efficient "virtual proving
ground," and away from significantly
more expen ive and time-consuming
functional testing done with prototype
or production vehicle system .
The final. project, the Vehicle and
Heavy EqUipment Virtual Proving
Ground (YHEVPG), seeks to create an
internationally unique capability by
linking four of the world's most
advanced driver and "hardware-in-theloop" simularors a,'ailable at TARDEC

with ti,e University of Iowa, and by r
creating common high-fidelity, off-road
VPG environments.
The Army will use the resulting
environment as a synthetic banlefield, ~
and other government agencies and
industrial firms will US it for product
development.
The VHEVPG will ..
integrate
distributed
interactive
simulation, physics-based modeling,
and virtual environment
being
developed by the NAC, the National •
Foundation,
and
the
Science
IndusuylUniversiry Cooperative Research
Center for Virtual Proving GroundSimulation, with both governmem and
industry participation.
The VHEVPG project will include
"proof of concept" demonstrations for
systems design, acqui ition, and lifecycle suPPOrt proce es. The linked
capabilities of these simulators will ~
allow modeling and imulation of a
wide range of expected operating
scenario for nearly all heavy-duty ~
military ground-based vehicle systems.

•

Conclusion
The integmted, efficient techniques'"
and tools embodied in the SMART
concept are readily applicable to botll
commercial and military producr,....
developments. The Army dual-use
effort, through the RTC and NAC, is
coinvesting with the private sector in
the development of tools to enable the
SMART concept. Ultimately, this effort
will provide new design environments'
and methods ro shorten the acquisition
process and reduce de"elopment cost,
thereby benefiting both the Defense"
and commercial secror .

-----------------,
DR. THOMAS J-I. KlLLION has •
served since inception of the DUAP
as the Army's Dual-Use Program'
Manager' in the Office of the
Deputy Assistant ecretary of the
Armyfor Research and Technology.'
He was recently detailed to the "Advanced Systems and Concepts
Office 0/ the Defense Threat'
Reduction
Agency
as
an
Operations Reseanh Analy t; He
has a Ph.D. in experimenta(
psychology from the University 0/
Oregon.
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SOME
BRIEF
OBSERVATIONS
ON THE FUTURE

OF ARMY
SIMULATION
Bran Ferren
Note: Ibis article is an excerpt
jrom an addendum t.o the 1997
Summer Study on Battlefiehl
isualizatiQlt prepared by the Anny
~ Science Boa"d, oj which Bran
Ferren is a member. It has been
• embellisbed somewhat to accommodate the jon" and style oj this
publication.

Introduction
• There are two kinds of people in dle
world: Those who believe there are
~ two kind of people, and those who do
~ not. Beyond this, I really do believe
there are two kinds of people, who are
divided by the way they approach new
,Product development. Requirements
people and Big Idea people.
_ Requirements folks believe in
researching meir subject thoroughly.
"They talk to their customers, do
.. research, study the competition, build
prototypes, hold focus groups, etc. The
endgame to their efforts is a
requirementS document. Once agreed
• to by their management, this
•document is "tossed over dle transom"
to omers tasked with building it. When
~the document is completed and
delivered, everyone eagerly waits to
~ee if the product is successful. If so,
... the requirements were met and
everybody basks in the reflected glory
'of a job well done. If not, the search
begin' for the guilty party. The
~ reqUirementS process (and people) are
familiar to most who are employed by,
or work with, the Army. (You can tell if
r you are in a Requirements organization

if you have viewgraph projectors in
your conference rooms.)
Big Idea folks use an altogemer
different process. They firmly believe
that it's a waste of time to talk to dleir
customers. Doing this will never result
in innovation, ju t incremental
advances, and mis bores mem. Big Idea
people are convinced that mey know a
lot more dlan anyone else about dleir
subject and the best ming anyone else
can do is follow tbeir creative vision.
The motion picture busine s depends
on a Big Idea creative process. You
don't ask the audience to direct the
movie. You hire the best people with
creative vision you can find, give mem a
lot of money, and basically trust meir
instincts (usually based upon meir
track record and me effectiveness of
meir "pitch"). (Instead of viewgraphs in
these conference rooms, you find
artWork, models, budgets, and oftengreat passion.)
It's important to note mat neidler
process is intrinsically superior. Each
can be appropriate to address a wide
variety of challenges. In fact, some of
the greatest organizations have learned
how to accommodate me strengdls of
both kinds of minking. The only titde
complication in merging me memods
of these two kinds of people togedler
is basically dley hate eadl other! They
approach the world from such
different perspectives that they
frequently don't share a common
language, let alone mutual respect or
compatible work memods. In my
experience
(coming
from
an

organization dlat absolutely reqUires
bodl types of thinking), me only way to
get this kind of colJabomtion to work is
to establish a clearly defined process.
.In this approach, borh parties
understand that mey will eventually be
heard and dlat dleir ideas will be given
a fair hearing, Even dlen, it's still very,
very tough.
Interestingly enough, dle .S. Army
has on occasion had great success in
milizing born
Big .Ideas and
Requirements on a single project. Take
for example me former Chief of Staff of
the Army, retired GE
Gordon
Sullivan, who had the inspired vi ion
to "Own The ight." That was a Big
Idea. As he said, just give him a way to
fight equally well at nighr as during me
day. and he'd be happy. All Big Ideas
can be expressed clearly in one
sentence. His Big Idea was an easily
understandable vision that in turn gave
me Requirements people working in
night vision, mdar, communications,
etc., what dley needed to get to work.
This roundabout introdUCtion is my
way of suggesting mat it's time for
some new Big Ideas in Army Modeling
and Simulation (M&S). Basically, I'm
suggesting iliat there are techniques
available that could significantly
change me way we mink about bom
the art and sdence and me value of
simulation.

Overview
Clearly, mere are significant M&
issues fating me AmlY as we move into
the future. Many of mese are being

•
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addressed by my colleagues with a
wealth of accumulated experience in
government M&S, r would like to
extend the discussion a bit to include
some topics that perhaps lie outside of
what is generally discussed, I feel
strongly that these topics could have
measurable impact on both the
direction, and effectiveness, of the
Army's future mission.
Let's face it, simulation is a very new
field. Even though some of us are still
waiting for this "computer thing" to
blow over, most are convinced that
simulation is valuable and here to stay.
Nonetheless, we need to remind
ourselves that we are still pretty
clueless about its full potential,
Evangelizing about this stuff is a little
like trying to convince the Wright
Brothers that frequent flyer miles is
going to be the path to their long-term
succes . It's in tructive to note that we
are just barely beyond the Kitty Hawk
stage of Army M&S. The fun part is
what lies ahead,
lb get there, we must continue to
invest in M&S research and
development (R&D), and not fool
ourselves into thinking that the
research is done and that now it's
simply a matter of productization,
We've barely scratched the surface of
what is possible. The good news is that
there is real momentum building, The
danger is that we are starting to believe
that we have all of the right answers
when it's not clear to me that we're
even asking all of the right questions.
Please take these observations in the
spirit with which they are intended: an
informal heads-up on some ubjects
that could have impact on our future
success. As always, I will happily defer
to people more expert than r about
why it may, or may not, be sensible (or
even possible) for the Army to pursue
these approaches.

Approaches To Simulator
Design And Development
So where are we in the evoluticn of
simulators a11fYW«Y? Is this a mature,
well-understood science, or are we
sHU learning and, if so, what?
I'm afraid some people are so caught
up in the successes of simulation that
they may forget that M&S is an art and
science in its infancy. While some of us
need to spend our energies fielding
the current generation of systems
hardware, the rest of us need to keep
dreaming, With the current pace of
technology. if we can dream it today,

we can build it tomorrow!
Our near-term issues tend to revolve
around one central question: How
good does a simulation have to be to
be an effective training tool? For
discussion purpo es, I'd like to
describe what seems to me to be the
generational evolution of military
training simulation-past, present, and
future, Granted, the boundaries are
fuzzy, but dividing our progress into
these categories has helped me think
about what may come next.
This issue of ''what's next" has always
been an elusive one. For example, in
the entertainment industry, the
pioneers of live theater never
anticipated the success or impact of
motion pictures. Later, dle Hollywood
studio people didn't appreciate the
importance of a new invention called
"Television," And in turn, the Network
]V folks didn't think cable would be
anything other than a technical means
to provide programming to areas with
weak reception, Instead, cable has
turned out to be a narrowcasting
medium,
which
is
rapidly
overshadowing broadcasting in both
viewership and scope. It's anybody's
guess today if you ask a cable
executive, "What' oextt'
Here's the list. (By my assessment, at
this point in time we are just getting
ready to move into the Sixth
Generation of training simulation,)
Generation I: The first real training
simulators arrive-The link, Aviation
terrain boards, and various teleoperated
miniatures, Also, a whole collection of
dedicated hardware-based "trainer"
usually designed to perform one or
more very specific tasks.
Generation II: Simulators incorporating electronic image generators,
Infinity optics, multi-OaF motion
bases, etc, These new technologies are
employed to bring a new degree of
realism to the simulations, as well as to
provide much greater flexibility in
model complexity and system
dynamics,
Somewhere
between
Generation II and Generation Ill, we
start to see serious integration of
weapons systems, avionics, sensors,
and a variety of realistic threats.
Generation III: More immersive
experiences, including virtual reality
(YR) head-mounted displays and very
wide field of view (FOY) imaging (Le"
multi projector domes).
Generation IV: Multiple Generation
IT or ill devices networked together
using shared databases, Higher fidelity,

Simulation
Network
(SIMNET),
Distributed Interactive Simulation'"
(DIS), etc, We start to see higllly
immersive interactive environments
(YR,
Core
Automated
Virtual ~
Environment (CAVE), etc.) evolving to
the point of usefulness.
Generation V: (This is where we are ~
now). Introduction of stochastics to
proVide uncertainty, virtual reality
synthetic humans, adaptive databases •
(e.g" synthetic "mud" that a tank can
get stuck in and leave tracks),
increased use of texture and dynamic
lighting effects to enhance reality, early photorealism,
early on-platform
embedded simulation. Photorealistic
and multispectral imaging capability'
have allowed simulation to move
beyond training into becoming a
serious mission rehearsal tooL

What's Ahead
Generation VI: SpeCial environmental effects and "eight senses'"
multisensory coordinated stimulation '
to enhance reality. 1 say "eight senses"
because it seems to me that we use this"'"
number to do the kind of work that is
relevant to simulation-based training.
These are sight, hearing, smell,'"
taste, touch, temperature, orientation!
balance, and our sense of the passage
of time. Why on earth do we persist in
saying that people have only five
senses? This includes the use of
complex-wide dynamic-range inputs
and special effects to increase
immersion and human sensory ~
loading. The intent of all of this is to
provide an emotionally rich experience
that can increase the stress loading of
the participants, There is an emphasis'
on story-based scenarios with a high •
degree
of
interactivity
and
unpredictability. It will employ fully'
embedded simulation with very
realistic sensory channels. (This hasn't
happened in training applications yet:
but is easily in reach as it is a known art
in entertainment industry Simulators.) ..
This approach was first seen several.
in simulation-based
years ago
attractions created for Theme Park
entertainment venues. For example~
Disney's "Star Tours"" or Universal's
"Back to the Puture '" ") ,
Generation VII: Embedded (onplatform) simulation capable dflrunning hyper-real time sce n,trios to
help the soldier make in-process
battlefield decisions, (Not onl}~
possible, but nearly trivial, in 10 to 20
years-please see "BIG IDEA ALERT" in
May-/lme 1999

or

~

~

~

next section.) Storytelling methodology will come into common use for
designing
immersive
simulation
environments for tr"dining applications.
By this pOint, immersive display
technology and high-performance
computing will now be readily
available to the warfighter (individually
or crew served).
Generation VIII: You believe the
simulation is the real thing, The only
difference to the trainee is he or she

(hopefully) won't really die if they
make a big mistake. (This will happen
• 30 years into the future, if we pay
attention; 50 if we don't).

A little Q&A And An
Argument With Myself
..

So, should we 'wish to, we could
now tUJ Generalion VI training
simulation. Why should we care? I
think there is a real need in the Army
• for new "Generation VI" type of
simulation to train our soldiers more
effectively in conditions of human
• sensory overload (you know, like
during battle). By definition, oldiers
are professional sensor fusers. The
... modern electronic battlefield (not to
mention military operations odler than
war (M001W» is going to tax the
overload recovery of the soldier and
commander up to (and beyond) their
,limits. The ability for our people to
effectively fuse information (not just
data) is their only chance of making
.. consistently correct decisions. It is
important to note that while the
amount of information is rising
exponentially
on
the
modern
• electronic Net-Centric battlefield, the
amount of knowledge is remaining
relatively constant. We have pretty
• much the same number of countries,
bad guys, and issues as we always have.
Imagine a haystack widl a constant
•number of needles, but with
exponential hay growth. A scientist
~ would call it a rapidly deteriorating
• signal-to-noise ratio. That's the
battlefield of the future and we need to
train to be ready for it.
We MUST upgrade our simulation
, capability to give our troops a sense of
what this will feel like before they have
to do it for real. Our current
~ imulators are woefully inadequate in
this regard. On our best day, wei
provide the soldier with a largelYj
•intellectual experience. What's needed
is an emotional one as well.
How do tve know that technology
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beyond Generation V w-ill help
train solders better, faster, and/or
cheaper? Should we stop the
progress of next generation
simulation R&D because what we
have now is simply good enough to
meet the Army's needs for the
foreseeable futu1'e? One approacll is
to build some tricked-out "next
generation" Simulators, run people
through them, and then do some
performance tests to find out if training
has been enhanced. Of course, it will
take some real thought and time to
figure out how to really measure
simulator training effectiveness. I have
my doubts that this can be done as
easily as many would like to dlink. It's
often quite frustrating to quami1)r
human experiences. But I think there
may also be a less analytical approach,
more like dle Core Business approach
used by some in industry to deCide
what must be kept in house versus
what's OK 10 fatnl out. If we believe
that M&S is, and will continue to be,
core to the Army's future business,
then we must keep developing each
next generation of simulators to
understand their value. Besides, what if
Henry Ford had thought the cars of his
day were good enough and didn't start
his own company? Or more to the
point, what if no one had ever declared
that OUI Army needed to "Own The
Night"? The war in Iraq mighl have had
a very different outcome.
Does the ARMY really need higher
fidelity simulation? Don't tests
show little or no benefit from
higher fidelity? It's been trendy over
the past few years to claim we don't
need lot of bells and whistles in our
simulators to do effective tmining. I've
hean/ lots of talk like "things like
motion bases and higb definition
imaging just add costs witbout
benefits. " Far be it for me to doubt tbe
words of our experts, btlt let's not fall
imo tbe tmp of tbinking one can
evaluate "success" by just looking at a
few test scores. Wbile tbis is certainly
belpftll information, it does not
necessarily tell tiS what we mally need
to know. Just because a soldier can
sboot a simulator well doesn't mean
be can sboot a real gun well. Andjust
because he can sboot a real gun well in
training, doesn't mean be can do it on
tbe battlefield, in combat. We need to
bave tbe world's best watfigbters-not
just the world's best simulatorjockeys!
Just whal do we really mean bJI
high fidelity, and what might the

,I

benefit of higher fidelity be? Also,
are there alternatives to traditional approaches to increasing
simulationfulelity? First of all, what
is the Army's d fu1ition of fidelity in
training simulation? I have yet to find
one definition (but 1 have found
many). Most people I've talked to
equate fidelity with visual imaging
quality (expressed as pixels, polygons,
dynanlic range, lumens, frame rate,
etc.). 1 don't buy dlis. Life isn't just
about pixels. It's abour how accurately
and
(technically,
experientially,
emotionally) the simulator conveys dle
experience of doing the real thing. I
think that there is an argument to be
made thaI enhancing both sensory
loading (beyond the visual channel)
and emotional resolution (a key
component of fidelity when you're
talking about human beings) will
provide a more effective training
experience.
By emotional resolution I mean how
lhe information being delivered is
perceived by lhe observer. Think back
to things you saw on TV that really
moved you, things that created
memories and feelings that were so
moving as to be unforgettable. For me,
watching Neil Arm trong set foot on
the moon, watching PreSident
Kennedy's assassination, and witnessing the Challenger disaster all qualiJy.

Let's face it,
simulation is a
very new field.
Even though
some of us
are still waiting
for this
"computer thing"
to blow over,
most are convinced
that simulation is
valuable and
here to stay.
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The technic.'1l resolution of all of these
experiences was ordinary. The
emotional re olution, however, was
extraordinary and indelibly etched
these events into my p~1'che.
I believe that the fidelity of a given
simulation
should
be
viewed
holistically. That is, it should be thought
of simultaneously from its technical
and emotional perspectives to achieve a
balanced view of its effectiveness. For
imulation
example, if you want to u
to teach someone what it's like to drive
an old Bradley under real battle
conditions, you need to consider the
entire experience, not ju t imaging
accuracy and control response. In the
real world, the Bradley crew will likely
find that the weapon sight eyepiece
fogs over (especially in July at Fort
Benning-or in Bo nia), the controls
are loose and slippery; the provided-bylowest-bidder intercom stinks, and the
diesel exhaust fumes flowing back into
their faces aren't much help either. It's
really noisy, it shakes them around, and
the damn engine lugs down whenever
they turn it hard. Also, when they shoot
a 25 nun cannon or fire a missile about
2 feet from their head (and they're
effectively sitting in a tin can), it
becomes VERY LOUD.
Our present Bradley simulators do
not even attempt to duplicate this
experience. They are calm, well
mannered, and behave predictably.
This is more than I can say for any of
the five or ix: Bradleys I've driven.
Today's imulation bardware really
teaches our troop how to drive
Bradley simulator not necessarily
Bradleys. Granted, this i valuable but
it could be so mucb more.
This higher level of fidelity that "real
life" provides is increasingly (and costeffectively) approachable in simulations
by utilizing modern special effects
technology. This expertise was
developed by the motion picture,
th.eater, rock & roll, and theme park
communities to do more compelling,
creative storytelling to keep pace or be
abead of an audience's rising
eJqJectations. The reason to apply these
techniques and technologies to our
training simulations is straightforward.
It is to create simulation eJqJeriences
that would expose the trainee to an
experience that much more closely
emulates the sensations of what actual
warfighting i all about. If we believe
that much of th value of Simulation is
to develop a good set of reflexes, then
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it follow that the stimulatory input to
the trainee should be as rich and
complete as is practical.
By employing Special Effects
technology as an alternative to brute
force elevation of audiovisual fidelity, 1
believe we can achieve a superior effect
at a much lower co t.
The question remains: Will it train
our soldiers better? Let' not pend too
much time worrying about it and just
quickly build one to fLOd out. If it isn't
readily apparent that it i substantially
better, then we bave our answer.
So bow good is good enough? Is
there no point of diminishing
rernrns? Well. for mo t application ,
reality is good enough. When our
simulations reach the quality level at
which they are indistingui hable from
reality (to a calibrated human
observer-or me!), we don't need to
go any further. We aren't even close to
this level of reality in most training
simulations today. The good news is
that we can do much useful simulation
work with appreciably less than perfect
results. But the debate surrounding
how good i good enough will persist
until we achieve perfection (and can
tben back off; hould we so choose).
Are there jimdamentally different
ways of approaching simulation
(Sllch as those employed in the
entertainment ind~try) or do all
of us "skilled in the art" of
simulation llSe the same process,
approach, and methods? If you poke
around, three different schools of
designing imulations seem to emerge.
They are as follows:
ScientificlReality-Based Simulation. By this approach, the
scientific accuracy of the model rules.
You try as hard as you can to faithfully
reproduce what the real world system
actually doe (or would do). Accuracy
counts more than ae thetics. Reality,
rather than the perception of reality, is
d,e goal. To make thi tuff work really
well, you need real cientists, experts
with a Jot of eJqJerience, good data,
patienc , and a big wallet. Physics
rules, and it is generally agreed that
everything in the simulation should be
measurable
and
reducible
to
quantitative parameters.
• Story-Based Simulation. These
people take a very different approach.
They feel free to exercise complete
theatrical licen e. Reality is often
con idered somewhat irrelevant, but
th perception of reality is critical. We

trade the ability to achieve big
emotional responses for accuracy."
Rich, complex sensory inputs are
dominant. Adrenaline is good. You
want [Q make it scary? 'fum out the ..
lights and bring in the boogie man.
This is about master stOrytelling, not
just technical resolution. It' Stephen ~
King time rather than Albert Einstein.
The relevant skill set is the very
bedrock upon which Hollywood's
success is built: storytelling. To make •
this work, you need all of the
capabilitie required to do phy ics·
based Simulation (although, granted, you can often lighten up on the
cientist ),
D a multidisciplinary
team of great storytelling professionals. _
Tbese folks include writers, special
effects people, lighting designers,
motion control engineers, sound
designers, and theatrical control ~
system specialists. Much attention gets
focused on the "look and feel" and
"environmental" aspects of the·
simulation experience. The motto is
"Fake it-uyou can get away with it."
• Bad SUnulation. To some degree, •
this is what most of us in the
simulation business do most of the
time (sigh...). Although it's the most-..
common form of simulation, it
certainly isn't what rno t of u start out
striving for! The resources and
infrastructure necessary to do bad
simulation are readily available
worldwide. Perhaps not urprisingly;
the co ts can be even greater than
succe fully implementing either of the
other twO approaches. From an Army .,
perspective, we've made great progress
on the scientific simulation front.
However, on the storytelling side,'
we've barely cratched the surface. This
isn't surprising as storytelling has, to
the best of my knowledge, never even "
been identified as a relevant dimension
of training simulation. Let's fix this. I
guess part of the problem is that we.
don't even have a good vocabulary to
begin the discussion. Even the word ~
storytelling seems too soft and fuzzy to
use in polite Anny company. This is too .
bad because every gre-at military leader
I've ever met or read about (as well as
every great teacher for that matter) is
(or was) a great storyteller. Effective
torytelling is a core competency of
leadership!
}..J.
Could
a
storytelling·based
approach to simulation prOvide
training advantages to the Army? If.
you believe that creating a more
L

r
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compelling and realistic simulation
xperience could be valuable, the
answer is yes. My gut (fully biased)
instinct is that this is a productive
.. direction to explore. Let's find out.
Why not put together a diverse
multidisciplinary team (including folks
y with strong storytelling skills) and try
it. Doing more effective torytelling
and training within today's technical
limitations would be their obj ctive.
~ We might just get to see what happens
when the best of the best in the Army,
Industry, and Hollywood decide to
·collaborate. The key would be to bring
together the right people in the right
kind of facility to do a collaborative
• development project. It would be
interesting to see what happens when
you empower people who put
..storytelling fLrSt and ask them to create
a simulated training experience,
people who are concerned as much
about the impression of reality as
• reality itself
, That's nice. But give me a real
simulation example. Say you are in
-our new Bradley (or better stll! an
MlA2) simulator and you want a great
sound of an explosion (the nice "teeth
...rattling" kind). You basically have two
choices. The "scientific" approach is to
go into the field and faithfully record a
real explo ion and then play it back in
the simulator. It might even sound OK.
;Ibe storytelling approach is to go to a
Hollywood sound effects studio and
• "build" an emotionally compelling
effect from a collection of library
• noises, ynthesizers, computerized
signal processors, etc. When you hear
the final result played back in the
imulator (or movie theater), [
guarantee the created sound wlIl be
more "real" than the original. If it's
.done right, the audience is never aware
of the process. The final result just
seems right for the situation.
• Many (often most) of the decisions
made hy the Simulator design team are
~ compromises because oue technology
can't do everything we want it to as
'well as we would like, and when it can,
we often can't afford it. This is ceetainly
true of the inlagery part of our
imulators. With appropriate wallet
power, they could get 10 times better
and still not be close to the fidelity we
-humans experience every day by just
waking up and opening our eyes. So
we make value judgments based upon
~bat we think is inlpOrlant, what we
can do, and what we can afford to do.
• More often than not, everyone feels

shortchanged and value engineered to
death. I'm suggesting that as a partial
solution to this dilemma, we could
make more effective u e of OUf limited
resources
by
thinking
less
quantitatively and more qualitatively.
This is where the skills of the storyteller
come intO play. 1 have heard more than
one combat veteran proclainl that the
first 20 minutes of Steven pielberg's
film "Saving Private Ryan" i the best
depiction of war they've ever seen.
This is an example of master
storytelling-by a team of master
storytellers.
As mis skill set applies to Army
training simulation, me ·'theatrical"
result might be less technically
accurate, but could still be a more
effective training tool. I would argue
that in many (but clearly not all) of the
Army's applications, this would be an
acceptable trade. We might get more
bang for our buck, and better soldier
motivation as well.
If you're at all tempted to dismiss the
relevance of storytelling skills to the
Army, keep in mind matal/ofour most
compelling political and military
leaders have b en master storytellers. I
believe that great storytelling skills are
virtually synonymous with leadership
skills (Lincoln, Reagan, Eisenhower,
Churchill, and-God forbid-even
Hitler, were brilliantly effective
speakers/storyteller). All of these
leaders had the ability to inspire

By employing
Special Effects
technology as
an alternative
to brute force
elevation of
audiovisual
fidelity, I believe
we can achieve
a superior effect
at a much
lower cost.

millions and get them to do mings they
wouldn't otherwise be capable o~ not
to mention keep meir ventures (or
empires) well funded and positioned
for success.
Is the use of "Requirements~ to
define the development of certain
M&5 systems an ouunoded concept,
and if so, are any of the alternatives
used by industry applicable to the
Army? IF we all agree mat we need to
be able to get from the R&D phase to
working hardware, it would seem
worthwhile to consider transitioning
from oue current requirements-based
development process to a rapid
prototypingtparrnering model for
some of these experiments. An
essential aspect of mese collaborations
is the effective use of rapid
prototyping. Basically, you THINK OF
IT > MOCK IT UP > TRY IT OUT >
DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN (QIDCKLY).

This process of rapid iteration turns
out to be very effective in quickly
discovering what research efforts work
well enough to pursue for further
development. It requires a special
breed of "can do" people and great
support technology; but it can work
spectacularly well. Incidentally, the
rapid prototyping approach seems to
be suitable for both hardware- and
software-hased projects.

50 bow does one decide which
approach is superior? A basic issue is
the cost of failing versus me price of
guaranteeing success. The government requirements-based contracting
system is designed to prevent failure by
defining what is desired in the
minutest detail. While on the surface
this seems like a sensible thing to do, it
can have some big drawbacks:
• Ln
that you will be held
accountable for failing, me tendency is
to be conservative. With long
procurement cycles, this almost
guarantees the delivery of somewhat
outdated systems.
• To avoid misunderstandings and
close loopholes, projects tend to
generate staggering quantities of
paperwork. This is expensive to
produce, process, and respond to. It
can add enormous cost and, due to
excessive complexity, invites errors.
• Things change (faster than
requirements documents can)!
What' the alternative? More and
more commercial companies are
successfully turning to a partnering
work model. You elect and qualify

1
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preferred vendors and then you
proceed
forward
together
to
understand the problem and create
solutions. When it works weU, you can
save enonnous amounts of time and
money and get a deliverable that is
often a much bener fit with the end
user's real (a opposed to paper)
requirements. It also allows you to
react quickly to new discoveries and
developments as you move toward
completion. This approach has allowed
Disney to deliver complex theme park
attractions in the requisite 3 to 4 years,
and effectively farm out 80 percent of
the work to contractors.
The downside to this hared risk
"going where no person has gone
before" stuff, is that on any given
proj ct you will periodically fail-the
dreaded (often career-ending) "F"
word. Failure costs both time and
money, occasionally lots of both. 1£ it is
a really fundamental screw up, it could
jeopardize an entire program. So why
take this chance? Becau e the upside
savings in time and money (and
performance gains realized) often can
Cae outweigh the risks. In addition,
there is often a value in fulling. R&D
isn't the same as war. To the contrary;
the lessons learned by periodically
failing at a really tough and challenging
project can teach you a great deal,
without being severely damaging. The
key is to realize quickly when
somethmg isn't working and move on.
J believe that if an R&D enterprise
isn't failing (and recovering) at a fairly
regular rate, it isn't tackling problems
dlat are hard enough.

New Simulator Technologies
And Applications
Are there relevant sources of
simulatiou technology outside DOD
or the industries with which we are
already connected? Can the Army
leverage commercial technology
development efforts to enhance the
performance of its projects? Yes, and
we should proactively design certain
Army simulation systems to take
advantage of new low-cost processes,
tools, and hardware. Some facts to help
calibrate our point of view: the Sony
PlayStation n or Nintendo Ultra-64
home game machines each cost less
than 200. Either will outperform a
typical 5-year-old desktop Computer
Graphi Interface (CGI) workstation,
originaUy costing about 35,000. There
are massive efforts underway in the
gaming industry to create tools and

authoring environments for these
platforms that are scaleable and very
user friendly They were designed with
DIS in mind. There is ongoing
experimentation to place these systems
in a multiplayer DIS environment via
the Internet. Already, there is more
simulation software (called games)
written for these machines than has
ever been written for any Defense
Image Generation (lG).
Am I seriously suggesting that we
convert the Army's simulation IG
process to run on consumer and toy
computation platforms? WeU, kind of
Let's face it, it is becoming a PC-/gamebased computation wodd. The
Microsofts and Imels of the world have
won. The faster we can get with the
program and start leveraging this
technology and TALE T pool the
faster we will be able to drive the costs
down and the performance up. This
sru/f isn't r ady to solve most of our
problems yet. Wim our input, however,
it could become usable in the very near
future. We should be studying and
experimenting widl it NOW. Imagine
the visual computation power of 200
Nintendo
machines
networked
togemer to work as a single IG. This
system could outperform ANY Army IG
in u e today. The consumer technology
companies won't do this kind of
development work. The government
sinlUlation market just i n't big enough
to get them to pay anention. Besides,
mey're probably not me best folks
around to run Defense progranlS. To
make this stuff work, we will have to
identify the appropriate new resources
and develop new relationship and
new mechanisms for collaboration.
But if we can do so, the increase in our
co t/performance ratio for applicable
simulations will be huge.
Finding the right balance of COTS
(Commercial Off.The.Shelf) Versus
GOTS (Government Off-The-Shelf).
Perhaps it's an unspoken law of nature,
but it seems that our government has
to be completely bipolar on major
policy issues. The COTS versus GOTS
debate is no exception. I would like to
caution that while I believe mere is
enormous leverage to be gained from
migrating entertainment industry
storytelling
kills and consumer
electronics/gaming technology into
Army imutation thinking, there will
always be some Army-specific skills that
bould be kept in-house. For example,
don't expect entertainment people to

know about weapon systems, training,
doctrine, inteUigence, or warfighte
trategic skills. However, knowing how ..
to create compeU.ing experiences; do
low-cost, high-performance comput- ~
ing; support large- cale network
simulations; build graphics-modeling
software is (or will be) their stock and..
trade. Ln mese areas not only will it be
futile for me Army to try to compete,
but a waste of energy and .resources.
We need to focus on understanding ~
what the core Army simulation skills
set is (and will be) and remain world
class at dlat. We also need to be sinlply"
brilliant at getting other industries' ,
technology and skills leveraged against
our real-world challenges. For many.
who are more accustomed to doing me
reverse, mis will be a new experience. .
Lf I had to guess at an ideal ratio for_
the future, it would be 10 percent
GaTS and 90 perc nt COTS. Just don't ...
underestimate how hard it will be to be
world class at that Army 10 percent. In·
terms of attracting and retaining top,
talent, procurement, and systems
integration, it will probably be amongthe toughest technical missions the •
Army will face.

....

Are there S01Jte huge new
applications jor simulation that
we're stmply overlooking? BIG LOEA
ALERT! How about a distributed and
adaptive battlefield C4I + S (Cornmandr
Control, Computers, Communications,
Intelligence, and Simulation) architecture utilizing EMBEDDED HYPER-.
REAL-TIME SIMULATION (HRTS) to
assist the warfighter while in theater
and in ballie? Why should imulation
be limited to oJJ.line mission plannini
applications? And for goodness sakes, ,
let's stop thinking that the Holy Grail
of simulation is to get it to run in realtime. I want orders of magnitude
better man realtime! Here's why:
'
Consider a network of battlefield
systems with enough computer
horsepower onboard that virtually l
every component can run high-,
performance simulations
as
a
background task. When I say high\.;
performance, I mean they can run at
one hundred (or one million) times
real-time speed, the sorts of ..
simulations that now run at one
hundredth of real time. With !hi'~
capability onboard you could run
scenarios to predict the possible"
outcomes of a ballie while fighting and
quite possibly make decisions mat
would positively affect the outcome.•
r
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Now you're thinking "yeah right," you
...can't run simulations that fast even on
~ our biggest supercomputers. I agree
it's impractical now. But in 15 or 20
... years, it wilJ be technically trivial.
Thanks to a whole variety of rules of
thumb like Moore's Law, we practically
~ know this for a fact.
Given the lead
time to field new technology in the
Anny, we should be working on the
• necessary topologies and architectures
NOW
Imagine a scenario where the
battlefield
C4l+S
network
is
·continuously reoptimized as it works.
~ Areas of congestion or excessive
latency would be automatically routed
• around. In this manner, the "stress" on
the technical systems and warfighters
... could be better accommodated.
_Software-based control panels (touch
screens?) would automatically label
It themselves and display dle m.in.jmum
amount of information necessary to do
> the complete job at hand. Spectrum
would
be
intelligently
and
transparently reallocated where it
ould do the most good. Information
• Warfare attacks and computer virus
threats would be automatically
... identified and fought with the software
equivalent of a biologically immune
system (running as a simulation
background task) AND fielded
hardware would have a much longer
>useful life because it could be "rebuilt
and upgraded" remotely, on the fly.
>
Here are some omer examples of
~ what mis could do for us:
• Make battlefield communications
systems more survivable and self·
optimized for speed and throughput,
'irrespective of configuration changes
~ or battle induced damage.
• When much-faster-man-real-time
~ simulation becomes practical, me
~ warfighter would have a predictive tool
available, online in the field, and
.mtegral to meir weapons, mobility, and
communication systems.
~ • Give commanders me ability to
•update or redefine the fu nctionality of
key attributes of their systems on the
fly while deployed.
'ALlow for a more seamless transition
"and handoff from the simulated
.. environment to the real world.
• Allow me results of simulation to
directly affect tlle functionality of a
..... system while actually in use (radler
than be limited to training and pretConstruction design engineering
roles).
!.. • Break me cycle of delivering

outdated systems to me fLeld because
of long procurement cycles. In a
perfect world, if me field systems could
be completely reconfigured by loading
new software, it would have a much
longer u eful life wim higher
performance. If you could "upgrade on
the fly," the benefits could be
incredible.
• Java-esque object-oriented applet
technology
(or
object-oriented
programming (OOP) languages like
Squeak-a follow on to Smalltalk)
could let small, cheap processors
embedded
in
future
portable
equipment perform like workstations
do now. I£ the tank commander needs
an animating 3·0 graphic of me threat
ituation over the next hill, he would
get me dara and me graphics software
necessary to display it. Once viewed,
bom me dara and me display program
are purged, ready for me next task.
This approach would also enhance me
security
integrity
of captured
hardware,
as
little
sensitive
information would need to be stored
in non-volatile system components.
Once we have this simulation
technology embedded in our
warfighting systems, tile would also
get the capability to log the data
flow oj the systems in adive use.
Not only would this provide a
u~Jique opportunity to review what
actually happened, but also the
same data could be used to "fine
tune" the aI/line simulations. This
kind oj heuristic self-learning
behavior could enhance ovenllatch
by
making
the
"brilliant"
battlefield systems smarter alld
highly adaptive to the specific
threats and tactics faced in each
new threat environment. Believe
me, I fully understand why this is
going to be very difficult to make real.
I also appreciate that adding this idea
of HR7S to the battlefield could cause
as much damage as it could good.
Why do it? Because it's inevitable. It
has to happen as oul' simulation
technology cominues to move
forward. What I'm really suggesting is
that the sooner we realize tbis, the
soonel' we can craft a vision of the
future that will accommodate it. To do
this soonel· ,-atber than later will
hopefully allow us to do a more
sensible migration to the next
generations of M&S, the intenl is to
furtber empower our warfighters.

Why now? What's the hurry with
//tocking up story-based training
simulations and launchi~/g -[lito a
serious
R&D
program
to
investigate
next
gelte1'ation
embedded HRTS? Because we've
recently reached me point in the
evolution of computer and special
effects technology where we CAN do it.
To realize this vision would require
radical changes in how our large-scale
systems get designed and implemented. I£ we don't start minking
about mi now (and the way we think
is in part by pending serious R&D
dollars), our enemies might very well
get to u e it in combat before we do. A
strange artifact in the evolution of new
technology in me military is tllat those
who start last often have the greatest
technological edge because mey aren't
burdened wim aging legacy systems
and me perceived (often mistaken)
need to remain "compatible."
To quote Sun Tzu in his yet
unpublished technological sequel to
The Art of War, "Go Figure."

A Final Request
For those of you who make your
living in Army simulation, I urge you to
look into me future to create your own
new vision of where M&S could be in
20 years. If you can inlagine it now, it
will men be possible. Go visit a theme
park, or see a movie, or attend a rock
concert, and mink about how aspects
of mese experiences could make what
you do more e.ffective. Go hug an artist
or omer kind of toryreller and,
together, go cause orne troublel Any
one of you could invent me Big Idea
that will initiate the next great
generation of simulation technology.
All it takes is some patience, creativit);
vision, and a lot of passion to get it
done. Don't believe my simple ideas;
go invent your own. I know one of you
reading mis has what it tlmes, and then
some. Remember, we've barely
scratched me surface.

BRAN FERREN is President,
Research and Development and
Creative 7ecbnology, Wall Disney
lmagineering. He is also a member
ofthe Anny Science Board.
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VIRTUAL
AIRCRAFT
LOADINGS
Jennifer Napiecek and
Ford Cook
Introduction

Longbow Apache (AH-64D)

The Military Traffic Management
Command Transportation Engineering
Agency (MTMCTEA) performs virrual
(simulated) aircraft loadings using
motion analysis software and threedimensional com purer-aided engineering (3-D CAE) models of equipmem
and aircraft cargo bays. These virtual
aircraft loadings aid in evaluating the
comparibility
between
military
equipment and military transport
aircraft dUring the development phase
of the acquisition process.
In
addition, when test loading is not
practical, this procedure is used to
develop loading procedures in video
format.
In recent years, MTMCTEA engineers
have applied this technology to
transportability assessments of the
Longbow Apache Attack Helicopter
(AH-64D), the Non-Developmental
Airlift Aircraft (NOAA), and Comanche
Reconnaissance and Attack Helicopter
(RAH-66) acquisi.tion programs.

In 1994, we used ffimion analysis
oftware and 3-D CAE models to
perform virrual test loading of six
Longbow Apaches in a C-5 aircraft and
three in a C-17 aircraft. The 3-D CAE
model of the Longbow Apache were
provided by the contractor, and the 3-D
CAE models of the aircraft cargo bays
were
developed
by MTMCTEA
personnel. The aircraft models were
based on published drawings and were
limited to box-like simplifications of the
true interior of the aircraft.
This
reqUired personal knowledge of the
aircraft and repeated conversations
with loadmasters to COnfICffi or deny
possible interference areas that were
brought inro question because of the
limitations of the aircraft models. The
mmion analysis oftware, the 3-D CAE
models, some tenacious gathering of
raw data, and personal experience
enabled MTMCTEA engineers m
determine if the required number of
AH-640 could fit into the aircraft, the
disassembly and loading sequence

required for each load, and the
feasibility of restraining these loads to ..
the aircraft floor. The resulting analyses
showed thaL it was indeed possible, '
with limited clearances, to load and
restrain six Longbow Apaches and all"
transportability
ground
support
equipment inside a C-S aircraft (Figure
1) and three inside a C-17 aircmft.
~
In ApriJ 1998, the Progmm Manager
for the Longbow Apache conducted an
acrual test loading of six longbow
Apaches and aU ground support
equipment into a C-S aircraft. ~
predicted by the virtual test loading, aU
six aircraft and ground support
equ i pment fit inm the C-S. Originally,
the Program Manager had scheduled a ~
test loading for the C-17 also. However,
the integrated product team members
decided that this test could be deleted,
from the test schedule because of the
AH-640's similarity to the AH-64A and
because the MTMCTEA virtual test
loading demonstrated that three AH- ~
640 could be successfully loaded into
a C-17 airer.tft. Eliminating this test

Figure 1.
Six Longbow Apaches on a C-S aircraft
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Figure 2.
Top graphic shows aircraft during loading process. Bottom graphic shows four Comanches loaded onto a C-17 aircraft.

•
• avoided approximately 50,000 in costs
for tbe Program Manager.

NDAA
• In 1994, MTMCTEA used this virtual
J
aircraft loading procedure to analyze
the cargo capacity of two NOAA
,. candidate aircraft. The purpose of the
NOAA Program wa to determine if
slightly modified commercial aircraft
~ could be purchased at reduced cost in
lieu of the C-17. To be a viable airlift
solution, the e aircraft needed to be
capable of transporting common DOD
Jo 'equipment
requiring C-17 airlift.
MTMCTEA engineer analyzed the
feasibility of loading the Family of
• Medium Tactical Vehicles (FMlV) 5-lOn
truck, the M915 tractor, 20-foOt
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International
Organization
for
Standardization (ISO) container'S, and
Other large items into two potential
NOAA aircraft. The two aircraft had the
same basic cargo bay structure, but
differed in the width of the side-loading
doors. By using 3-D modeling and
motion simulation lOols, we were able
to verify and cballenge claims made by
the contraclOr about certain vehicles
fitting inside the aircraft.
Our results showed that it was
impossible to load the FM'rv into the
aircraft with the regular ,,~dth door
without the FM'IV physically contacting
the door, thereby requiring additional
clearance allowed by an extra wide door.
In addition, our results howed that two
150 containers could not be loaded side

by side in either model. In another
scenario, we were able 10 load twO
FMTVs side by side, but the procedure
requ ired lowering the overall vehicle
height by everal inche. The analysis
determined this height and showed the
resulting clearances between the FMIV
cab and internal aircraft sidewalls.
The e virtual aircraft loadings allowed
DOD personnel 10 make informed
decisions regarding both the mechanical
and operational feasibility of Loading
various pieces of equipment in the
alternative commercial aircraft.

Comanche (RAH.66)
In January 1998, MTMCTEA engineers
performed a virtual loading of a
Comanche into a C-130 aircraft. The
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...
helicopter model used for this analysis
was equipped with moveable joints at
the main landing gear and the tail caster
wheel to simulate the realistic
rotational and translational movement
of these mechanisms. The analysis
showed that numerous main landing
gear adjustments and tail caster wheel
adjustments are required to load the
helicopter into the aircraft to avoid
contact between the helicopter and
ramp during loading, and between the
helicopter and the interior of the
fuselage once it is inside the aircraft.
Because of the tighr clearances
between the helicopter and the aircraft
at the floor and the ceiling, the
helicopter must be in the fully
"kneeled" position to be completely
loaded into the aircraft. This results in
clearances of les than 1 inch between
the helicopter and both the C-130 floor
and ceiUng. Following the virtual
loading of the Comanche into the
C-130 a video showing the loading
procedure was developed and provided
to the Program Manager and contractor.
The
virrual
loading of four
Comanches into a C-17 aircraft was
performed in June 1998. For this
analysis, the main landing gear and rail
landing gear were locked in their fully
extended positions. The tail cas ter
wheel, which is an additional ground
support item of equipment, was not
used for this analysis. The analysiS
confrrmed that four Comanches would
fit inside the C-17, as required by the
ystem spedfication (Figure 2). This
analysis also determined the loading
procedures necessary to fit all four
helicopters into the C-17 and identified
the need for shoring to increase ramp
clearance to pr vent the nose of the
helicopter from physically contacting
the ramp during loading.

Ongoing Virtual Aircraft
Loadings
Currently, MTMCTEA is working on a
virtual aircraft loading of eight
Comanches in a Co; aircraft. The
landing gear will be fully extended for
this analysis, as ill the C-l7 analysis. We
are also working on a virtual aircraft
loading of the Marine Corps Advanced
Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAAV).
The sam techniques as previous
analyses will be used to load the AAAV
onto the C-l7 aircraft. These analyses
will show .if eight Comanches can be
transported in a Co; and if the AAAV will
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With the rapid
development of
computer technology
and the availability
of skilled programmers,
we expect virtual
aircraft loading tools
to become more
user friendly
and accurate.

meet its C-17 transportability requirement. Most likely, actual testing will
not be requ ired.

Future Enhancements
The current cargo bay models, though
fairly effective, are based on the Air
Force published clearance drawings
and are limited in detail to box-like
simplifications of the true physical
interiors. In some cases, this imposes
fal e restriction on cargo stowage
areas. This problem is acute when
evaluating tight-fitting load configurations such as the Apache and
Comanche helicopter systems that
exceed published clearances, but do
not necessarily exceed true physical
boundaries. To increase the fidelity of
the aircraft models, MTMCTEA is
developing highly accurate digitized
3-D models of each primary transport
aircraft (C-130, Co;, and C-l?). These
new models will be used in our
analyses instead of the current cargo
bay models. Increased fidelity of the
aircraft models will result in a
Significant improvement in the accuracy
of our virtual aircraft loadings.
Virtual loading currently require an
in-depth knowledge of the 3-D
modeling and motion analysis software
packages. VIrtUal loadings al 0 require
considerable time to set up the correct
parameters to simulate the actual
movement of the item being loaded,
repositioning of the aircraft ramps,
knowledge of the sequence of the items
being loaded, and substantial computer
hardware re ources not readily
available to aircraft load masters.

However, with the rapid development
of computer technology and the
availability of skilled programmers, we
expect virtual aircraft loading tools to ...
become more user friendly and
accurate.
With this goal, we are
investigating
emerging
virtual
environment technologies and building
a 3-D model database of military
vehicles, equipment, and transportation assets that will facilitate the ..
realization of this interactive, highre olution, load-planning tool.

Conclusion
Setting the pace for acqulSltlOn
reform, MTMCTEA has developed and
successfully applied a virtual aircraft •
test loading procedure. This procedure
allows engineers to determine, early in
the acquisition process, if, and how, a <
piece of equipment will fit into the
intended transport aircraft.
If a
problem appears likely, designers can
modify the equipment prior to physical ~
prototyping and manufacturing, thus
ellrninating costiy hardware redesign
and test loadings later on in the ...
a.cquisition life cycle. We have applied
the procedure to everal acquisition
programs and demonstrated how
modeling and simulation tools can be
used to reduce costs and schedules and
provide valuable insight in the design
and acquisition of military equipment.

JENNIFER NAPlECEK is a Project
Engineer at the Military Traffic ..
Management Command Transportation Engineering Agency.
She holds a bachelor's degree in •
mechanical engineel"ing ji-01n the
University a/Virginia.
FORD COOK is a enior Engineer.
working on mechanical system
simulation at the Military TraffiC
Management Command Trans- ,
pOrlation Engineering Agency. He
holds both a bachelor's and a
master's in mechanical engineer- ...
ing jivm the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute.
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ACMO Announces 11 Selectees
For Competitive Development Group Program
Year Group 2000 Competitive Development Group Selectees
Name

Org=ization

Location

Career Field

Marietta Allen

OASA(ALl)

National Capital Region

Program Management

Thomas Benero

Corps of Engineers

Folt Worth, 'IX

Contracting

David Bundy

STRICOM

Orlando,FL

Program Management

Denise De La Cruz. TECOWEPG

Folt Huachuca, AZ

Test & Evaluation

<luis Grassano

PEO-GCSS

National Capital Region

SPRDE

John Hart

STRICOM

Orlando,FL

SPRDE

Vicki Long

AMCOM

Dayton, Ohio

Contracting

Willard Meyer

IQC

Kerkrade, Netherlands

Manufacturing &
Production

Michael Padden

TAOJM

Warren,MI

SPRDE

Daniel Pierson

STRICOM

Orlando,FL

SPRDE

Kathy Salas

U.S. Army Korea
Contracting

Yongsan, Korea

Contracting
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-
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Congratulations to the Year Group (YG) 2000 Competitive Development Group
(COG) selectees! The Acquisition Career Management Office is pleased to announce
the YGOO CDG selectees as shown above. These individuals were chosen as a direct
result of the YGOO COG Selection Board that was held in December 1998.
The foUowing article summarizes the CDG Program selection criteria, application
proce s, and selectee demographics for the first three COG Program year groups.

THE PAST, PRESENT, A D FUTURE
OF THE COMPETITIVE
DEVELOPMENT GROUP
PROGRAM
Sandy Long

I.L Introduction
Now in its third year, the Competitive
... Development Group (COG) Program~ sponsored by the Army Acqui ition
Corps (MC)-is still going strong, and
• till "looking for a few good men and
women."
The purpose of this
to- professional development program is
to provide intensive leadership training
• and experience opportunities for
competitively selected GS-12 and GS-13
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Corps Eligible (CE) and AAC members.
When an individual is selected for the
COG Program, he or she is placed in a
pOSition on the Army Acquisition
Executive Support Agency Table of
Distribution of Allowances for a 3-year
period. During these 3 years, the COG
selectee is rotated through assignments
and training opportunities as outlined
in the COG selectee's Individual
Development Plan (!DP).

The COG selectee develops his or her
IDP in conjunction with Acquisition
Career Management Office (ACMO)
representatives, a Functional Acquisirion Specialist (PAS), the selectee's
new supervisors, and the Acquisition
Career Management Advocate (ACMA).
Although a promotion is not
guaranteed as part of the program, the
program is structured to make COG
selectees highly competitive for higher
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level responsibilities widtin the MC
and the Army: If a CDG selectee has not
been competitively selected for a
promotion at the completion of the 3year period, the ACMO and U.S. Total
Army Personnel Command will work
with the selectee to locate a position
that is appropriate for the selectee, the
MC, and the Army. Whether the CDG
selectee leaves the program as a result
of a promotion or completes the 3-year
period, the selectee will be accessed
into the Me.
Even though the CDG Program is now
in its third year as mentioned earlier, it
is still undergoing changes. This article
provides
information
on
bow
personnel were selected for the CDG
Program in the past, what qualifications
they possess, and some of the changes
being made to improve the program's
application process.

Selection Criteria
Individuals ace selected for the CDG
Program through a competitive
selection board process.
The CDG
Selection Board, which is comprised of
five GS-lS MC members and at least
one colonel, receives guidelines from
the Deputy Director for Acquisition
Career Management (DDACM) for use
in evaluating and recommending
individuals for the CDG Program. The
board member is also instructed to
view the applicant's entire file and rate
the applicant on his or her potential to
become an effective future leader
within the MC and the Army.
Starting with YGOl, instructions to the
board will be changed to indicate that
an applicant must be Corps Eligible,
Level ill certified, and possess two of
the follOwing attributes: an advanced
degree,
multiple
certifications,
experience in two or more organizations, or experience in two or more
career fields. (See Table 1 on Page 44.)

Board Documents
The documents provided to the board
are listed in Table 2 on Page 44. The
board member reviews the application
to assess and score the individual. Past
boards have indicated that pacts of the
application are easier to review and
provide a more accurate picture of the
applicant than others. Based on this
feedback, the DDACM has made
adjustments
to
the
documents
provided to the board.
The Acquisition Civilian Record Brief
(ACRE) is by far the document most
frequently reviewed. It is usually the
first document seen and is a snapshot
of information on the applicant.
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Applicants hould ensure thar their
ACRE provides the best possible picture
of their achievements to date. on-MC
member can obtain ACRB update
support by contacting their local
Acquisition
Workforce
Support
Specialist (AWSS). MC members can
obtain ACRB update support by
contacting the FASs.
The Senior Rater Potential Evaluation
(SRPE) is a valuable tool that can be
used by the senior rater to identify the

applicant's potential ability. The board
reviews this document extensively and '..
relies heavily on the senior rater's
comments and the ranking of the
applicant as compared to his or her ~
peers rated by the same senior rater.
Boaed comments have indicated that
this document is often not provided, •
not completely filled in, or does not
clearly identify the top performers.
In an effort to gain feedback about the
COG Program from the CE population, 4

. I

Survey Results IndicatE
Did you know that you may be missing out
on a wonderful career opportunity because of
a misunderstanding about the Competitive
Developmenr Group (COG) Program? A
survey of all Corps Eligible (CE) members
conduCted in January-February 1999
confirmed that there are many misperceptions
about the COG Program. Th.e purpose of the
survey was to determine the reasons for the
reduced number of applications to the Year
Group YGOO COG Program. The responses
received by the Acquisition Career
Management Office (ACMO) were very helpful
and have revealed a need for clearer
information about the COG Program. The
accompanying chart hows the statistical
responses from the survey: This article also
includes several of the recurring comments
that were made by respondents.
The tOP three responses to question no. 4,
Reasons for not applying /0 YGOO CDG,
provided some insigbtful information about
the misinformation or misunderstanding that
surrounds the COG Program:
I de not wish to reIoaJJe.
Relocation is nOl necessarily a part of the
COG Program. Once selected, individuals are
relocated only when they cannot receive the
experience necessary to meet the goals and
objectives of the CDG and the Army
Acquisition Corps (MC). To dare, only seven
COG selectees have been reqUired to relocate
and, in each instance, the selectee bas agreed
voluntarily to relocate.
I did not feel I bad a chana at being
selected.
To compete for a COG position, an individual
must be a G5-12/1.3 (or be at an equivalent pay
band) and be a CE member. If you met these
two basic requirements, you bad a chance at
being selected for the program. If you feel you
are lacking a specific kill or qua!i.flcation, dlere
are numerous ways the ACMO can assist you in
obtaining that skill or qualification. Seek out
opportunities to make yourself more
competitive.
I was ecnu:enred what my optums arid/or
opportunities would be at the rompletio1l
of the program.
At the completion of the program, the COG
members are accessed into the MC and placed
Into a permanenr position at an increased level

of responsibility. While the program does not
guarantee a promotion, by virtue of the
training and experience received, CDG
selecrees will have the credentials necessary for
a competitive edge when competing for vacant
Critical Acquisition Positions.
•
Recurring comments from the survey
included the following:
Commetrt: The program looks as if it
discriminates against people over 40, or within
specific ethnic categories.
Response: The COG Selection Board
considers individuals without information on ..
race, national origin, age, sex, or other
personal information. The average age of the
COG selecree is 46, and the race and national
origin demographics on COG selecrees to dare
is approximately 49 percent female, Sl percent
male, and approximately 2S percent minority
Comment: The package is extensive and
cumbersome to complete.
"
Response: If you completed an application
package for an acquisition board the previous
year, only updates to the package are required.
The process has been streamlined as much as
po ible while still providing the board
enougb information on which to base a rating.
Comme1lt:
The COG Program offers'
nothing that I can't get within my own
organization already.
RespollSe:
This is correct for some •
individuals. All of the training and experience
thaI is avai1ahle to COG members is avai1able to
other Army Acquisition ~rkforce personnel
as well, and if your Organization is willing to·
suppon an Individual Development Plan as
intensive as that nf a COG, then you are
correct.
The CDG Program allows an
individual the opportunity for some intensive •
training and it affords the COG member an
opponunity to obtain experience within
multiple organizations and career fields.
Comment: Ifelt my supelVisor would not be
supportive.
Response: A COG position is nothing more ~
than a new position; the only difference is that
you apply through a selection board process.
You are removed from your current position
and placed in a new position on the Army'
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a survey of all CEs was conducted in
February 1999. (See sidebar starting on
Page 42.)
One recurring comment
received from this Corps Eligible Survey
was that many CEs did not apply for the
COG Program because of difficulty
obtaining an SRPE. Because this is such
a valuable tool, new procedures for
obtaining SRPEs will be implemented
for the YGOI COG Selection Board.
The applicant will only need to submit
the senior rater's name and e-mail

...

..

address. The ACMO will request the
SRPE directly from the enior rater. To
improve the quality of the SRPEs, the
DDACM will emphasize, during all
briefings to senior leadership, the
importance of tbe SRPE and the need
for consistent evaluations by the senior
rater.

at the accomplishments of the applicant
from the supervisor's perspective. The
board bas indicated that support fonns
are not very useful, but the appraisals
help provide a historical picture of the
applicant's achievements. The boards
have noted that for some individuals,
appraisals from year to year do nor
change. This indicates that there is no
growth on the part of the individual.
Appraisals and senior rater comments
should be specific to accomplishments

Six performance appraisals and the
associated support forms are also
required with the application. Tbese
provide the board with a historical look

CDG Program Misperceptions

I

Acquisition Executive upponAgency Thble of
Distribution and Allowances. Once you are
assigned [0 a COG position, you are dern.il.ed to
multiple experience opportunities and report
to new supervisors. Application to the COG
Program and acceptance into the program
does not require your current supervisor's
approval.

•

Comment: 1 have applied in past years and
have not been selected, and I'm not sure why.
RespollSe: AlLhough the ACMO cannot
explain to each individual why they were not
selected, this article provides some extensive
statistics about those individuals who were
selected. These statistics should be reviewed
and increased attention applied where
necessary.

•

eommetll: It is tOO difficult to obtain a
Senior Rater Potential Evaluation (SRPE) from
my Senior Rater.
ResjHJIase: The 1998 COG Selection Board
requested infonnation about the Senior Rater
only, and the ACMO requested the SRPE from
the Senior Rater. This process seemed to make
it easier for the applicant and resulted in
everyone having an RPE for the board_ That
process was nOI followed for the YGOO COG
Selection Board, bur will be reinstared for
future COG Selection Boards.
The COG Program was established to ensure
the future leaders of the MC and the Army are
trained and provided as much experience as
possible. '(be program is imiIar to othet
dvilian sector programs that have been put in
place to groom middle managers for future
leadership positions within an organization.
The COG Program is intended to be a
competitive process for all those who qualify.
The applicant's package is reviewed and rated
as a whole so that all qualificatio.ns count
equally and the lack of one element is nol a
disqualifYing fu.ctor, Applicants should take
time to ensure that their packages include all
infonnation and present their best attributes.
Assistan~"C in huilding your packet can be
• obtained by contacting your local Acquisition
Workforce Support Specialist (AWSS). He or
he is willing and able to assist you in ensuring
that you "look your best" for the board. Your
career is your responsihility, but the ACMO
stands ready to assist you in any way possible.

·

·
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I. Apply for YGOO?

Yes

No

V

188

2. How learned about the opportunity
Q)G Announcement

34

MC Home Page

24

Postcard ootificatioo

Z3

MC Roadshow

17

Word of mouth

16

ACMAJAWSS

12

3. Apply for CDG previously?

61

156

If yes, what years?

1997

29

1998

32

4. Reasons for not applying to YGOO CDG.
Doo't wish to relocate

113

I bad 00 chance of selection

76

Coocerned aboll1 options aodlor
opportunities at completioo of program

68

Don't fully understand Q)G

52

Too busy to complete my package or was 00
travd

52

Don't want to commit to a 3-year program

48

Doo't wish ro change organizations

42

Doo't wish to jeopardize current po,itioo

42

Don't know what Q)G is

26

My supervisor was not supportive

18

CE status not confirmed in tinie

15

NoSRPE

14

I am considering leaving the governmenr

13

I'm being considered for promorioo

7
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during a given year and provide a clear
evaluation of the applicant'S major
achievements that provide a basis for
future increased responsibility and
leadership roles.
DA Farm 2302 is helpful to the board
in that, if written weU, it adds
information to me experience block of

Table 1.
COG Program selection criteria

Positions Available

YG97

YG98

YGOO

YGOl

25

25

30

30

the

Minimum
Requirements
Eligible Population

GS-13
MCfCE

GS-13
MC!CE

GS-12!13
MCfCE

GS-12!13
MC!CE

Certification Level

Level II

Level II

LevelID

LevelID

Additional Selection
Criteria

Des~ed

Desired

Desired

Must possess
at least two of
the Selection
Criteria listed
below.

Additional Selection Criteria (Note: The CDC SektWnBottrrlwill Wl'lSiderotkr
fddbrS in its dR1ihertttims as appropriate.)
Education Level

Master's Degree

Certification Level

Multiple Level ill Certifications

Experience

Experience in two or more organizations

Experience

Experience in two or more career fields

~---

Table 2.
Required documentation for COG Program application process
YG97

YG98

YGOO

YGOl

ACRB

ACRB

ACRB

ACRB

Performance
Appraisal!
Support Forms
(last 3 required)

Performance
Appraisal!
Support Forms
(last 6 requested;
last 3 required)

Performance
Appraisal!
Support Forms
(last 6 required)

Performance
Appraisal!
Support Forms
(last 6 required)

Signed AAC
Mobility
Statement

SignedAAC
Mobility
Statement

SignedAAC
Mobility
Statement

Signed AAC
Mobility
Statement

Most recent
SF50

Most recent
SF50

-

t

selection board

...

complete

new

packag

is

not·

necessary, only updates to the package
are required. Efforts are underway to
establish central acquisition files on all •
CE members, which will contain this
material and eliminate the "application
process" in furure years.

-

Assignment
History

DA Form
2302

DAForm
2302

Senior Rater
Potential
Evaluation

Senior Rater
Potential
Evaluation
(ACMO requested
from Senior Rater)

Senior Rater
Potential
Evaluation

Senior Rater
Potential
Evaluation
(ACMO will request
from Senior Rater)

~~

The

•

recommends that applicants emphasize
achievements and not just identify
duties. The space on this form is ..
limited for a reason. The writer must
when
describing
be
concise
achievements. The board also requests
that Times New Roman 12 pitch print
be used for this form, a practice mar
will be required for furure boards.
A mobility statement must be signed and submitted wim each application.
This will be used in the event a COG
selectee chooses to move to gain the <
required or requested experience. The
mobility statement is also required for
accession into the MC, which, as
indicated earlier, occurs at the ..
completion of the 3-year period. COG >
demographics (Table 3 on Page 45)
show that only 7 of the 50 COG ~
selectees to date have required
geographical moves. All of those moves
were voluntary.
In an effort to streamline the ..,
application process, the ACMO has
standardized the application packets
for all MC selection boards. Furure
COG Program applications need only
include an updated and signed ACRB, a •
signed mobility statement, the six most
recent
performance
appraisals, ~
information on how to contact the ~
senior rater, an SF50, and a OA Fonn
2302. If an application for the COG
Program was submitted the year before,
a

Assignment
History
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ACRB.

"#-

-

CDG Demographics
As you can see from the COG
demographics (Table 3), COG selectees
some
pretty
impressive
have
qualifications. Each selectee has at least
a bachelor's degree. In addition, COG
applicants who show extensive
experience in more than one career
field or within multiple locations
and/or organizations have been'
selected more often than those
applicants who have remained in one
job, in one career field, and at one
location.
A review of the COG
demographics also shows that almost
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Table 3.
CDG Program selectee demographics

Nwnbcr 01 Applicants
wnb<r of COGs Sd«ted
PromotiooHOGS·14 (asotMatch2J.1ffl)

YG97

YG98

YGOO

'700
25 (.\.5%)
10 (4O'lI»

'400
25 (6.2%)
2 (8%)

"IOU

11 (11%)
0

0
1(4%)
22 (88%)
2 (8%)

0
2 (8%)
19 (76%)
4 (16%)

0
6 (55%)
4 (36%)
1 (9%)

0
14 (56%)
8 (32%)
3 (12%)

1 (4%)
8 (32%)
14 (56%)
2 (8%)

0
5(46%)
4 (.l6%)
2 (18%)

Qu2lific:ations-Educauon, Training,

and Expcdmcc
Highest Education Level

•
•
•
•

No Degree or College
Bachelor's D'll""
One Master"s D~
More than one Master's Degr«

r.ertificltion I1vd
• No Level m Certification
• One Level m C<rti&:aboo
• T"", Level m c.ci6catioos
• Mor< th>n "'"' Level m Certifications
Ex'Pt=nencc

• Experience in ODe orpniutioo
• Experi= in two o~oos
• Expe:rimcc in more than two o.rpnizations
• .l:.>:perience in one career field (Cf)
• Experience in twO~.s
• Experience in more than two O:s

2(8%)
6 (24%)
17 (68%)
5 (20%)
15 (60%)
5 (20%)

4 (16%)
7 (28%)
14 (56%)
6 (24%)
13 (52%)
6 (24%)

2 (18%)
0
9 (82%)
6 (55%)
4 (.\6%)
1(9%)

CentralR<gion
• PEO-GCSS (Warren, Ml)
• AMooM (D.tyton, OH)
• TAooM (Warren, Ml)

• Acquisition Logistics

2 (8%)

• Billin.... eost ~ and Financi.l
M=gemem

5 (20%)

1 (4%)
1 (4%)

0
0

• Communicaciom-eomputer Systems
• f'..omr.lCting (~ Constnl<:rioo)
• Mllnufaetwing and Produaion (including

0
4 (16%)
0

1 (4%)
4 (16%)
1 (4%)

0
3 (27.3%)
1 (9%)

5 (20%)
8 (32%)

10 (40%)
3 (12%)

3 (27.3%)
3 (27.3%)

NatiorW Capital Region
• PEQ.C3S (Ft. Belvoir, VA)
• PEO-GCSS (Arlington, VAi
• PEO-SfAMIS (Ft. Lee, VA)
• CEooM (Ft Belvoir, VA)
• DSSW (Washington, DC)
• HQDA (Washington, DC)
• INSCOM (Ft. Belvoir, VA)
• MIMe (Alex2lldri3, VA)
• SOCOM (Ft. Bragg, NC)
• 5.\IDC (Arlington, VA)
• TEooM (APG. MD)
• USAG (Ft. Me:ode, MD)

1(4%)

4 (16%)

1(9%

Northern Region

Prim:,,")' eare... Field Ul?"n Selection

...

YG97
Home OrganizationlLocation Upon Selection
$outh<rn Region
• J'EO-M.ID (HuntsWU;~
• PEO-AVN (Huntsville, AL)
• PEO·TACMSL (HlWtsville, AQ
• AMooM (Hunrsville, AL)
• ooE (Huntsville, AQ
• ooE (Ft. Worth, TX)
• SMDC (HwttsviIle, AQ
• STRIooM (Orlando. FL)
• TEooM (Ft. Huaehue:t, AZ)
• TEXooM (Ft. Hood, TX)

Qwlity fusurance)
• I'rogr= Man.&=ent
• Systems l'IarmiDg. Research, Development,
and Engine<ring
• T.,. and Evalwrim

half of the YG97 and YG98 COG
selectees have experience ln elther
multiple career fields or organizations.
Table 3 also identifies the various
locations from which COG selectees are
cbosen. As you can see, the locations
l> are varied from areas like Huntsville,
AL, and Fort Monmouth, NJ, to more
distant location like Korea and the
Netherlands.
To date, the promotion rate of COG
selectees has been exceptional.
Although a promotion is not
• guaranteed as part of the COG
Program, a large percentage of COG
selectees will bave a competitive edge
when competing for vacant pOSitions.
Currently, there are 11 YG97 and 3
YG98 COG selectees that have been
promoted to GS-14. Keep ln mind that
~ YG97 selectees have not yet entered
their third year in the program and
already 11 selectees have been
promoted.

Conclusion

• PEQ.C3S (Ft. Monmouth, NJl
• ARDEC (Pje:ttinny Arsenal, NJl
• CEooM (Ft. Monmouth, NJl

1
3
I
3
1
0

1
0
0
I
I

o

o
1

o
o
3
I
1

I

o
o
1
2
1

o
I
I

YG98

YGOO

0
0
I
3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
t
0

0
0
2

0
1
1

1
0
I
0
0
I
0
2
I
0
2
0

0
I
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
t

0
0
0

1
0
2

5

success of the
program. Adjust,
Other
ments will be
0
o
• roc (Kerkrade, Netherlands)
made to the COG
o
0
• u.s. Army Korea Contracting Agency
Program to ensure
(yang"",. Korea)
the quality of
ax;. Requiring Geographical Move.
those selected re5 (20%) TBD
2 (8%)
• VolUDt2I)' Move.
mains at the same
o
o
o
• Involun
Moves
high level set by
TBD To be deunnmed.
the first three
groups of COG
selectees.
Selection to the COG
SANDY LONG is an Acquisition
Program is an outstanding opportunity
Proponency
Officer in the ACMo. She
for all CE and AAC members.
holds
a
B.S.
degree in information
Supervisors and senior raters should
systems
management
from the
encourage their eligible subordinates
to compete and take advantage of this
University of Maryland and is
exceptional opportunity to expand
within two courses ofcompleting her
their knowledge and experience. The
master's degree in management
COG Program is intended not only to
information systems from the
benefit those selected, but the future
University of Maryland. She is
AAC and the Army.

certified in the communications/
computers and program management careerfields.

The COG Program will continue to
grow and prosper because the AAC and
the OOACM are fully committed to the
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This anicle describes the technology
program evolution of a weapon system
concept to address the 21st cenrnry
warfighter's need as depicted in the
above scenario. The resulting fmng
battery is the Short-Range Missile
Defense With Optimized Radar
Distribution (SWORD) weapon system
concept.

Mission Need

SWORD
WEAPON
SYSTEM
CONCEPT
FOR
THE
21ST CENTURY
William C. Reeves Jr.,
Ronald A. Smith, and
MAJ Lawrence W. McRae Jr,

Introduction
How can leap-ahead technology get
onto the battlefield of the 21st century
and provide added value to the
warfighter in supporting situations like
the following?
The year is 2006, As the
young soldier looks in the
valley in the direction of the
suspect
enemy
artillery
position, another volley of
rockets can be heard in the
distance, The section leader
as
yells,
"INCOMING, ..
everyone jumps into their
fighting positions and braces
thelnselves for impact, With
sweat running down his
46 Army RD&A

fOl'ehead and his heart
pounding in his throat, he
looks out and catches a
glimpse of the outgoing
rockets from the SWORD
battery as they streak across
the sky to intercept the
incoming volley.
Within
seconds, all incoming 1'Ockets
are destroyed and the all-clear
signal is given. As he climbs
out of his position and looks
QI'ound, he knows his tmit has
cheated deatb. With a smile
on his face, be takes a last
look over his shoulder and
sees the crew of the SWORD
preparing for another attack.

The technology program process
begins with a mission need or
requirement. The Army has a limited
cost-effective active defense capability
against small radar cross section (RCS)
threats such as short-range ballistic
missiles (SRBMs), artillery, mortars,
cruise missiles, antiradiation missiles
(ARMs), unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), and rotary-wing launched air-toground missiles. This mission need is
defined in the Enhanced Counter Air
Capability (ECAC) Mission Need
Statement (MNS) developed by the U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command
and the Eighth U.S. Army (EUSA)
Operational Need Statement (ONS) for
active defense to counter the North
Korean 240 mm multiple rocket
launcher threat.
The new threats of choice by the
majority of countries in the world are
the low-cost, low-observable, saturationtype artillery rockets that can be used in
any weather. These threats have no
guidance controls; therefore, the enemy
must put a high number of threats on a
target to get some level of performance.
This combination of all-weather and
saturation threats drives the proposed
ystem concept definition.
The accompanying chart is an
unclassified summary of mission
requirements and ONS. As shown in the
chart's objectives, both the ECAC MNS
and the EUSA ONS will compel
developers of the SWORD weapon
system to institute specific operational
capabilities.

•

•

...
.,

)

•
,

~

~

Technology Development
To address the mission needs
depicted in the chart, the Army is using
hit-to-kill technology to achieve a
significantly lower cost for killing those "
saturation
targets
haVing
lowobservable Res. A high probability-ofkill missile is command guided by a
radar communicating with the missile's"
small radio frequency (RF) transceiver
all the way to the target intercept. The
target is destroyed by the kinetic energy
of the body-to-body impact. Throughout the last decade, the U.S. Army Space
May-/tltle 1999

ECAC MNS Requirements

Primary Threats: Rockets,
Mortars, Artillery, and UAVs

EUSA ONS

SWORD Objectives

240 mm Rockets

>5 Intercepts of 240 mm
Rockets per Second

Secondary Threats: Aircraft,
Cruise Missiles, ARMs, and
SRBMs
I-=:-:-,,------:--c::----:::---::-:----:---::::--------:----,..--

Fielding:

As Soon as Possible

...,.....~-,.__--.-

As Soon as Possible

In 2006, Based on Adequate
Funding Starting in FY99

No New Force Structure

Minimal Increase in New
Fcrce Structure

Maximize Use of EXisting
Force Structu re

All Weather

All Weather

All-Weather Capable

Low Cost per Kill

NA

<$20K per Missile in
Production Quantities

Mission and operational needs and SWORD objectives
i' and Missile Defense Command (SMDC)

Weapons Directorate, HuntsVille, Ai,
has developed this hit-to-kill technology, which is specifically applicable
to this unique air defense mission.
~ Research and development for the
interferometric acquisition and fire
control radar (FCR) technology was
initiated by SMDC as a result of the
need for a fIXed-site point defense of
national missile defense assets against
the re-entry vehicle submunitions
.. threat during the 1980s. The concept
consisted of X-band interferometric
acquisition and FCR and a radar-guided
gun-launched smart projectile for hit·
to-kill engagements OUt to 25
kilometers.
This radar subsystem
concept uses the enhanced state-of-the.art digital, electrical, or optical signal
processing to obtain a l-gigahertz
(GHz) proce sing capability. With this
signal processing capability, the radar
ubsystem can obtain centimeter range
resolution while mitigating most of the
ground clutter and multi path.
~ The angular differential accuracy of
the radar subsystem for the missile
and target is obtained by using
~terferometer principles to measure
Doppler imaging of the objects. This
angular differential accuracy of the radar
subsystem also allows the removal of a
~mi sile' eeker subsystem to perfonn
hit-to-kill missions again t specific
M ay-Jllne 1999

threats at lower tier air defense ranges.
The .5. Army Aviation and Missile
Command's Missile Research, Development,
and
Engineering Center
(AMCOM-MRDEC), Redstone Arsenal,
AL, developed the missile interceptor
technologies. MRDEC also developed
propulsion
motor
cases,
small
command and guidance mechani.sms,
inertial measurement units, autopilots,
and lethality enhancers to support
multiple .5. Army missions.

SWORD Weapon System
Concept
Responding to the potential threat
from hostile nations and terrorists with
low-cost proliferated weapons such as
cruise missiles, SRBMs, UAVs, and shortrange rockets, DOD made theater
mi sile defense (TMO) a top priority.
MOC responded to the need for a low
cost-per-kill weapon system to negate
the short-range capability of these
threats by selecting an interferometric
acquisition and FCR with an RF
transceiver-guided, high probability-of.
kill missile.
This weapon system concept requires
the acquisition and FCR to have a very
accurate endgame tracking of both the
threat and the missile. The weapon
system's ability to track both the target
and the missile is dependent on
their size, engagement geometry,

atmospheric conditions, number of
engagements per second, and other
related parameters. Most of these
parameters are not controllable;
however,
incorporating
an
RF
transceiver as an active transponder
with a ground-based acquisition and
FCR subsystem can enhance the
signarure of the missile. This approach
of command guiding a missile to
perfonn hit-to-kill missions requires
two important operations: detennining
the precise location of the missile with
respect to the threat at all times during
the engagement and providing delivery
rate of guidance update commands to
allow the missile to correct its
flightpath toward the threat. The
missile's onboard transceiver and radar
electronic subsystems allow both of
these essential operations to occur.
The SWORD weapon system concept
consists of two major subsystems: an Xband interferometric scanning phased
array acquisition and FCR, and a lowCOSt, command-guided 3.75- to 4-inch
class missile. The operational SWORD
radar is a 5-meter baseline X-band
interferometric radar that is an allweather class radar with the capability
to perform 360-degree on-the-move
search, detect, track, and classify
functions, as well as simultaneously
engage multiple threats. The SWORD
missile will have a boost-sustain motor
AnnyRD&A 47

.....
to provide the required lemal velOCity
and an inertial measurement unit
produced by Honeywell Inc. to measure
me missile orientation while in ilight.
SWORD will also have a MOOG Inc.
proven-design hot-gas generator to
provide the missile divert capability and
a Technovative Applications Inc.
proven-design RF transceiver and offme-shelf autopilot control subsystem
for the missile command control
capability. A proven lemality enhancer
mechanism will be incorporated into
the missile system to obtain a higher
probability of kill.
The SWORD system weapon concept
is an optimized sensor-shooter-killer
combination mat minimizes the time
from threat detection to threat
destruction. The SWORD can provide
continuous protection of forward-area
maneuver forces or can be strategically
positioned to defend strategic and
tactical fixed-site assets and critical
command, control, communications
and intelligence (C3I) nodes. The
SWORD weapon system can operate
autonomously or with existing C31
TMD and air defense architectures.
Becau e of its tactical size, the SWORD
interferometric acquisition and FCR can
be mounted on wheeled or tracked
vehicles. A 3.75-inch class baseline
missile design is reqUired to provide
enough firepower to counter highvolume saturation-type threats. The
missile can be fired from a deep
magazine launcher such as the Multiple
Launch Rocket System.
Although the SWORD weapon system
concept is optimized to address the
stressing high-volume saturation threat
mis ion role, the system's performance
objectives include the capability to assist
in other active air defense mission roles
such as artillery, monars, UAVs, ARMs,
SRBMs, rotary-wing launched air-toground missiles, aircraft, and low-flying
cruise missiles. For example, using the
forward-area active defense C31 nodes,
the SWORD radar can hand off it
engaged threat launcher's predicted
position to a coumerfire artillery battery
or other engageable shooters dUring the
battle. The SWORD radar can be used
during battle for cueing, precision
poiming, and tracking data to
compatible sensors and shooters for
coordinated multitiered kinetiC or
directed energy theater missions.

Proposed SWORD AID
To prove that an operational concept
has merit, an advanced technology
demonstration (ATO) consisting of two
major phases is proposed. The fIrst
phase will use an existing X-band dish
48 Army RD&A

antenna with a 5-meter baseline FCR
with
elevation
and
azimuth
ervomechanism, and a 3.75-inch class
hypervelocity mis ile (without the
lethality enhancer sub ystem) to
command guide the missile to a
surveyed stationary target at specific
ranges. This phase will validate the FCR
command-guidance algorithm and the
missile's response to the FCR.
The fIrst step consists of integrating
the existing subsystem hardware
(without the lethality enhancer
subsystem) into a missile. The next
step will integrate the interferometric
FCR (with processor and electronics)
and the missile into a complete
operational system. Because the radar
used in the AID has a limited field of
view and power output, the target's
cross section will be enhanced. The
enhanced target will match the RCS
return expected from a fully populated
scanning phased array X-band 5-meter
baseline FCR and a I-GHz signal
processor (which will be completed for
the second phase of this proposed
ATO). The proposed exit criteria for the
first phase includes obtaining search
and track angular differential accuracy
required for 240 mm rocket engagements and command guiding a missile
to a stationary target within the
required miss distance.
The econd phase of the proposed
ATO will use a fully populated scanning
phased
array
X-band
5-meter
interferometric acquisition and FCR
with an enhanced I-GHz signal
proces or and radar command-guided
3.75-inch class hypervelocity missile
(With lethality enhancer). The objective
of thi phase is to command gUide a
missile to hit and kill an unenhanced
surrogate 240 mm rocket.
The
proposed exit criteria include obtaining
search and track angular differential
accuracy reqUired for hit-co-kill
intercept, command guiding a missile
co a stationary target within required
miss distance, and command guiding a
missile to a hit-ta-kill intercept.

Conclusion
After a mission need or requirement is
identified for mitigating a specific
threat, the materiel developer defines
the weapon system concept to meet the
desired need.
To prove that the
weapon system concept has merit, an
AID with approved exit criteria from
the Army combat developer and user
community is propo ed.
The proposed SWORD AID is the first
tep by SMOC to introduce leap-ahead
technology co meet air and missile
defense needs into the tactical theater.

If the proposed SWORD AID is
succe fuJ, and the Army goes forward
with deployment, the WORD system
could transition into a fast-track
acquisition program. This would begin
with an engineering manufacturing
development effort during
the
stationary target miss distance test
scheduled in the second phase of the
demonstration. The delivery of the fteSt
WORD platoons could stan in the
founh quaner FY06.

WILLIAM G. REEVES JR is the
Direct01; Weapons Directorate,
Missile Defense and Space
Technology Center; SMDG. He has
more than 29 years ofgovernment
experience in science and
engineering. He earned his B.s.
degree in physics and his master's
degree in business administration
from Alabama A&M University,
Normal, Ai.
RONAIJJ A SMiTH is the SWORD
Program Team Leader in the'·
Weapons Directorate, Missile
Defense and Space Technology
Centet; SMDC. He has 31 years of"
government service, including 16
year at SMDC working in
survivability, testing, and systems
engineering disciplines.
Smith
received a B.S. degree in
mechanical engineering from
Catholic University of America in
Washington, DC, and an M.5.
degree in engineering management from the Florida Institute of
Technology.
MAj LA\VRENCE W. MCRAE JR. is
the Test and Integration Officer in
the Weapons Directorate, Missile
Defense and .pace Technology
Center, SMDG. He received a
bachelor's degl-ee in business
administration fmm Tuskegee
Institute and a mastet·'s degree in
pmcurement acquisition management from Webster University.
McRae is also a graduate ofthe Air~
Command and Staff College.
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~

The chaUenge for supremacy on the
year 2000 (Y2K) battlefield has been
daunting to the military as well as to its
partners in the corporate world. Today,
every Army functional proponent,
program executive office, program
manager, and major command is
working hard to meet Y2K milestones
and ensure that their systems will be
operable during the new millennium.
TRW Corp. faces the ame challenges.

The Environment
It is common knowledge that the Y2K
problem stems from a computer
programming convention that used
two-digit year fields instead of four-digit
year field in software, hardware, and
firmware. This could cause many
computer programs and devices to fail
as they attempt to calculate against the
year "00," failing to recognize that the
.. year is actually 2000 instead of 1900. In
addition, many programs may interpret
other coding or special instructions in
an undesirable fashion, resulting in
"unpredictable calculations or a
shutdown. The pmential impact of this
on TRW's operations is substantial and
has already manifested itself on some
systems that provide forecasting
- functions beyond the year 2000.
Obviously, the Y2K problem is not
limited to a single area within TRW
Information technology is used to
support or perform many of our
operations. Therefore, we rely on a
variety of computers, information
~ systems, devices, and outside vendors
to perform our internal business
operations
(finance,
personnel,
contracting, and facilities management)
and those in support of our customers
in DOD, other federal agencies, state
and local government, and the private
¥ sector.
While there are clearly
significant technical issues associated
with the Y2K problem, TRW sees Y2K as
a distinct business and leadership issue
to be resolved for our external
customers, internal corporate systems
... and infrastructure, and our multiple
supporting vendors. In addition to
these Y2K issues, there is concern that
the corporate world faces the prospect
f litigation related to corporate
products, services, and operations.
~ TRW

Y2K Program Initiative

TRW relies on a Vear 2000 Program
Office to coordinate and support
May-Tune 1999

From Industry .

THE Y2K
CHALLENGE:
A CORPORATE
PERSPECTIVE
Phillip Curtis

executive oversight of all Y2K
compliance activities throughout the
corporation. The general objectives of
tbe Year 2000 Program include the
following:
• Increase awareness ofY2K issues;
• Coordinate lessons learned among
the business groups and corporate
projects;
• Assess adequacy of ongoing Y2K
projects;
• Provide best practices related to
tools, processes, and strategies;
• Provide the framework for progress
reports, issues, and plan; and
• Provide information and recommendations to corporate leadership on
issues impacting TRW at the enterprise
leveL
TRW business units and corporate
staff have specifically identified
managers to orchestrate our corporatewide Y2K efforts.
These efforts
generally equate to those identified in
DOD's five-phased approach from
awareness to implementation. The
chain of responsibility extends from the
corporate level down to individual
managers.
Major efforts currently
underway include continuous moni-

toring and reporting, risk assessment
and mitigation, internal audit and
compliance, and vendor and partner
management.
Our program must
continue to focus on ensuring the
safety of our workforce, preventing
business interruptions to our clients
and

me

corporation, and minimizing

our risk.

Millennium Readiness
TRW's Year 2000 Program Office is
continuing to verify our internal
systems, complete comprehensive
reviews of our product lines, and
manage our supplier and service
compliance efforts.
We are also
reviewing our contract base to ensure
compliance in areas where we proVide
system development and integration,
information technology services, and
engineering services to a diverse
spectrum of customers.
Specifically, TRW is pursuing the
following activities:
• Providing Y2K progress reports on a
regular basis to the executive
management committee and to general
managers or managing directors within
the busine s units;
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• Continuing the strategies of replacing key compmer systems in certain
business sectors and remediating a
number of other legacy systems
(migration to Y2K-compliant versions
and completion of testing);
• Sustairting our effons for internal
systems in five major areas: business
computer
ystems (financial and
material re ource planning ystems),
research and development facilities
(including automotive and systems
development research centers), desktop systems, technical infrastrucrure
(networks and telecommunication)
and other infrastructure (elevator,
environmental control, and securiry
systems);
• Continuing to verify the Y2Kcompliance status of TRW suppliers and
service providers;
• Completing testing and implementation to prepare us for the century
change in enough time to continue
normal operations; and
• Communicating our Y2K progre

Corporate Relationships
While mOSt organizations are dealing
with the prinCipal systems under their
direct control, they must also evaluate
the capabilities of their partners and
vendors. For example, a number of
legal staffs may be exchanging carefuUy
constructed documents relevant to
their compliance status.
This exchange of knowledge requires
the requester to identify and describe
what compliance really means to their
business operations. RealisticaUy, this
effort calls for coUaboration among
systems personnel, business ubject
matter experts, and legal mff to obtain
the key information commensurate
with appropriate legal safeguard . Thi
is generally accomplished with official
correspondence among partners. This
rype of dialogue allows the re pective
panies to determine where eacb stands
regarding Y2K-specific criteria and to
obtain assurances for continued
functioning of corporate practices,
systems, and devices. Companies must
then evaluate risk areas and develop
relevant contingency plans.
Clearly,
this effort requir s independent
assessment by the principal players of a
specific busines process as they judge
the capabilities of their partners and
determine future alliances.
For
example, TRW adheres to the
Automotive lndu try Action Group
process for automotive supplier
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TRW's Year 2000
Program Office
is continuing
to verify our
internal systems,
complete
comprehensive reviews
of our product lines,
and manage
our supplier
and service
compliance efforts.

management. This proce s is based on
the u e of a broad (2,000-plus
questions) Y2K urvey and leverages
the
activities
of
automotive
manufacturers to manage suppliers
deemed to be high ri k.
TRW is also identifying business
practices that may be impacted by the
Y2K issue. In general, this requires
careful crutiny of our contractual base
to identify our responsibilities, measure
specific Y2K clauses or concern , and
ensure that we meet acqui ition
requiremems such as the Federal
Acqui ition Regulation Y2K contract
language. This assessment aI 0 extends
to various products such as tho e in our
supply chain management, systems
integration, and alllomotive sectors.

Y2K Customers
TRW is re pan ible for providing a
variery of ervice that continue to
increa e becau e of customer demand.
Initially, significant support was
provided for end-to-end services such
as assisting clients with Y2K awareness,
assessment,
migration
inventory,
planning, renovation, te ting, and
implementation activities. As D c. 31,
1999, draws closer, client needs
become greater and ervices reflect the
requirement to focus on testing and
validation suppOrt. Recently, many
client directed dleir attention to the
generaI areas of ri k management and
continuity of business operations in a
Y2K environment.
While many business enterprise have

pursued orne form of planning and
identification of ri k areas, it is
important to con ider the potential
failure of various fixes and their impact.
This
approach
provide
the
opportunity to e tablish policies and
procedure to deal with the pending
operational impact.
If feasible
alternative are not addressed, the
impact could be deva tating to normal
bu iness transactions. 1n addition,
problems outside the company's direct
control may occur, such as power
outages, upply chain management
di ruption , or other provider services.
Becau e most bu ine enterprises do
nor have the luxury of conducting a
comprehensive end-to-end te t for Y2K
compliance of their system, senior
leaders must apply their best judgment
in dealing with potential problems.
Various methods, processe , and tools
can be employed, but the primary focus
must be on identifying the greatest riSks
and having remedies in place should
failures occur.

Conclusion
Will we really be finished with our
work when the calendar changes to
January 2000'
Probably not.
Collectively, the private sector and the
government will face a number of
challenge. These may include ongoing
fixe or remediation actions for other
systems preViously set aside on a
prioriry basis. In addition, tinle wiU
continue to reveal system, interface,
and device problems
requiring
modifications and maintenance. Both
the goverrunent and the private sector
can benefit from TRW' Y2K efforts. We
now have a very powerful portfolio of
knowledge from which to match our
information technology assets against
our fundamental business proce es.

PHiLLIP CURTIS is a Senior
Manager in Ihe ystems Cilzd
Information Tech/tO/ogy Group of
TRW Corp., McLean, VA.
He
previous~y served in the u.s. Anny
in multiple command and staff
posilions. I Ie has a 8.S degree
from the u.s. Military Acadell~p
and an M.s. degree from the
University ofSouthern California.
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EXTREME VISION
FULL SPECTRUM IMAGING
FOR THE 21st CENTURY

•

David L. Jennings
Introduction
Digital imaging has exploded at
Aberdeen Test Center (ATC) with a variety
• of vi ual systems used to document
testing and research projects for DOD.
From ultra high-speed imaging systems
u ing la er Light for illumination, to
interactive test reports, ATC has some of
the most diverse and sophisticated visual
instrumentation capabilities in the Army.

Ultra High-Speed Imaging
- The djgital revolution ha made it
possible to capture a visual sequence of
up to eight separate images at an
eqUivalent 100 million frames per
second. Ultra high- peed imaging is
defined as recording peeds above one
million frames per second. High-speed
'imaging is recording video images at
faster than the nonnal 60 field, 30 frames
per second, up to one million frames per
second.
The recorded programmable images
are displayed on a high-resolution
monitor within half a second of capture.
'Variable exposure and interframe times
to 10 nanoseconds allow accurate
recording of the fastest events. This
portable computer-controlled imaging
system is rugged enough to withstand
the shock and vibration associated with
~weapon systems te ting.
One of the major benefits to engineers
studying test phenomena is tile ability to
view the test results immediately. "Our
productivity and customer ati faction
has increased rremendou ly with onsite
verification of test data." states Mark
tern, Leader of the Technical
Photographic
Section
of
ATC.
Combining ultra high- peed imaging
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technology widl portable lasers enables
engineers and scienti ts to see lbe

unseen.
Aberdeen Test Center has designed a
portable
monochromatic
laser
Uluminator system from commerdal offthe-shelf items for recording highexplosive test phenomena remm Iy. Dr.
c.l. Francis, a physicist at ATC, states,
"We've raken a technique developed at
Lawrence Livermore ational Laboratory,
by Larry Shaw and his colleagues, and
moved it from the Iaborat0'1' to the field
with a portable system." The camera
shutter in the ponable version is
ynchronized with laser pulses to
Uluminate the subject. One example of
how this application is used is to study
the formation of a shaped charge from a
viper \·varhead. A narrow bandpass
optical ftlter centered on the laser
frequency removes self-iIIumjnation,
created by the warhead ignition, but
pas es the laser Light to the camera. The
result is a dear picture of the fomlation
of shaped charges as they develop at
speeds in excess of 29,000 feet per
second.
Just as technology in weapons and
soldier suppon systems has developed
over tile years, so has the ability to
document and analyze these systems
with high-speed and ultra high-speed
camem systems. These visual records
have enabled engineers and scientists to
view the sabot separation of a projectile
as it exits a gun muzzle or to tudy the
effects of high-speed braking on the
perfomlance of tracked vehides. The
image
acqui ition
process
has
progressed from waiting for hours to
have a roU of mm processed chemicaUy

to only seconds for a digital image to be
displayed in near real time. Not only is
this a tremendous savings of labor hours,
but it also represents a benefit to dle
environment and COSt savings in
dlemical handling, disposal, and waste
water treatment.

All systems used by ATe are designed or
built to specifications tilat permit them to
be Iran ported and used in the most
extreme environmental and explosive
conditions. Camera are in the line of
fire daily as they capture the downbore
exit of a projectile as it leaves the bane!
of a tank. The camera po itioned in front
of the gun records the inlage off of a
mirror angled to view direcdy down the
barrel.
The
subsequent
image
documents the flight of the projectile as
it appears to come direcdy at the camem.
Full motion is recorded at peeds up to
4,500 frames per second or up to 40,500
frames per second in split frame mode.
Up to 5,120 images can be stored in
digital memory for review.
A digital image converter ystem
(capable of recording up to 24 images at
an equivalent 20 mmion frames per
second) has been used to provide critical
information not pteviously available with
conventional high-speed Iilm cameras.
This test involved firing a 120 mm
projectile at a spaced armor target. A
sensor placed behind the first armor
plate provided dara until the projectile
destroyed it. It was not previou ly
known if the projectile broke cleanly
throUgll the first plate or if the spau
cloud from the plate was moving fuster
than the projectile, cauSing the sensor to
be destroyed before the accurate dara
was received. One theory was the spaU
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A35mm
remote camera
records
the type of
environment
in which digital
and film imaging
systems
are used at
the U.S. Army
Aberdeen
Test Center.

cloud could have been responsible for
the sensor destruction, which if true,
would seriously degrade the analysis.
With the ultra high-speed imager, it was
possible to record a visual image to verify
that the projectile traveled 17 inches
before it outdistanced the spall cloud
and destroyed the sensor. The visual
proof of the sensor destruction validated
the data provided by the sensor to the
pOint of destruction.
Thi visual
information had never before been
available in a portable field environment
with immedjate onsite analysis. The
camera produces an image resolution of
2,000 by 2,000 pixels. A pixel is the
smallest resolvable picture element in a
solid-state imaging de.>ice. The 2,000 by
2,000 pixel file is equivalent to an 11.4megabyte digital file that can be
downloaded to a Tagged Image File
Format (IlFF). The image can also be
recorded onto a 4- by 5-inch color
negative from the phosphorus screen.

High-Speed Video
Another premier digital imaging system
used at ATC records up to 1,000 frames
per second in color with more than 5
seconds recording time at a resolution of
512 by 384 pixels. The camera produces
an instant high·speed image that can be
downloaded to analog or digital media
for further image evaluation.
Ballistic range cameras are used daily at
ATC to document the performance of
projectiles. These production rounds
are tested to ensure the integrity of
ammunition lots being sent throughout
DOD for use by our soldiers. The
ballistic range camera records a single
image at 1,134 by 486 pixels. The image
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is instantly rransmined to the test
director or customer for immediate
evaluation. A digital X-ray records the
projectile inside the fireball while the
infrared camera records any burning
residue at the breech. Instead of waiting
until firing has been completed, images
are transmitted at near real time, along
with target impact data, to the engineers
and customer during the test for onsite
analysis. The ballistic range camera
produce a single black and white image
unless the more sophisticated color
system is used.
The color system
incorporates three prism cameras mixed
through a central element creating the
color image. The ballistic range camera
has replaced the 35 mm smear camera
on production acceptance tests.

Film Technology
Traditional phorography and highspeed motion picture technology is still
in use at ATC to augmem and provide
capabilities not available with digital
imaging. Combining the best aspects of
chemical Iilm-based technology with the
latest digital innovations, ATC provides
customers throughout DOD with critical
test information consisting of the best
quaJjty product available. The digital
systems meet the immediate need for
speed, while film technology meets the
need for higher resolution.
Striving to increase productivity has
also benefited the environment by
reducing the amount of chemical waste
used in film processing. Five years ago,
nearly 1.75 million feet of motion picture
film was processed each year. This was
time consuming and costly. Entire gun
crews and engineers had to wait until the

film was processed to verify the projectile
and other instrumentation was working:
properly before continuing with the test.
Digital imaging has reduced the annual
amount of film processed to less than
250,000 feet.
Digital
imaging
continues
to
revolutionize the way data are captured,
transmirted, and stored at ATe. "We
cu rrently use a hybrid approach to
documentation, combining the best of
djgital imaging and Iilm technology, to
provide the most cost-efficienr and timely
product for our customers," says Robert
Hagan, Lead Visual Information
SpeciaJjst at the Image Processing Lab.
ATC follows the data collection cyele
with an excellent presentation and test
reporting multimedia team. The team
uses nonlinear digital editing suites to
produce videotapes and also authors
interactive test reports that inelude
audio, text, video, digitized film, still
images, and graphs. The multimedia
reports are released on compact disc
(CD).
A web page is available at
www.atc.anny.mlliiic to keep updated
on the latest developments at ATC's
International Imaging Center.

Future Initiatives
As computers and communications
evolve on a daily basis, the International
Imaging Center continues its exploration
of the breakthroughs in science and
technology and how they can be adapted
to test documentation. "One area that
looks promising for the future is
connecting the ultra high-speed imaging
system to a micro cope to document
interactions," states William Nori, Senior
Lmaging Specialist under contract to ATe.
Full flight video tracking, from firing to
impact, is currently being developed to ..
augment
the
array
of
visual
instrumentation. Cine-radiography and
underwater high-speed imaging of
warhead and target interaction are {WO
other areas in which ATC is working to
develop another tool designed to see the

unseen.

..
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A Competitive
Problem-Solving Acquisition .

•

DELTA
CONTRACTING
Sharon R. Brown
'-Introduction
The Holston Army Ammunition Plant
(HSAAP) in Kingsport, TN, was
constructed in the early 1940s to
manufacture large quamities of
RDXIHMX high explosives. Now an
elemem of the Ind ustrial Operations
Command (lOC), me plant was used
_ significantly during World War 11, the
Korean War, Vietnam, and Desert
Storm. However, peacetime usage has
been declining significantly during the
past 10 years, with a corresponding
increase in the price per pound of
RDXs/HMXs. As a result, more and
• more IOC customers are taking their
business elsewhere (offshore), causing
a further decline in production and a
greater increase in price. At the same
time, the replenishment mission for
HSAAP remains high. Replenishment is

the
requirement
to
produce
replacement stocks as directed by
Defense Planning Guidance. HSAAP
has me entire replenishmem mission
for DOD RDXs/HMXs. DOD peacetime
requirements for high explosives range
from ;00,000 pounds per year to about
2 million pounds per year. This vast
difference between DOD peacetime
requirements and its replenishment
capaCity was the challenge Iileing IOC
to keep and/or bring back RDXsIHMXs
customers.

E?qJlosives Management
Alternatives Team

In March 1997, MG James w. Monro,
then Commanding General of the IOC,
chartered a small multidiseiplined team
to "compete the problem" of the
peacetime and replenishmem missions

surrounding high explosives and me
HSAAP. The Explosives Management
Alternatives Team (XMAT) was formed
to develop and execute an acquisition
strategy through contract award for me
"peacetime
and
replenishment
requirements of RDXs/HMXs and for
management of the HSAAP Iilcility."
The XMAT was comprised of the
contracting officer, who also served as
the
team
leader;
a
program
management engineer; twO industrial
base specialists; one production
specialist; a contract specialist; and an
attorney.

The Strategy
The XMAT developed a strategy that
calls
for
maximum
industry
involvement in both defining and
solVing the problem, while maintaining

To maintain the Delta contracting environment,
i.e., the competitive nature of this acquisition,
the XMAT devised a two-step acquisition process
where the best offerors would be selected
in the first step, and the best offer
selected in the second step.
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One of the
key elements
in XMAT's
successful
Delta acquisition
was practice.
TheXMAT
practiced scoring
oral presentations
during the
first phase of
the acquisition,
and the contractors
practiced submission
of their technical plans.

full and open competition.
This
contracting method is called "Delta"
contr"dccing. It is an outgrowth of dle
concept of Alpha contracting which
involves a sole-source contractor for
development of the scope of work, the
solicitation procedure, and the
eventual contract. Delta contracting
uses .this same type of contractor
involvement throughout dle acquisition
process, but maintains this relationship
with multiple contractors on a
competitive basis.
The flfSt step in developing Delta
contracting was to identify the
problems to be solved. Four problems
were identified that would remain part
of the olicitation and be the eventual
scope of contract performance:
obtaining a suitable peacetime supply
of RDXsIHMXs, ensuring replenishment for these items, developing a
research and development plan for 21st
century RDXsIHMXs, and developing a
facility use plan for the HSAAP.
The second step was to solicit
maximum industry involvement. The
follOWing approaches were used to
advenise this acquisition strategy and
54 ArmyRD&A

invite participation: multiple announcements in the Commerce Busilzess Da.ily,
presolicitation conferences, caU for
concept papers, an Internet home page
that displayed the acquisition strategy
and
erved as a multipurpose
communication tool, and XMAT
interviews widl trade journals and
newspapers. As a result of the concept
papers and questions and answers
exchanged on the home page, the
acquisition strategy was developed. The
acquisition strategy would be a full and
open competition, with the ability to
olve the four problems as the primary
cr.iteria.
To maintain the Delta
contracting environment, Le., the
competitive nature of this acquisition,
the XMAT devi ed a two-step acquisition
process where the best offerors would
be selected in the first tep, and the best
offer selected in the second step.
The initial solicitation was issued widl
the following criteria: experience, past
performance, financial status, and the
technical plans. These criteria were
developed so that only the very best
offerors with the very best chance of
winning the eventual contract would
advance to the next phase.
A
competitive range was established on
this basis. For 6 months, the XMAT
corresponded intensively with the
successful offerors from the initial
solicitation, inviting them to the H AAP
facility,
sharing
the
maximum
information about the products, the
facility itself, and the problems. This
trategy allowed the contractors to
devise their own unique solutions to
the four problems and did not provide
a preset scope of work.
Th second solicitation contained the
contractual provisions of a fa.cility-use
contract (the RDXs/HMXs were on a
separate requirements solicitation);
however, the performance plans
consisted of eight blank sheets of
paper, two per problem. Offerors
submitted their solutions on tbese
blank sheets. A practice se sion was
held where the offerors submitted their
plans and the XMAT determined
whether the plans would be sufficient
to evaluate and be meaningful as a
conenlct requirement.
The second set of eV'dluation factors
were the overall cost to the
government, technical plans, and an
overall risk assessment.

Lessons Learned
One of the key elements to XMAT's
successful Delta acquisition was
practice. The XMAT practiced scoring
oral presentations during the first
pha e of the acqui ition, and the
contractors practiced submission of
dleir technical plan. Protection of
information was also a key part of the
XMAT success. A major reason that this
was possible was the small size of the t
XMAT and me protocol that the XMAT
developed to gather and provide
information. All offerors had to be
confident that the XMAT would not
reveal their unique plans to another
offeror and that the XMAT would advise
each offeror fairly. During the open
discussion phase, the XMAT published
a protocol on how information would
be shared. This provided a vehicle for
all parties to understand how thei.r
information would be used and how
the XMAT guaranteed aCCtlracy and.
protection of me information.
A fLllal lesson learned was that for a
competitive Delta acqu isition to be of
most value for the buying agency, the
agency must clearly discern from each
offeror "wbat's in it for them." This was
a premi. e of the XMAT acquisition and
allowed each contractor to discu s what
aspects of the problem solution best fit
their corporate strategies and what the
roc could do to make the final contract
more attractive for each of me offerors.

Conclusion
As demon trated by thi
proces,
which took approximately 1; months, a..
competitive problem-solving acquisition can be accomplished in a timely
and effective manner through u e of
Delta contracting techniques.

Of
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THE ARMY'S
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY
OVERSIGHT PROCESS
Introduction
The Army is committed to being a
leader in envirOlUnental stewardship for
its instaUations, facilities, training areas,
and weapon systems. It must continue
to use its resources wisely to meet its
military and civil responsibilities without
compromising
its
role
as
an
environmental steward. Technology can
help the Army meet these responsibilities
by improving it ability w conserve
natural resources, reduce environmental
operating costs, and field systems Widl
minimal or no ad,'erse environmenl<1.I
impact.
In view of the Army' environmental
respon~ibilities, the Assistant Secretary of
.. the Army for Research, Development and
Acquisition (ASA(RDA)) (now Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Acquisition,
I'- Logistic and Technology (ASA(ALT)) and
th As istant Secretary of the Anny for
InstaUations, Logistics and Environment
(ASA(lLE)) (now ASA for Installations and
Environment) established an environ·
[1 mental technology m,magement process
on May 2, 1997. The goals are to focus
environmental technology programs on
user needs, support efforts to provide a
scienc base for the future, and integrate
the efforts of environmental technology
principal investigawrs w support the
~ Army's environmental strategy.
The Army's approach to managing
environmental
technology
uses
economic analyses to identify the best
projects for fundi.ng based on the AmlY
mission and environmental urgency,
potential COSt avoidance, investment
.. costs, and program risk. This approach
was developed and implemented in
1997.

Management Process
The Army's environmental technology
management process was formulated to
.. focus the Army's research and
development (R&D) effons on fulJilling
requirements in a timely and cost·
efficient manner.
This process is
evolving and will undergo refinement as
it matures. The Army's goal is to achieve,
through technology development and
.. explOitation, environmentally compatible installations and systems without
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Joseph S. Vallone,
Donald R. Artis Jr., and
Peter F. Tuebner P.E.
comprom 1 Ing readiness or tralnillg.
Concurrent with establishment of the
environmental technology management
process in May 1997, the ASA(RDA) and
ASA(JLE) eSl<'lblished an EnvirolUnental
Technology Technical Council (ETIC).
ETIC members are senior Army leaders
at the headquarters and directorate
levels.
The mission of the ETrc is to provide
guidance and direction to the
environmental technology community,
focusing on science and technology and
demonstt'J.tionJvalidation funded work
to satisfy user research, development,
tesr,
and
evaluation
(RDT&E)
requirements. This process will produce
the Army's Environmental Technology
Program Plan. The goal is to fund
programs now to avoid future costs.
After the appl'Oval of program funding,
the ETIC will provide oversight to
ensure it is progre ing to resolve
requirements.
Adjustments to the
program will be made when necessary to
ensure the requirements have been
resolved.
Additional environmental technology
oversight responsibilities will be
administered by the Environmental
Technology Integrated Process Team
(ETIPT), which is a working group
supporting the £lTC, and technology
teams (ITs) representing each of the
em~ronmental pillars
(compliance.
conservation, pollution prevention, and
restoration). The ITs are composed of
members from the R&D community, as
well as the eventual u ers of the new
technology. The Plexus Scientific Corp.,
an independent contractor, provides
economic analysi and program support
to dle ETIPT.

Requirement Identification
In October 1997, the ITs were asked to

submit their program plans based on
their tOP five requirements. The TIs
identifted requirements using the Army
Environmental Technology Needs Survey
(TNS) , which documents and priodtizes
requirements. The programs to resolve
these requirements were fonnulated for
inclusion in the Program Objective
Memorandum (pOM) 00-05 submission.
The Assistant Chief of Staff for
Management
is
the
Installation
proponent for the tedlllology needs
process. The TNS documents techneeds
from
four
user
nology
communities: users responsible for
installation infrastructure, users from
major commands (MACOMs) that
develop and manage weapon systems,
MACOMs that use those weapon systems,
and agencies responsible for collecting
and
tracking needs related to
infrastructure and weapon systems.
In November 1997, each TI submitted
its high-priority requirements and
identified resource needs (funded and
unfunded) i.nduding RDT&E; procurement; and Army Operation and
Maintenance funds needed to develop,
field, and exploit technology to resolve
R&D requirements. RDT&E funds were
categorized as follows: program element,
project, task, and work package.
Funding was identified for FY96
through FYOS. Funded and unfunded
efforts may exist simul-taneously for a
particular requirement's resolution. Ln
the near term (FY98 or FY99) , no
unfunded requirements were supported
Or reprogrammed. Unfunded requirements begin no earlier than FYOO.
The rIs were asked to provide the
operating costs !O "live" with the current
environmental problem and the
operating costs once the corrective
technology was fielded. These costs
were used to compute the expected cost
avoidance for each requirement and the
payback period to recoup the investment
COSt. The cost data submitted for each of
the requirements were analyzed by the
ETIPT for consistency and reliability.

Prioritization Methodology
An economic analysis was perfonned
on each of the requirements. Where data
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gaps existed, the TIS were asked to
revalidate their data. The data were
reviewed again and, in consultation with
the Army COSt and Economic Analysis
Center (CEAC) , an economic analysis
model named ThrboBPR was elected to
compute the payback period, rerum-oninvestment, and net present value (NPV)
of the potential cost avoidance for each of
the programs.
Three criteria were
selected that represented the most
important goals of the environmental
technology management process. They
were the ratio of cost avoidance to
investment; pillar priority, which reflected
the environmental and mission urgency
of the requirement; and programmatic
risk, which reflected the risk of success or
failure of the requirement based on how
the program for each requirement was
developed. Each program was assigned a
score in each of these areas and
prioritized based on its score. The
process and prioritization was presented
to the ETIC, which then granted
approval to present the proposed
programs for funding.

TurboBPR
ThrboBPR is a business process
reengineering support tool developed for
000 by SRA International Inc. It was
recommended by CEAC because it closely
mirrors the goals of the environmental
technology
management
process.
ThrboBPR is a Wtndows-based program
that allows the user to build a strategic
plan, linking mission, vision, goals,
performance measures, and strategies. It
gives the user the framework to analyze
opera.ting and investment costs and
determine potential cost avoidance.
The Tfs entered their data imo
ThrboBPR. Required data were the
operating cost of living with the
environmental problem as it currendy
exists, the cost of developing and fielding
the technology to solve the problem, and
the potential cost avoidance if the
technology is developed and fielded.

CEAC Involvement
The CEAC validated the prioritization
process, reviewed the data, identified
discrepancies and
inconsistencies,
oversaw the input of the data into
ThrboBPR, and recommended the final
prioritization method. The CEAC
concluded that the assumptions,
constraints, and methodology used by
each tearn were Logical, reasonable, and
complete; that each TI's estimate of costs
and benefits appeared to be realistic and
were derived after much thought,
analysis, and discussion; that the
approadl used for estimating costs is
consistent across the alternatives and
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across pillars; and the TIs used proper
in£Iation and discounting rates.

Prioritization Criteria
Once the lurboBPR results were
obtained, prioritization criteria were
developed using the ThrboBPR results or
data submitted by the TIs. The criteria
were total investment cost in FY98
dollars, total unfunded requirement (in
"then year" dollars), cost avoidance to
total investment ratio (CVIR), unfunded
requirement to total cost avoidance ratio,
programmatic risk, a check to see if each
requirement complies with DOD
guidance, and mission/environmental
urgency.
Three of the prioritization criteria were
selected because they closely represented the most inlportant goals of the
environmental technology management
process: CVIR, mission/environmental
urgency, and programmatic risk.

Prioritization Results
The results of the rating process
produced a prioritized list of programs.
All of the top rwo programs within each
of the four pillars rank within the upper
half of those efforts considered priorities
in the Environmental Technology
Program. 1his prioritization reflects the
imporlance of the mission/environmental
urgency factor. It was felt that d1is factor
should dominate based on its inlporlance
as defined by the TIS,

Conclusion
The goals of the environmental
technology management process are to
focus environmental teclmology programs on u er needs, support efforts to
provide an adequate science base for the
furure, and integrate the efforts of
environmental TIS to support the Anny's
environmental strategy. Meeting these
goals requires a wise use of the Anny's
Iimi ted resources.
The results of identifying all the cost
and benefit data, economic analysis, and
prioritization efforts reveals that for an
investment of $312 million (NPY, FY98
dollars), there is the potential to avoid
spending $4 billion (NPY, FY98 dollars)
over a 17-year period.
This is a
significant investment, but it reveals the
potential to save considerable resources.
More work needs to be done to refine
these dollar amounts, but the analysis
reveals that environmental teronology is
a wise investment The realities of
today's budgets make it unlikely that d1is
program could be funded in its entirety,
but the potential cost avoidances makes
it imperative that some type of
investment begin now. As the program
maUlies, cost estimating will be refined,

and the program's success will
demonstrate the wisdom of this
approach, The final result will be far
fewer environmental problems, more
efficiem use of resources, and inlproved
military readiness,
Authors' Note: Secretary of the Army
Louis Caldln"a issued a policy
memorandum Feb. 10, 1999, promulgating/codifying the Army's new
Environmental Quality Technology
(EQl) Program. In addition to his
praise for tbe Anny team responsible for
tbis achievement, tbe rrumw challenges
this new partnln"ship to seek BQT
"esolution ofhigh-priority requirements
encompass-Ing environment, safety, and
bealtb across tbe total Anny.
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_Introduction
The first Low Rate tnitial Production
• MlA2 Abrams tank, produced by
General Dynamics Land Systems
(GOLS) , was built in ovember 1992
and has been fielded since October
1995. This was the first Abrams tank
containing downloadable
• ystem
software vice finnware. Why publish an
• article on oftware testing of the MlA2
tank system when the tank has been in
production for more than 6 years' The
• answer is because software development (or, more appropriately, oftware
-11.aintenance) for the MlA2 tank is an
ongoing process that will continue well
.. after the last MlA2 tank rolls off the
production line; and with software
maintenance comes software testing.

Abrams Tank Program
, .. Program Manager (PM) of the Abrams
Tank COL James C. Moran manages the
, development of MlA2 software that
corrects prioritized software trouble
reports, development of tanker (u er)... generated enhancements, and fielding
of a software release approximately
every 18 months. As these software
corrections and enhancements are
"developed, several iterations of testing
"are performed at a mlnimum of four
levels before the software is ready for
~ submission to the
.S. Anny Aberdeen
Proving Ground (APG) for software
• safety release (SSR) and beta (user)
Jesting.
The software developer generates
.changes to enhance the capability of
the tank or to correct bugs in the
10 system software at its lowest level, the
• computer software unit (CSU) which is
referred to as a package. A CSU is
p similar to a program that performs a
specific operation. When the CSU is
"Combined with several other CSUs that
eidler directly or indirectly interact with
• each other, the resulting block of
• software is a computer software
component (CSC). When the CSCs are
~ ~mbined with other CSCs that operate
in one of the tank's "black boxes" or
'line replaceable units, the result is a
computer oftware configuration item
(CSC/). Finally, when all of the tank's
• .SCIs are combined, the result is
known as system software. These four
, levels of software generation translate
to four logical phases for conducting
'software tests as depicted in the
accompanying chart.
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SOFTWARE
TESTING
ON THE
M1A2
ABRAMS
TANK
Kevin L. Houser and
Donald B. Salsman
Software Testing
As the software developer creates a

new program or modifies an existing
software unit, he or she also formulates
and develops software test cases and
procedures to verify that the completed
software operates correctly. Once the
CSU has been tested and verified, it is
integrated with other CSUs. Together,
these are logically cohesive to the
modified CSU, thus creating a CSc.
At the CSC level, the developer again
conducts a series of tests to verify that
the modified software operates
correctly and interfaces with other
packages that are directly or indirectly
associated with the modified CSU. The
developer determines how comprehensive the testing must be to verify not
only that the modified software
functions correctly, but also that it
interacts properly with other units that
use the output from the modified unit.
This is referred to as regression
analysis, and the output of regression
analysis is a matrix of tests to verify that

modified software operates correctly.
At a minimum, the developer must
conduct tests to verify the correct
operation of all units that are directly
affected by the modified CS . In other
words, if a unit is dependent on
another unit that has been modified,
then the dependent unit must also be
tested. In addition, the developer
conducts tests on other integrated units
that are indirectly affected by the
modified CSU. For example, assume
Package A is modified, Package B
directly interfaces to Package A, and a
third unit (package C) directly
interfaces with Package B, but not
Package A.
In this case, because
Package B is directly dependent on
Package A, it must be tested.
Additionally, because Package C is
indirectly affected by Package A, the
developer must decide whether
Package C should be tested. Typically,
the developer's decision whether to
test indirectly affected units is based on
the safety inlplications and mission
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criticaLty of the unit. Once the C C is
verified to operate correctly, it is
integrated in an iterative proce with
the remaining modified C C until the
entire configuration item, or CSCI, is
rebuill.
At the CSCI level, the software is
downloaded and tested on the target
hardware as an entire package using
software test de criptions. These test
descriptions verify that the completed
software performs in accordance with
the CSCI software requirementS
specification. Tests at the CSCllevel are
conducted by an independent group of
engineers at GDLS and witne sed by
both GDLS quality assurance personnel
and government personnel.
After all CSCls that constitute the
MlA2 tank system software have been
tested, a fina1 developer phase of tests is
conducted at the system level. ystemlevel testing is performed with all CSCls
interfaced
to
each
other and
downloaded in the GDLS system
integration laboratory, and on a full-up
MlA2 tank that replicates the fielded
tank configuration. There are more
than 5,000 test teps at the system level
to verify that the new software functions
correctly.
Functional tests are performed on the
entire system software to verify that the
combination of all hardware and
software operates correctly.
These
functional tests are categorized by the
major operational capabilities of the
tank such as command and control, fLfe
comrol, diagnostics, power management, data management, and aUlDmotive and navigation. These tests are
performed by a separate group of
engineers at GDLS and are also
wimessed by government personnel.
Upon completion of the system-level
test phase, the software is packaged on
a CD-ROM and sent to APG for the final
two government pha e of the test
process, SSR and beta (user) te ting.

Software Safety Release
The U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command at APG has the responsibility
for issuing the SSR for the MlA2 tank.
The objective of the SSR is lD en ure
that the vehicle is safe to operate with
the new software and that there is no
danger to the tanker or adverse impacts
on the vehicle sy tern.
Following delivery of the system
software, the software is downloaded to
the APG test tank. This tank has been
fully instrumented to record all data and
utility bus traffic to a sist in fault

MIA2 Software Test Levels

•

.
isolation if an event occurs. Testing
involve exercising a majority of the
capabilities associated with the tank to
verify correct and safe operation. These
capabilitie
include moving and
shooting Bve round at targets.
Upon completion of the SR, a
detailed Jest report is produced that
id~ntifies the strengths and weaknesse
of the new software.
If no major
problems are identified, a safety release
is issued. The safety release allows the
new software to be installed on fielded
vehicles; however, a beta (u er) test i
typically conducted as a final measure
of the quality of th oftwate.

Beta Testing
p ro this point, engineer and
technicians conducted all testing, and
all te t steps were done "by the book."
The difference in beta testing is that it is
conducted by senior enlisted soldiers
(brought to the te t ite from Fort
Knox) who put the vehicle and software
through its pace. These soldier
provide a flavor of how they are trained
and how they u e the tank by
subjecting the tank ro many of the
scenarios experienced in a realistic
mission.
Before using the tank, the Fon Knox
personnel are provided a training
session on the change made 10 the
software. The oldiers then perform all
normal operations of the tank-from
gunnery exercises to preventative
maintenance. Training device are also
installed 10 ensure lIlat no interference
problems are encountered. if no major
problems are found during the oldier
te ting, the PM Ab ranlS , with the
concurrence of the u er committee,
releases the new software for fielding.

Conclusion
The software te t process on the MlA2
tank is detailed and comprehensive.•
Although the tank has been ill
production
for
years,
softwar~
development and testing continue, and.
future software releases are planned.
long as the tank i fielded and in u e,
the necessity for software maintenance
will be an ongOing requirement.
;.
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OPERATIONS AND
MAINTENANCE
OF IOWA AND MILAN
ARMY
AMMUNITION
PLANTS

•

LTC Jyuji D. Hewitt

..
troduction
• The
Army
is
undergoing
a
reengineering process to become more
letbal and more mobile in the 21st
century.
Simllarly, production of
"'ammunition to uppor! tbe Army's
needs is also changing. During the past
decade, funding for ammunition has
J:!ecreased 50 percent. The ammunition production base could be
'characterized as ooe of declining
workload, declining budget and aging
infrastructure. This funding decline,
• coupled with high infrastructure costs
to maintain ammunition facilities, has
ll'esulted in the Army receiving fewer
products for each procurement doUar
• pent.
~
In an effort to encourage wide-range
consideration of this situation, the
~ Industrial Operations Command (l0C),
a major subordinate command of the
Army Materiel Command (AMC),
challenged both government and
'ndustry to help solve its munitions

•

j

t

t
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mission problem: "How does the Army
optimize the COSt of infrastructure
required ro maintain critical production
facilities
ro
achieve
Defense
replenishment and peacetime training
requirelnents?"

One industry response to this
problem is an innovative partnership
between industry and government.
Mason & Hanger Corp. (MHC) and
General Dynamics Ordnance Systems
(GDOS) propo ed and formed a new
joint
venture
called
American
Ordnance Limited Liability Corporation
(AO LLC).
This unique partn r hip combined
the operator of tbe Army's two
largest government-oy."'ed, contractoroperated Load, Assemble and Pack
(LAP) plants.
Furthermore, it
synergized the trengths of each entity's
parent corporation-Mason & Hanger,
with its more than 45 years of operating
ammunition plants. and General
Dynamics, with its domestic and

international marketing network. This
bold approach aligns with current
acquisition reform initiatives, transfers
more of the government oversight of
plant management functions to
industry, and addresses issues relating
to infrastructure costs.
On July 22, 1998, the 10C awarded a
5-year, facility-use contract to AO LLC
for the operation of two of its LAP
plants, Milan and
Iowa Army
Ammunition Plants. This noncompetitive award take advantage of the
partnership formed by AO LLC and the
government to reduce the cost of
ammunition production whlle maIntaining the highest standards of quality
and safety.

The Joint Venture
AO LLC is a stand-alone company that
is led by its own president.
Its
corporate
tfuCture, however, is
unique, and its overhead functions are
[zed to its needs. By managing two

The ammunition production base
could be characterized as
one of declining workload,
declining budget, and
aging infrastructure.
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TOTAL BENEFITS SUMMARY
AMERICAN ORDNANCE

GOVERNMENT
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

5-Vr.Savings: St15M and Possibly 10re
Conlrols Production Capabilities
Future Firm-Fixed Pricing
Opportunity to Reduce
InIrastructure
More Technical and Operations
Ex pertisc to Resolve Existing
Problems
Optimize Technical Expertise From
oncompetition
Morc Flexibility and Agility
Potential for Less O"ersighl S
Immediate Facilities-Use Contract at
Both Milan and Iowa
Profit Sharing and Private Investment
0 Equip Ownership Hassles
Commercial Practices
Opportunity for Total Customer
Partne.ring

plants, AO LLC can leverage its
overhead and martly reduce the
footprint using best·business practices.
Common overhead staffs will reside as
centers of excellence, with either the
Milan or Iowa Army Anununition plant
as the lead center. Initial concepts
include consolidation of communication and managemenr information
systems.
In an effort to keep overhead costs
low, general and administrative
functions that do not routinely support
direct operations will be acqUired
through parent organizations on an as·
needed basis via purchased service
contracts. Typically, these types of
services include marketing, legal
support, and unique engineering
support.
The arrangement with the Army is
relatively straightforward: AO LiC
manages and operates the Iowa and
Milan Army Ammunition PLants.
commits to a 2D-percent guaranteed
price reduction in the IOC workloaded
lAP prices, and provides up to $10
million in private investment for
continuous improvement. The Army
agrees to indemnification and a 5-year
facility-use noncompetitive firm·fixedprice contract with AO LLC.
This

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More Stability for Planning &
Investment
Flexibility to Maximize Facilities
Capabilities
More Competitive
Increased Technical Expertise
World Market Opportunity
More Incentive to Market Wider
Range of Products and Capabilities
Opportunity for Total Customer
Partnering
Scrve as Stable Be t- nlue LAP
Capability

...

American Ordnance Is A Win-Win
For All Customers

undertaking by both parties presents a
deal that shares both benefits and
commitments.

Contract Specifics
The contract used to execute the
agreement is the facility-use contract.
This contract is comprised of a zero
cost agreement characterized by the
necessary plans that stipulate the
overhead efforts.
Additionally, an
advance agreement and two basic order
agreements (BOAs) are attached, one
for supplies and another for services.
The overhead efforts are established
in detail through six plans. These are
maintenance, security, safety, property,
environmental, and fire plans. These
plans, funded by the contractor,
describe the performance requirements
of the contractor and designate the
appropriate compliance regulations.
Additionally, the contract sets forth the
agreements for facility use conditions
for other government work and
nongovernment tenants.
The advance agreement sets forth the
concepts to acbieve quality, partnering,
and pricing agreements. Price matrices
are a unique feature of this agreement.
The Army and AO LLC agreed to set
catalog prices based on quantity for 24

...

ammunition products. Additionally, the
advance agreement described perform-'
ance guarant.ees and the conditions for
AO lie's $10 million investment over 5
years for effiCiency and safety.
improvements for the Iowa and Milan
facilities.
The BOAs are straightforward. The
supply BOA lists tbe types
ammunition items that may be
requested for production. The services
BOA Lists the various activities needed ~
to maintain the facili.ty. These include
maintenance of inacrive industrial
facilities (MllF) and active industrial
facilities, layaway of inactive facilities:
demilitarization, and environmental.
services that, because of their
unstructured nature, are cost-plus·
agreements.

or

Cost Savings

..

A significam benefit of this
arrangement is the use of firm-fixed ,
catalog prices for 24 ammunition
products thar are budgeted in th'e'
Program Objective Memorandum
(POM) and presented in the AO lie-'
president's February 1998 5-yea
budget submission. Savings accumulate over the course of the contract.
Based on the projected workload of the

•
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[wo ammunition plants for 5 years, it is
estimated that the Army will spend no
more than 334.1 million on these
products. AO LLC, because of its
, efficiencies and guaranteed catalog
pricing, will save the Army $59.1
million during this time period.
Through the use of the catalog and
price guarantees, the Army can now
issue contracts for these items without
further negotiations, thereby saving
.. time and resources.

AO LLC Business Plan
An analysis of the available products
required
reveals
that
clear
.opportunities exist for the industrial
base. AO LLC intends to position itself
.. to win a large portion of this available
work, which should allow for more
government savings.
~
The AO liC business plan assumes
considerable risk. The burden to
• .....:>mpetitively win production work in
years 2001 through 2003 shifts heavily
• to the contractor. This knowledge of
the marketplace creates an immediate
need to attain cost efficiencies so that
,AO liC will become the industry'S best
value to the Army and other customers.
The basis for cost savings is crucial.
These savings are predicated on
'government projections stated in the
• POM; for example, 1.6 million rounds
of MI07, 155 mm artillery for the
contract period.

. Reduction or Prices
.1brough Overhead
Price

reduction
is
common
this joint venture. There
are many ways to lower prices. A key
paint in the overhead reduction is that
cost savings make all programs with AO
• liC Ie s expensive. Passing these
avings to customers further reduces
the cost of ammunition production.
.AO LLC has submitted the following
plan for overhead reduction:
• Increase workload through U.S.!
worldwide competition;
, • Rent from commercial reuse;
J' Reduce plant footprint;
• Improve productivity;
Direct personnel cuts; and
• Reduce Army contractual prescriptions, regulations, and oversight that
'l-dd to overhead cost.
~throughout

eduction Of Prices
1brough Services
• AO liC predicts it can save costs for
services during the 5-year period of the
contract. Services are not overhead;
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they are the functions necessary to care
for the facility, such as MIIF or layaway of
industrial facUities. Savings of more than
4 million are expected in this area.
More than $34 million of $70 million
is subcontracted. Therefore, there is
little opportunity for savings based on
reduced overhead costs. For example,
overhead impact is minimal for
environmental restoration, production
support, and equipment replacement
projects. Furthermore, M1IF costs are
ortly $3 million and are decreasing as
most layaways become caretaker
functions.

Price Savings On Other
Work
The analysis of the available market
mix showed that not ortly will the IOC
benefit from these cost savings, but
other government sectors will as well.
By becoming more competitive,
program executive offices and program
managers (PMs) can choose to use AO
liC as a best value to their needs.
Other work should benefit at nearly the
same pace as workloaded items.
However, the IOC cannot guarantee the
rate of savings because the Army cannot
control what prime contractors do, nor
does the Army know if prime
contractors will want to help reduce
work requirements that drive overhead .
Projected
savings
from
other
government work are estimated at
50.6 million. As stated for workloaded
items, savings are predicated on
government estimates during the 5-year
period.

Applying Acquisition
Reform
The joint venture effort challenged
the Army and industry to create an
innovative solution and use acquisition
reform initiatives. Alpha contracting
and pannering were the most
prominently used initiatives to make
this solution a reality.
Alpha contracting allowed the
contractor and the Army to establish
conditions that would meet the Army's
requirements, simultaneously remove
costly and unnecessary requirements,
and incorporate commercial and bestbusiness practices wherever possible.
In using this process, the Army
removed several nonvalue-added
regulations and requirements. Many
"how-to" scopes of work converted to
performance-based scopes of work.
The Army is shifting the risk of
performance to AO liC by stating what

tasks are to be performed, not how to
perform them.
Partnering was a crucial tool to
accomplish this effort. First, MHC and
GOOS partnered to form AO LLG.
Second,
partnering
within
the
government convinced higher levels of
management that a radical approach was
a good deal. Third, partnering between
the IOC personnel, the industry
contracting team, and personnel at the
[Wo plants helped to work out the deal.
Finally; partnering relationsbips were
formed between IOC and AMC's PMs as
the price matrix developed and was
offered to other PMs.

Summary
The formation of AO LLC and the
Army's acquisition reform initiatives
provided the potential for $115 million
in savings during the next 5 years.
Through the efforts of the IOC, the
requirements of the government are
being met without compromising the
industrial base. The Army; through the
use of a price catalog, can receive
ammunition items al a guaranteed
price. Although it is not envisioned, the
marketplace
bas
the
business
responsibility to close unneeded
facilities and to maximize use of
retained facilities and lines that bring in
a reasonable profit. The S-year contract
with AO liC provides the government a
stable technical workforce whose
processes become integrated for both
the Milan and Iowa Army Ammunition
Plants.
The chan on Page 60
summarizes the benefits to AO liC and
the Army.

LTC jYUJi D HEWITT is
Commander of tbe iowa Army
Ammunition Plant.
He bolds
master's degrees in systems
management from the Florida
institute of Technology and in
physics from the University ofNew
Hampshire. He has also completed
the Ordnance Basic and Advanced
Courses, the Army Management
Staff College, tbe Army Command
and General Staff College, and tbe
Joint and Combined Warfighting
xhool
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PMO FIELDS A COTS-BASED
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
Summary

Introduction
'lbe Product Manager's Office (PMO) for
the Paladin/Field ArtiUery Ammunition
Supply Vehicle (FAASV) has developed a
commerdal
off-the-shelf
(COTS)
replacement for the vehicle's Automatic Fire
Concrol System (AFCS), saving mUlions of
dollars and resolving obsolete parr is ues
that have plagued the program for years.
The original M109 self-propelled howitzer
did not have an AFCS when it was added to
the Army inventory. During the Paladin
product improvement program, Ole AFCS
was added as an upgrade to allow targeting
without positioning procedures. Designed
to military standards, the Al'CS was
expensive and, unfortunately, obsolete
shoedy after production began. Paladin
faced a critical shortage of proces or
components, forcing one redesign and the
possibility of a cost-prohibitive "lifetime
buy" from the vendor.

AFCS XXI
The new COTS replacement, dubbed
APCS XXI, provides the Paladin (now the
M109A6) with a computer having superior
processor capabilities, COl'S components, a
commercial operating system, and software
that is portable to-and compatible withsimilar fire concrol systems. Most important, it allows the Army to upgrade the AFCS
easily if future requirements mandate.
Paladin's original AFCS had five Line
Replaceable Units (LRUs). The AFC XXI
upgrade combines the functionality of three
previous LRUs (ballistics compurer/weapon
controllec. communications processor, and

control unit) into a single box-the AFCS
XXI Computer Unit (ACU)
During full-scale engineering development, the Paladin was designed under strict
military specifications, resulting in a fully
defined Tecllnical Data Package (TOP) at
time of production. Developers believed
olat this methodoLogy provided the highest
quality and lowest price for both the
weapon sy tem and the spare parts
required for field repair. Initially, AFCS
production went well because all of the
components used in the design were readily
available. However, problems with obsolete
parts began to surface.
At first, the
problems were minor, and alternate
components
were
identified
and
incorporated into the production baseline.
UnfortUnately, the problems became more
critical and the production vendor appealed
to the government to consider a lifetime
buy of certain processor components
before they were no Ionget available. As an
alternative strategy to this lifetime buy, the
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Rene C. Kiebler
government rede igned the original AFC
at considerable cost.
After the redesign, production proceeded
moothly for abour 2 year.;. As 1995 ended,
however, concerns about obsolete parts for
the APCS resurfaced. The AFCS vendor
proposed another redesign using the latest
tec!lnology at a co t to the government of
24 million. With DOD embracing new
ptinciples of "streamlined acquisition," this
p"oposal was not well received. The
PalarlinlFAASV PMO studied many options,
including adapring a commercially
available computer.

The COTS Approach
To study the feasibility of a COTS
approach, an Integrated Product Team
(11'1') was fonned.
The team was
comprised of teclmical "-,<pens from the
PaladinlFAASV PMO; the U.S. Army Tankautomotive and Armaments Command'
Armament Research, Development and
Engineering Center (TACOM-ARDEC)
(Picatinny Arsenal, NJ); Mei Tecllfiology;
Sec!lan Electronics; and United Defen e
LP.-l'aladin ProdUCtion Division. In a few
months, the lPT conduded that using
commercial technology was indeed
feasible. The team prepared performance
specifications and contract language to
develop, test, and incorporate a
commercial AC into Paladin production.
Because performance (not military
specifications) drove de ign requirements,
COTS tecllfiology was pernlitted.
The IPT faced a 15-month deadline to
complete
an
industry-comp<lrative
evaluation, down-select a si.ngIe vendor,
complete an integrated design, modify
exiSting software for compatibility with d,e
new
processor,
conduct software
validation!verification, conduct integration
testing, and produce production hardware.
The principles of ri k management were
used to focus resources on issues d,e /PI'
felt had the highest risk. By establishing a
single integration lab ;Uld an integrated test
program, the IYf coordinated, re-created,
and resolved problems at eac!l member's
location on similar test configurations.
This saved travel time and expense
preViously required to resolve integration
issue.~. Additionally, the IPT combined a lot
of the preproduction verification, software
integration verification and validation, and
operator/independent evaluator testing.

As a result of the team's efforts, major
component parts of the AFCS XXI are
interc!langeable with standard commercial •
components. The system arc!liteeture is
open and meets both i.nternational and~
U.S. industry standards. The computer's
operating system is conunerdally available, •
and the software to operate the system is
portable. This allows the software to be
reused on other indirect fire control ..
system . Additionally, there are no detailed
TOPs. An LRU·level drawing is providGd..
with a set of Circuit-card performance
specifications to purcllase spare and repair ..
parts.
The AFC XXI computer unit received full
materiel
release
by the TACOM
Commanding General JUSt 19 mondlS after j
a COTS computer was proposed by the
PMO. The total co t savings and avoidanc~ •
was $27.3 million, not including life cycle_.
operational and maintenance cost savings.
It is important to note that COTS
rec!lnology has benefited the program in
other ways:
-'"
• Higber capacity hard drives have been
substituted at Ole same approximate price
a those provided previously.
• Because of Ole expansion capacity in the"'
COTS AC , Paladin's commercial digital.
displ1ly, whicll presents situation awareness
data to the section chief, can be upgraded.
• The open architecture of the AFCS XXI
aUows the)oim ught Weight-155 OLW·155) •
Program Office to reuse software
developed for d,e Paladin.
The Office of the Secretary of Defense.
commended Paladin's AFCS XXI U'T during
a formal ceremony on June 11, 1998.
walter B. Bergmann II, Executive Director
of Log; tics Management at d,e Defense,
Logistics Agency, presented the team a
citation and award for "outstanding
performance in the inlplement1ltion of the
Defense StandardiZation Program. n Carroll"
Gagnon, Product Manager Paladin/FAASV,
accepted d,e award on behalf of his team. ~
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RENE C KIEBLER is the Associate
Pmduct Manager for" Plcoduetion~
and Engineering in the PMO for the ~
PaLadin/FAASV fie is a graduate of
the Rochester institute ofTechnoLoff; ~
and holds an M.S. degree in,.
engineering management.
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Introduction
.. Picture this: It's 7 a.m. I arrive at the
office to a de k piled high with work.
On top is a "To Do List" that reads:
I" 1. Manage imperatives.
2. Review Department of the Army's
• Functional Area Assessment recom• mendations.

3. Consider acquisition reform legislation.
All of this before my first cup of coffee!
Ib say the least, this gives new meaning
to the slogan "We do more before 9
• a.m. than most do in a day."
" Integrating various skiU sets and
backgrounds into task force teams to
;lccomplish organizational goals is the
strategy of choice. Therefore, my strategy
" ror accomplishing these tasks is to use an
integrated teaming approach. Ok, where
.. do I begin? The first priority is d,at cup of
~ coffee, very strong, no sugar.
Step 2 i to as emble a team, and step
3 is dec.isionmaking.
As "The Gtlardian of Our Nation's
,. Capital," the U.S. Army Military District
I'-..¢ Washington (MOW) conducts
security or di aster rehef operatlons III
nhe National Capital Region (NCR).
provides base operations support for
U.S. Army and other DOD organizations
'" throughout the NCR, and conducts
official ceremonies and public evelllS
on behalf of the U.S. governmelll
civilian and military leadership. To
'support
these
missions,
MOW
contracting office obligate approxi• mately 200 miUion annually.
Just as the private sector reevaluates
its business practices to remain
• competitive, 0 too doe the Army The
Army's Force XXI initiative ha
'prompted MOW to establish an MOW
..XXl.
An FY96 functional area
assessment study recommended the
use of major command centers with
sateUite offices as the best structure for
.. Force XXI contracting upport. To
implement this strategy at MOW; I
'assembled a team composed of the
~MDW Civilian Personnel Director and
resource management and acquisition
to principals.
This resulted in the
establi hment of the MOW Acquisition
, Center (MDWAC) at Fort Belvoir, VA,
I-- ,~,.ith sateUite contracting oftlces at Fort
Meade, MD; Fort Hamilton, NY; and
~Forts Myer and A.P Hill in Virginia.
Endorsed by Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar,
,.. Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army
I for Procurement, MDWAC marked its
~fficial opening with a ribbon-cutting
4::eremony in FY98. Its three primary
'function are processing centralized
'contracts (those valued at $250,000 and
more) awarding Army-wide contracts
such as information technology
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Emulating Private Sector Practices . . .

MILITARY
DIS-rRICT
OF
WASHINGTON
ACQUISITION
REFORM
Dr. Edna L. Diggs
maintenance services, and identifying
those contracting areas in which
centralized processing would yield cost
savings.
Satellite offices would
continue to perform contract administration, simplified acquisition, and
some construction contracting. Their
main focus would continue to be
responsive customer support. This
concept may yield savings of $12
million by FY01.
With the new organization in place,
business
practices
such
as
empowerment, paperless contracting,
partnerships, best value and oral
proposals, and commercial item
contracting were identified as models
for reform. This article addresses a few
of tbese initiative

Paperless Contracting
The decision to consolidate all
contracting automated system hardware at the MDWAC with sateUite offices
having communication Jinks to the
cemral computer yielded an annual
cost avoidance of $442,000. To gear up
for paperless contracting by the new
millennium, Standard Procurement
System hardware was installed at
MDWAC, and PCs were installed at
satellite office . A paperles process via
the Internet was also developed. To
test the concept, MDWAC teamed with
the Jnformation Systems Software

Center to provide paperless transmittal
of contract support docum nts. An
"intranet" between both activities was
created using a Windows NT server.
Documents are placed in a ecure
folder on this server, and personnei
from both activities have access codes
for "read and write" permissions.
Documents can be revised while work
is in progress. Savings are measured in
reduced processing time. Our plan for
FY99 is to implement the use of the
ACQUIlINE purchase request system
through a pilot program approved by
Dr. Oscar and to expand on the use of
the Internet.

Purchase Card Program
Empowerment and training of
customers in micropurchasing ($2,500
and less) has resulted in greater
efficiencies. The key to success is
keeping the training simple and
removing nonvalue-added procedures
from the process. In 1'-Y96, 25,212
purcha e card transactions were made;
in FY97, the number jumped to 39,249
transactions (92 percent usage); and in
FY98, more than 50,000 transactions
were made.

Partnerships
Establishing a partnership with
DynCorp, Reston, VA, was our acquisition strategy for "getting the
ArmyRD&A
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installation-wide maintenance work
back on track." The transfer of the
contract to the MDWAC from another
agency with unfinished contract
administration functions resulted in
work not being accomplished on
schedule and strained relationships.
Both parties could not agree on
solutions. Finally, both parties agreed
to participate in a partnering workshop
facilitated by a consulting group.
Problems were listed with suggested
solutions.
Smaller teams met
consistently to work out problem areas.
Within 6 months, progress was
measured on a scale of 1 to 10. With 10
being highest score, the effort received
an 8. To excel in using this concept,
participants must have open and
continuous communication, mutual
trust, and respect for each other.
The lessons learned were as follows:
o Parmer in tiers.
Some of the most
difficult problems can be resolved by
just seeking solutions from the
workforce. Involve all tiers of the
workforce.
• Set measurable standards or goals;
i.e., vacant quarters are turning over in
28 days versus 58 days. This may assist
in developing new ways to improve
original goals.
• Establish informal partnering sessions.

Best Value And Oral
Proposals
We began our search for the best
methods of contracting and "whittled
down" the list during the year. We
viewed ourselves as a competitive
business, armed for entry into the 21 t
century. The result was a new method
of contracting: best value and oral
proposals. Oral presentations were first
performed at our Fort Meade satellite
office on the Job Ordering Contract
aOC). Because this was the first use of
a JOC, it was briefed to the HQOA JOC
Steering Committee. Fol.lowing this
briefing, various Army and civilian
organizations requested additional
information. Several goals have been
accomplished, the most significant
include a 40 percent reduction in
acquisition processing time, elimination
of lengthy written proposals, open
communication between government
and potential contractors, and a
reduction in both government evaluation
costs and contractor proposal costs.
Best value and oral presentations
al.low "face to face" interactions. In
addition, they enable the government to
distinguish between offerors with the
expertise
to
ful.ly
satisfy
the
requirements and offerors whose
64 ArmyRD&A

"written professional" proposals are
not representative of their ability to
perform the work. It also forces the
offerors to initially submit their "best"
proposals. This method also requires
extensive planning and preparation.
Lessons learned are compiled
throughout the process. Some of the
presolicitation lessons learned were to
develop an independent government
estimate, hold acquisition strategy
meetings, apPoint board members, and
prepare training modules. Training
should also be scheduled throughout
the process.

Evaillation plat. lessolls learned:
• The evaluation plan is critical to the
process, and the team should become
involved during the early stages.
Provide to the team a workbook
describing evaluation procedures and
an evaluation book about each offeror.
• FoJJow the evaluation pLan explicitly
and
evaluate
oral
proposals
immediately after the briefing.
• Ensure Sections L (evaluation
factors) and M (award factors) of the
solicitation package mirror those of the
evaluation plan.
o The decision whetller to use colors
or numerical scores is crucial.
Whichever is decided, the narrative for
each rating mu t be clear and reflect the
rating assigned.
Solicitation lessons learned:
• Charge a fee equal to the cost of
reproducing the solicitation and unit
price book.
• Schedule a presolicitation conference at least 3 weeks after release to
industry.
• Provide spacious and comfortahle
facilities for the team.
• Answer all technical questions by
amendment. Presolicitation conference
minutes are
included
in
tl1is
amendment.
• AJJow at least 45 days from issuance
of the solicitation for the date of receipt
of proposals.
• Request past performance data 3
weeks prior to receipt date for
proposals. This provides a jump-start
to the evaluation process.
Ora/ presentation lessons learned:
• Provide clear instructions to ensure
overhead slides are prepared properly.
• The Request for Proposal should
highlight the fact that these slides
should be the offeror's technical
proposal and the government will
accept no other written information.
• Provide spacious and comfortable
facilities.
• Contractor personnel presenting
the briefing must be the functional

personnel; i.e., the project manager,
quality control chief, and/or alternate ~
project manager.
• Ratings are based strictly on content
of the offeror's presentation and not
the briefer.
• Videotaping the briefing is a critical"
decision. Freedom of Information Act.
requirements must be considered. The
tapes were reviewed by the Staff Judge
Advocate prior to legal approval of the
contract.
In addition, the Sole
Selection Authority reviewed the tapes.
Some of the contractors requested a"
copy of the tapes.
•
• Each offeror was given 2 hours to
present his or her briefing. When the
presentation was completed, the Sole
Selection Evaluation Board met for ~
about 1 hour and formulated question
for the offeror based on the-(
presentation.
..
• Major problems cited by the board
were its unfamiliarity with the evaluation
process and scheduling difficulties.
Therefore, the decision to use oral "
proposals should be carefully reviewe~
and made on a case-by-case basis.
• Debriefing should be held within 5.
days after being requested by offerors.

Conclusion
Use of commercial busines practices
will modernize our contracting process.
In fact, signlficant improvements have
already
heen
achieved
sinc
implementing these new practices. As
the Army continues to reevaluate itself,"
MOW will also continue to redesign its
processes, further strengthening its
position as "The Guardian of Our«
Nation's Capital."
One year later at 5:30 p.m., and after 'if
zillion meetings, a thousand reports,..
and hundreds of cups of coffee, the
work is complete. Until tomorrow,
7 a.m. that is ...

DR. EDNA L DiGGS is tbet
Principal Assistant Responsible for
Contracting for the u.s. Army'"
Military District ofWashington. She.
has both a B.S. degree and an MS.
degree in education from tJitr
University of Southern California"
an M.B.A from the Florida institute
of Technology, and a doctorate'
degree from Nova University, F4
An Army Acquisition Corps
member, she is LevellIl certified i1'1
acquisition and is a member ofthe...
National Contract Management
Association.
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Introduction
. Budget cuts and downsizing drive
smarter decisions.
Under the Joint
• Tactical Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
0TUAV) Project Manager's direction,
the JTUAV Team initiated an effort to
~ inve tigate taking existing unusable
assets and with nominal additional
"effort convert those assets imo usable
needed spare/repair parts.
• The Hunter Short Range Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is intended for use
in combat opemtions where near real·
l-- time information feedback is needed
manned aircraft are unavailabie,
.'cessive risk or other conditions
..render use of manned aircraft less than
prudent. Designed to operate more
than 200 kilometers beyond the front
Hnes for more than 8 hours, the 1,600'" pound (takeoff weight) UAV enables
commanders to look deep into enemy
l:hrilory.
Carrying day/night video
.~ensors,
the
UAV
transmits
reconnaissance, surveillance, and target
acquisition information in near real
time back to ground control and
-mission
monitoring
£ations.
Addilional payload capabilities include
laser
target
designation
and
~ommunications relay. These UAVs can
opemte under Jimjted adverse weather
'Conditions and are rtlgged enough to
land on unimproved runways.
Acquisition of tbe UAV system began
,,.in FY89 through a competitive
acquisition and subsequent award of
~o contracts for evaluation hardwdTe
with a follow-on competition for a
"single·production contract.
After
extensive technical evaluation testing
(TET) and Limited user testi ng (LUT), a
I,.fow.rate production (LRP) contmct was
awarded. The two TET/lUT (Phase I)
:Jystems were then used to train soldiers
who would be using the newer LRP
rPha e 11) systems. Once the newer LRP
I-. UAV systems became available, the
older TET/lUT systems were placed in
torage at Fort Huachuca, AZ.
_ J even LRP Hunter UAV systems were
~oduced and delivered. Each consists
of 56 subsystems and more than 4,800
line-replaceable units. Although the
~Hunter
acquisition program was
terminated in 1996, the Army is
r<eI!Irrently using the residual Hunter
assets as an interim capability. One
~stem is at Fort Hood, TX, and one
ystem is at Fort Huachuca, AZ. The
remaining systems a.re used for payload
demonstrations and testing or are

0;
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Short Range
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
System.

SPARE
PAR S
CONVERSION
William L. Smithson

stored in operationaL condition at the
contractor's depot.

TET/LUT Parts Conversion
UAV spare and repair parts were
intended to come from the system's
production lines.
However, in an
acquisition decision memorandum
dated Jan. 31, 1996, the Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and Technology terminated the Hunter
UAV acquisition program. As a re ult,
the production lines were shut down,
leaVing spare and repair parts
requirements largely unfilled.
FollOWing rerminarion of the Hunter

UAV acqUISItiOn program, the ]TUAV
Project Office assessed the feasibiliry of
purting the TET/LUT systems back into
service. Because of their heavy use
during soldier training and the
significant changes in the hardware and
software baselines that occurred
between tile Phase 1 TET/LUT systems
and the LRP systems, the JTUAV Project
Office determined that a complete
refurbishment and retrofit of the
TET/lUT systems was required prior to
returning them to flighr status condition.
This expense was cost prohibitive.
Since the TET/LUT systems would not
be used in an operarional environment
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•
Conversion Parts Depot Flow Process
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GLOSSARY: ABeL: As-built configuration list; SME: subject matter expert; MRB: materiel review
board; 1&T: integration and test
again, the ]TUAV Project Office began
investigating converting these unusable
assets into usable spare and repair parts
for the seven LRP systems. The ]TUAV
Project Office and its contractor
performed a comparison study to
detennine the number of parts that
could be placed in the inventory and the
cost trade-off to get them there. The
results of the study determined that a
large number of LUTffET parts were
identical to or interchangeable with LRP
parts, and that converting the part for
use in LRP systems could achieve up to
a 10 to 1 return on the investment.
Based on the outcome of this study,
the ]TUAV Project Office and its
contractor, through the integrated
product team (IPT) process, agreed on
a Spare Parts Conversion Plan. On
Oct. 30, 1997, the ]TIJAV Project Office's
Supporting Contract Activity put the
conversion effort under contract.
First, a spare and repair parts
conversion candidate list was prepared
by matching the TET/LUT and LRP
systems in the configuration status
accounting system. A team composed of
contractor and ]TIJAV Project Office
personnel began sorting TET/LUT system
assets. Once the effort was underway,
additional items were identified and
added to the conversion candidate list.
Thbles were set up to stage and inventory
the parts prior to moving them to the
depot. After inventorying and marking
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the items, parts were delivered to the
contractor's facility, documented as
received, and transported to the depot
warehouse for disposition.
After the parts went through the 12step conver ion parts depot flow
process (see chart), they were placed
into the spare and repair parts
inventory and made available for
distribution to suppOrt fielded and
field able systems.

completed by the end of March 1999
and to yield the minimum return orr
investment of al lea t 10 percent.

Conclusion
This effort sbows that with a little
imagination, a little capital, and'
minimal but meaningful management
guidance and support, significant
operating and support COSt savings can..
be achieved.
'\.

Return On Investment
The depot IPT monitors and tracks the
success of the effort by determining a
figure of merit. The figure of merit is
the cumulative cost of the part
recovered (the cost of new Phase U
parts) plus a 15-percenr nOtional fee.
This number is then divided by the total
cost expended on the conversion
process at any time.
The higher the figure of merit, the
greater the value of recovered parts in
relation to what was
pent to
accomplish the effort. A figure of merit
of 4.6 means that for every dollar spent
to accomplish the conversion, there is a
gain of $4.6 in usable converted spare
and repair parts. The spare and repair
pans that have been retrieved to date
have proven that the return on the
investment is on track. As of May 1,
1998, the figure of merit was .6. At the
time this article was written, the entire
conversion effort was expected to be

WIlliAM L. SMITHSON is a
C01ifiguration Management Officer
in the Configuration Managemenr
Division, System Engineering anq,
Production Directorate, Missile
Research, Engineering and Devel<
opment Center, u.s. Army Aviation.
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Office. He holds a B.S. degree from
Athens State Univel' ily. He is a
member of the Army Acquisition.
C01PS and is Level IJl certified in
systems planning; and researd'J";development, and engineering;.
and Level 11 certified in program
management.
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~Ride

Motion Simulator
Ready To Rock ..
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NEW MOTION PLATFORM
RECEIVES
LONG-AWAITED
MAN-RATING
Rae A. Higgins

...

Introduction

They're rockin' and rollin' in the U.S.
Army Tank-automotive and Armaments
ommand's Tank Automotive Research,
Development and Engineering Center
(TACOM-TARDEC) Physical Simulation
~boratory.
In late September 1998,
engineers and scientists on the TARDEC
>Motion Base Technologies (MB1) Team
received "man-rating" on their new ride
motion simulator (RMS)-a goal
"achieved after muc.b testing, aoalysis,
and good, old-fashioned hard work.
-Man-rating a simulator means that a
safety release that documents the
quipment as afe for humans to ride
has been obtained. That is, the occupant
investigating the ride dynamics sits in a
..cab mounted onto the moving platform
of the RMS. It ride just as if the
C1ccupant were in a real mill tary vehicle
traveling over real terrain.
"AnnMarie Meldrum, an Electrical
Engineer on TACOM-TARDEC's MBT
Team, described the RMS as a new six.degree-of-freedom simulator housed in
'J4RDEC's Physical Simulation Lab. It
-c1n reproduce the ride dynamics of any
military ground vehicle over secondary
roads and various cross-country
terrains. A variety of vehicles, bump
courses and seating configurations
oner, commander, driver) can easily
be simulated and re-created on the
ItMS. BasicaUy, the operator programs
·t to simulate any vehicle traveling over
any terrain to ascertain any number of
user-machine interface factors.
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RMS Design
The hexapod design ofdle RMS enables
longitudinal, lateral, vertical, roll, pitch,
and yaw motion positions. In fact, its
performance specifications Rre quite
inlpressive. Its latelrai, longitudinal, and
vertical displacement is capable of plus
or minus 20 inches. Its roll, pitch, and
yaw displacement is capable of plus or
minus 20 degrees. It can accelerate
translationaUy up to 2 g's. (The tenn g's
refers to a urnt of force equal to the
gr-dvity exerted on a body at res!.)
The RMS features a reconfigurable cab;
vi ual capabijitie with an Evans and
Sutherland 3-Channel Image Generator
3000 High Derysiry; and audio
capabilities with AudioWorks2, a 3-D
spatial sound-rendering hardwaresoftware package. Its inside cab payload
(the total weight of passengers,
instruments, equipment, etc.) can
accommodate up to 600 pounds.

Simulation Lab Testing
Soldiers can clim!;> into the simulator
before going to the field and gain a
better understanding of how mey and
their hardware will perform while in
motion. This includes an evaluation of
audio and visual systems for highfidelity, and real-time operator-in-theloop simulations.
According to
simulation experts at TACOM-TARDEC,
simulation testing is important because
field testing is expensive, time
consuming, and dangerous.
"You can work a lot of bugs out here

[in the sinlulation lab] and focus field
testing on some of the bigger problem
areas," said Victor Paul, an Electrical
Engineer on the MBT Team.
For
in tance, engineers can't simulate or
replicate a very important factor in the
lab: the environment, according to Paul.
"We can't sinmLate mud, dirt, rain, or
other environmental effects," he
expLained. That, he added, must be
investigated in the field. However, the
user can be placed in a dynamic
environment. Engineers can investigate
how a user performs certain tasks lIch
as reading a text display or pushing a
particular button while in motion.
One of the outstanding ch<ltacteristics
of the RMS is that it not only replicates
ride dynamics, but it can also replicate
tho e ride dynamics repeatedly for
more accurate test data.
The simulator has a reconfigurable
crewstation
environment,
where
engineers can study human.-machine
interaction wim dynamic controllers,
displays, and apparel (such as helmets
or nuclear-biological-cllemical equipment). The new RMS will also assist in
soldier-machine interface development
and crew workload and taskperformance investigations.
For
example, engineers favor simulators
like the RMS because they offer
repeatability. The RMS helps determine
a soldier's ability to perform tasks in a
dynamic environment as well as how
his or her performance would be
affected by adding other tasks.
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Man-Rating Process
The man-rating process required a
metiCulous adherence to a step-by-step
checkli t. Engineers and scientists on
the MBT Team logged many hours of
hard work. The first step in the process
required the development of a System
Analy i Report to document what the
system is, what it is capable of doing,
and identify its components. The report
also contains an analysis that identifies
every potential hazard that can occur
while operating or riding the simulator
and it cause, effect, severity, and
probability.
Engineers on the MBT Team knew
precisely how safe the RMS had to be for
it to be man-rated. Safety; Paul said, was
paramount from the beginning and was
"designed" into the imulator.
MTS Systems Corp., Eden Prairie, MN,
developed and ubmitted the RMS
System Analy is Report in February
1998. The report then had to be
approved. Safety Office repre entatives
from both TACOM and the U.. Army
Test
and
Evaluation
Command
(TECOM), Aberdeen, MD, met to teview
and approve the teport's findings.
Next, TECOM as well as TACOM's Safety
Office and the Human se Comminee
(HUC) gathered to ob erve the RMS in
action. This, Meldrum said, was called a
Safety Release Meeting.
The Safety Release Meeting was held
July 8, 1998. According to the chairman
of TACOM's HUC, Robert Culling
(TACOM-TARDEC),
"The
safety
certification
process
used
to
recommend approval for volunteers to
occupy the ride motion simulator is an
excellent example ofteaming. From the
contractor
who
installed
the
equipment, the TECOM reviewer, to the
TACOM Safety Office, to the Army
Research
Lab/Aberdeen's
Human
Research and Engineering Directorate
and legal representatives, to the
TACOM-TARDEC engineers who work
(with) the simulator ... the focus is
maximum safety for the volunteer."
Members of the HUC also include Tom
Kirby and AI Reid, TARDEC; David Kuhn,
Legal Office; Patrick Kelley; Safety Office;
ingapore, Army Research
Moh in
Lab/TACOM; and Ron Williams (ad hoc),
TACOM Clinic.
"The [safety release I meeting was a big
hurdle to overcome. The team went
through a failure and effect sheet and
then te ted and retested every one of
the RMS safety interlocks," Meldrum
said. Safety interlocks are automatic
safety mechanisms built into the
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simulator that will activate during any
system failure or undesirable motion.
Meldrum, Paul, and Engineer Harry J.
Zywiol Jr. demonstrated how and when
the interlocks are designed to engage.
"afety is
o. 1," Meldrum said
emphatically. Paul echoed this by
explaining that a good ponion of the
work on the RMS thus far had been
testing and retesting the interlocks.
The analyst then made suggestion
about how to make the RM safer. For
example, they recommended using
nonskid safety tape on the cab floor and
installing a five-pOint occupant safety
harness and ingre s/egres handles.
TECOM then issued a memo to the
TACOM Safety Office in mid·July stating
that the system was safe for soldier use
in accordance with its approved
procedures.

Hue, Raben Culling," Kelley stated.
Once Kelley concurred and ent hi
input to the HUe, Meldrum and her
colleagues began to ee the light ar the
end of tlle proverbial tunnel.
On Sept. 18, 1998, TACOM-TARDEC
Director Jerry L. Chapin met with the •
principal members of the MBT Team,
Culling, and several members of the
HUC to discuss the RMS man-rating
process. Finally, 10 days later, Chapin
authorized the RMS as a man·rated"
simulator. "This expanded capability
allows us to raise the performance level •
of modeling and simulation within the
Army" Chapin said.
The first simulation was run in late
1998. It demonstrated the system's
hardware features, and full audio~"
visual, and motion capabilities in a
synthetic environment.

Type And Test Protocols

Conclusion

"From there, we had to establish a
'type' protocol," Meldrum explained.
The prindpal investigators submitted a
memorandum listing specific test
parameters and equipment to be u ed
in testing. The HUC reviewed it and
made additional recommendations.
The 'te t' protocol described the actual
test 10 be performed, who would ride
in the simulator, how long it would be
operated, etc.
Paul described the test protocol as
"fining inlO" the type protocol. He also
explained that once the TARDEC
directot approved a type protocol,
subsequent test protocols could go
directly to the chairman of the H C.
Paul also said that a test protocol would
be mandatory for each test run on the
RMS. Once the type protocol was
established, TACOM's Safety Office also
had to approve it.
Moreover, if
additional hardware was investigated,
the Safety Office was respon ible for
approving any modifications to the
structure.
Patrick Kelley, a Safety Engineer
assigned to TACOM-Warren's Safety
Office, explained that the type protocol
outlined the operational limits for the
RMS when human test subjects were
used. "If a given test that is cheduled
to be run with human tcst subjects goes
outside those limits set in the type
protocol, then tlle test protocol must
be reviewed and approved by tlle
TACOM Human U e Comminee. As a
member of the TACOM HUC, I review
the protocols from a safety standpoint
and provide my concurrence or
nonconcurrence to the chairman of the

The future of the RMS certainly looks
bright and busy. The TACOM·TARDEC
simulation teams are working orr
integrating a real-time soldier-in-the...
loop environment with a vehicle
dynamics model so that investigators
can get feedback from both simulators
and occupants. In other words, a drive
will literally "drive" the RMS over a
virtual terrain. Both the driver in the
RMS and the occupants of the,.
Crewstation(furret
Motion
Base
Simulator (commander and gunner).
will feel every pothole, ditch, and bump
along the way.
Engineers are interested in inves- '"
tigating ride and human use factors for
the commander, gunner, and driven
This will be simulated in the virtual
world so design teams can participate+
in distributed interactive simulation
(DIS) exercises. Members of the MBT
team and their colleagues in TARDEC's,
Vehicle Electronics area are developing
software for the DIS.

RAE A HiGGINS is a Public Affairs
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u.s. Al·my Tank-automotive a1?9_
Armaments Command, Warren, MI.
be holds a bachelor's degree in
communication from Oakland
Univen;ity, Rochester; MI, and is a
graduate ofthe Defense In/onnan
School's Public Affain; Officer cours€.
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A New Era Dawns At TACOM
•

HIGH-TECH
CORROSION PREVENTION
Rodney T. Wilson

~.

Introduction
... The U.S. Army Tank-automotive and
Armaments
Command
(TACOM)
marked the dawn of a new era with its
recently initiated High-Tech Corrosion
Prevention Program for the Army's
L
amily of Medium Tactical Vehicles
.fFMTVs). A vision for tomorrow and a
paradigm for efficiency, reliability,
availability, and maintainability, this
innovative program fights "runaway"
"maintenance costs and deterioration of
the Army's truck fleet caused by
corro ion. This program, managed by
the Project Manager's Office, Medium
Tactical Vehicles (pM O-MTV), Program
>Executive Office, Ground Combat and
Support Systems, will significantly
enhance the durability of the Army's
O'FMTVs into tile 21st century.
This program is expected to extend
@he useful life of tlle Army's FMTVs
from the current 10 years to 15 or more
'lyears while significantly reducing
operation and maintenance costs.
Applying curting-edge tecllOo!ogy, the
..program employs a variety of
multifaceted processes and design
methodologies to create a tiered
defense against corrosion.

corrosive muddy track consisting of wet
sand and mud well saturated with salt.
FoUowing 10 test cycles, me vehicle was
cleaned and a I-hour corrosion and
maintenance inspection was conducted. This testing phase continued for 7
monms, 24 hours a day, until 200 test
cycles were completed. More than 300
Test Incident Repons yielded valuable
information regarding those area
needing improvement.

Corrective Action Plan
The PMO·MTV and &S establi hed a
cross-functional integrated process
team (IPT) to address the problems
discovered during testing and to make
suggestions on how to extend me
useful life of the FMTVs from 10 years
ro more than 15 years.
The lPT rook two major approac1les:
performing corrosion tests cominuously ro enhance validation, and

~

Corrosion Test
The FMTV contract with Tactical
.Vehicle Systems in Sealy, TX, a division
of Stewart & tevenson Services, Inc.
- &S), requires extensive corrosion
testing during the low-rate production
pbase for tbe FMTVs. To accomplish
this, the Transportation Research
Center,
an
S&S
subcontractor,
. nducted an accelerated corrosion
test on a selected vehicle.
-~'Ibe vehicle wa tested in two highly
corro ive simulated field environments:
i3 hours in a heat and humidity
chamber and a 4-hour drive on a very
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Among the attendees at the 00250 signing ceremony for release to the Army
of the first FMTV truck with enhanced corrosion prevention were MG John F.
Michitsch (far right), PEa, Ground Combat and Support Systems; C. LaRoy
Hammer (second from right), Senior Vice President, Tactical Vehicle Systems,
Stewart & Stevenson Services Inc.; and COL Kenneth R. Oobeck (fourth from
right), PM, Medium Tactical Vehicles.
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interfacing with industrial firms
to explore current or emerging
state-of-the·art corrosion prevention
technologies. These firms included
Ocean City Research Center, Chrysler
Corp. (now DaimlerChrysler), General
Motors Corp., and Bethlehem Steel Inc.
Lehigh University also played a key role.
Additional data were obtained from
marine studies and dle National Society
of Corrosion Engineers.
The IPT examined nearly 500 potential
corrosion prevention enhancements
and developed a corrective action phm
to incorporate corrosion prevention
design enhancements into the current
FMTV production line and change
requirements for future contracts.

in lieu of metal tubes, using a bra s
radiator tank and hose fittings, and
installation of an aluminum surge
tank. More than 400 changes to new
parts and processes were incorporated
by S&S and its vendors. In addition, a
major
block
change
to
the
configuration of the previously
approved FMTV design occurred in
late 1997.
The suppliers of each major
component were tasked to implement
or validate one or more of the above
corrosion prevention measures in
accordance with decisions by the IPT.
This rype of coordination ensured
accelerated validation of corrosion
prevention.

Enhancements

Galvanization

Enhancement included the use of
new materials such as stainless steel,
electroless
nickel,
chip-resistant
panels, improved design processes,
increased electrostatic deposition coat
accessibility, elimination of dis imilar
metals and component entrapment
areas,
increased
controls
on
pretreatment and paint areas, use of
high-temperature flexible rubber hoses

Galvanization, a process that features
the use of hot-dipped sheet metal in
manufacturing truck cabs, emerged as a
major enhancement to FMTV corrosion
prevention. The sheet metal cab,
formed by traditional manufacturing
processe is later coated and sealed for
additional protection.
Thus far,
approximately 4,000 cabs have been
galvanized by McLaughlin Body Co. of

Moline, IL, and Steyer Inc. of Austria,
twO S&S subcontractors. Of thes
4,000, approximately 3,000 vehicles
have been shipped to Hawaii and~
Korea. To galvanize the remaining fleet
of approximately 75,000 trucks, the
government wiU spend nearly $40
million. The projected operation and
malntenance cost avoidance, howevet,
is predicted to be at least triple that
amount. This is truly a case of spending'
dollars wisely-upfront-to reduce
ov rall life-cycle costs during the
extended useful life of the FMTVs.

Related Effort
In a related effort, a 22-year
accelerated corrosion-resistance tes!'
was initiated on two new production
FMTVs in August 1998 at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD. The purpose was
to validate the more than 15-year FMTV
longevity requirement and to studt
other possible efforts to improve
corrosion prevention even further.
.,

Conclusion
The TACOM-S&S IPT worked togethe.c.
to defeat a common enemy--<:orrosion.
This pioneering effort, initiated by COL
Kennem Dobeck, Project Manager for
Medium Tactical Vehicles, places me
TACOM FMTV corrosion preventioq
program well mead of other programs
and holds promise for even greater
strides in barding corrosion into the
21st cenrury.

>I

RODNEY T WILSON is a
Mechanical Engineer in the
Technical Management Division
Office of the Project Manager for
Medium Tactical Vehicles. He hets
a bachelor's degree in mechanica,j
engineering
from
Tuskegee
University and a master's degree
in engineering science from th~
State University of New l'brk at
Buffalo.
..-
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ADOPTING
COMMERCIAL
TECHNOLOGY FOR
SPIRAL MODERNIZATION
OF ARMY TACTICAL
WHEELED VEHICLES
MAJ Philip Schoenig, Jeffrey Hamel,
Rick Engel, Eddie Garcia,
Lynn Jones, and Regis Luther
Introduction
The
Directorate
of Combat
Developments for Transportation,
Combined Arms Support Command
~CASCOM) and the Army Transportation Center are updating the
'operational requirements for tactical
wheeled vehicles (TWVs) in suppon
of Force XXI operations, These
operational requirements mandate
that Army trucks operate longer, go
raether, and survive on the battlefield.
• The Tactical Wheeled Vehicle
Requirements Management Office
(lWVRMO) , Fort Eustis, VA, ensures
that
these
requirements
are
'adequately documented before the
lJlateriel
development
process
begins. In fact, lWVRMO is the sole
t1nanager for 'lWV requirements for
the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
• Command.
As new-start truck
,programs are phased out becau e of
limited resources, materiel devel-<Spers and their industry partners
J.l1ust be creative in meeting the Force
XXI
operational
requirements,
"Spiral modernization" using recapitalization of our legacy fleets is the
p?ocess to meet these requirements.
~Recapitaljzation is the replacement
or retrofitting of an existing system as
II
result of mechanical aging,
technological obsolescence, or exces-
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sive maintenance expense. The ultimate goal is to equip the Army with
TWVs that aee safer, more reliable,
and less costly.

Program. Manager's
Perspective
Maximizing the use of commercial
technologies and the benefits of
commercial research and development (R&D) is a continuous challenge to the Army program manager
(PM) in the materiel development of
a 1WY. Because of the ever-increasing
cost of R&D, PMs are continually

looking for ways to leverage their
R&D funds by working with the
commercial R&D establishment, This
is becoming even more necessary as
the number of new-stan programs is
reduced throughout DOD, effectively
driving the cost of military R&D
higher on a cost-per-unit basis.
One specific area in which the
Program Manager for Heavy Tactical
Vehicles (pM-HTV) has successfully
used commercial R&D effons is vehicle
safety and restraint systems.
In
particular, the PM-HIV established a
Dual-Use Application Program that uses

Maximizing the use of
commercial technologies
and the benefits of commercial
research and development
is a continuous challenge
to the Army program manager
in the materiel development
of a tactical wheeled vehicle.
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•
commercially available technologies to
improve the safety of truck cabs. Two
commercial systems that are being
evaluated are the Inflatable Thbular
Structure (ITS) and the Inflatable
Thbular Torso Restraint (ITTR).
Similar to an air bag, the ITS is used
by BMW as a "head-restraint system"
in new-production vehicles.
It
protects the occupants during
rollovers and prevents occupant
ejectioo by inflating in a diagonal
direction across the window. A sensor
control detects impact or imminent
rollover and inflates the system.
The 11TH employs the same concept
as the ITS except it is installed in the
existing shoulder harness.
Upon
activation, it controls the occupant'
movement during a frontal collision
or a rollover. The 11TH is 6 to 8 inches
in diameter when inflated. This
provides more positive control of the
occupant and spreads the protection
more evenly across the chest area than
a standard shoulder belt.

Leveraging The Economies
Of Scale
Freighdiner Corp. 's military trucks
are the closest to commercial-based
items that the Army buys. The Army's
fleet of more than 2,000 M915A2linehaul
tractors,
M916Al
Iightequipment transporters, and M917Al
dump trucks is solidly based on
Freighrllner's best selling commercial
model, the FLD120 heavy-duty line-

haul tractor. (More than 330,000
FLD120 have been sold since its
introduction io 1988.) As such, the
Army capitalizes on a proven, highly
successful design that includes the
latest in commercial truck technology. Furthermore, Freightliner's
military trucks are built using the
same productioo operations that
manufacture hundreds of commercial
vehicles per day-leveraging the
economies of scale afforded by
volume component purchasing and
high-capacity production lines.
In 1998, Freightliner signed a new
contract with the Army to build
approximately 2,000 M915A4 glider
kits. This innovative program adapts
a standard commercial practice to
meet an Army need of modernizing
aging line-haul tractors.
This
extended service program (ESP)
represents acquisition reform in
action. Spearheaded by the U.S.
Army Reserve, the Army and
Freightliner team upgraded the
existing fleet of 2,000 aging M915
tractors manufactured approximately
18 years ago. The M915A4 glider kit
is based on the modern Freightliner
M915A2 design and consists of a new
cab, chassis, electrical system,
antilock braking system,
and
automatic transmission. The only
reused components from the oLd
trucks are the original engine and
rear-axle assembly. The kits can be
built into finished trucks by either

Army
maintenance
units
or
Freightliner. The new M915A4s are
expected to provide the Army
new
vehicles
and.
virtually
considerable savings in future
operation and sustainment costs.
•

Integrated
Nondevelopmental Items
Oshkosh Truck Corp. (OTC) ,
another DOD contractor, engineers
trucks for markets where unique,~
innovative
designs
outperform
general-purpose eqUipment in all
types of terrain.
OTC uses
commercial engines, transmissions
axles, suspensions, tires, vaLve.s.
pumps, etc., bur designs and builds
them into severe-duty vehicles wit
capabilities much greater than
commercial off-the-shelf vehicles.
These commercial components have
been developed, tested, and proven
for an intended market and are then
adapted for use in the unique oJ...
specialized applications. These can
include concrete mixers, snow
blowers, or tactical vehicles such as
the Palletized Load System (PLS
Heavy Equipment Tran porrer (HET),
or Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical
"
Truck (HEMTT).
The Oshkosh RET and PLS vehicles
are classified as integrated non~
developmental items.
Because of
their specialized application, the
commercial components such a
engines, transmissions, axles, an?

SPIRAL MODERNIZATION
(The cyclical insertion of technology and modernization)

Joint Vision 2010

h-

Modernization Through Spares (MTS)
Operations & Support Cost Reductions (OSCR)
Value Engineering
Other LCM Initiatives and Programs

.
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I'"
tires were integrated into a chassis
system that meets the Army's
operational requirements. In newer
pTe vehicle programs with PM-HTY,
such as the HEMIT ESP and HET
.Technical Insertion Program, OTC
again uses a number of commercially
developed components and integrates them into an enhanced vehicle
system. The use of commercial
eomponents reduces development
l:;nd production costs and improves
serviceability.

Commercial R&D
Itinvestigative Techniques
,In late 1997, the Family of Medium
Tactical Vehicles (FMTV) Program
~xperlenced isolated incident
of
cracked flywheel housings, predominately on the 4x4 Light Medium
~actical Vehicle (LMTV). An investigation was undertaken to verify that
p.-t!l:ere were no workmanship or
Ruality issues with the cracked
housings and to determine the
environment where these vehicles
were operated. The investigation of
'the flywheel housing cracks also
revealed incidents of driveshaft
failures, all on the 4x4 LMTV variants.
TThe team speculated that these
failures were related and sought
more information on the motion of
the power train in a continuous highspeed highway environment. The
lImethod used to study the motion of
the power train was a vibration modal
~a1y is. This is the method used in
!;be automotive industry to correct
many noise, vibration, and harshness
(NVH) problems.
The conclusion
was that controlling the dynamic
drive-line imbalance and raising the
powerpacks' natural frequency out of
the operating range would correct
die drive-line and flywheel hou ing
ilailure mode .
In late 1998, the U.S Army Aberdeen
Test Center at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, successfully completed
....v llidation testing of six Stewart &
'Stevenson FMTV vehicles. These
vehicle were retrofitted with newly
fdesigned nodular iron flywheel
housings by Caterpillar Inc. and
i'fi€wly designed driveshafts from
M.eritor.
Each vehicle completed
12,000 miles of endurance and
Wlidation testing without incident.
This resting culminated more than 8
months of work by a team of
M a y-June 1999

....

government and industry TWV
and automotive speciali r. Team
members included representatives
from the .S. Army Tank-automotive
and Armaments Command, Stewart &
Stevenson, Caterpillar, Meritor,
EG&G
Structural
Kinematics,
Effective Technology Inc., Allison
Transmission, and Michigan Scientific
Corp. Commercial R&D techniques
in NVH used in the automotive
industry played a vital part in the
investigation and subsequent repair
of this FMTV problem.

Future Possibilities
To help maximize shrinking Army
R&D dollars, the National Automotive
Center (NAC), located at the U.S.
Army Tank Automotive Research,
Development
and
Engineering
Center, Warren, Ml, collaborated with
the automotive industry to identify
dual-use technologies that can benefit
both Defense and commercial
industrie and structure cooperative
programs.
Stewart & Stevenson,
Lockheed Martin Corp., and NAC have
partnered to produce a hybrid electric
version of a 5-ton FMTV cargo truck.
A functional prototype hybrid electric
vehicle (HEY) was displayed at the
1998 Association of the U.S. Army
meeting
in
Washington,
DC.
Prop.rietary technology developed by
Lockheed Martin for commercial
trucks and buses will provide the
FMTV
HEV
with
significant
improvements in fuel economy,
acceleration, brake lining, and
reduced exhaust emissions. OTC is
also pursuing a similar dual-use R&D
effort with AC called the Oshkosh
"Sealed Hood" concept. This concept
will use commercial automotive
technologies such as multiplexing and
fully integrated flat panel displays.

Conclusion
Strategies to meet operational
requirements that include leveraging
the economie of scale, integrating
commercial
components,
and
parrnering of government and
industry will allow us to acquire as
much capability a resources will
permit. Ultimately. the strategy of
teaming
to
efficiently
adopt
commercial technology in the "spiral
modernization" of our legacy fleets
will allow the Army's TWV to drive
into the next millennium.

MAj PHILiP SCHOENIG is a
Combat Developer for 7iWs in the
Dil"ectorate of Combat Developments for Transportation at
CASCOM; Fort Lee, VA He has a B,S
degree in business administration
from Fitchburg State College and a
master's degree in management
with a concentration in logistics
management from the Florida
Institute ofTedmology.
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PM-PIS for the Deputy for System
Acquisition, TACOM; Warren, MI.
He has a B.S. degree in mechanical
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Advanced Program Management
cow-se at the Defense Systems
Management College.
RICK ENGEL is Director of
Government Vehicle Sales at
heightliner C01p. He served more
than 26 years in the u.s. Army,
retil-;ng as a colonel in the Army
Acquisition Corps.
EDDIE GARCiA is the Manager in
the
Government
Marketing
Department at OTC. He has a
B.B.A degree in marketing from
Soutbern Methodist University.
LYNN JONES is the Marketing
Administrator in the Government
Marketing Department at OTC.
he has an AS. degree in business
from Cardinal Stritch University.
REGIS LUTHER is the Director of
Engineeringfor the Tactical Vehicle
Systelns Division of tewart &
tevenson, Houston, TX. He has a
8.S. degree in chemical engineering from Youngstown State
University, an M.S. degree in
chemical engineering with a
concentration in thermodynamics
and nondestructive testing from
johns Hopkins University, and an
M.B.A. from the University of
Houston.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

From The Director
Acquisition Career
Management Office

demographics as well as CDG career opportunities. I encourage
supervisor of eligible personnel to emphasize the exciting
benefit of this program for expanding knowledge and
experiencc. 1 would also like to congratulate the 19 AAC omcers
selected 10 attend Senior eevice College and me 40 graduates of
me Materiel Acquisition Management Cour e at me .. Army
logisticS Management College, Fort Lee, VA, who are I isted on
Pages 7S and 76 of mis magazine. I also want 10 pOint you to Lhe
article on The Army aLional Guard Acquisition Corps Strategic
Plan on Page 75.
As you may have heard, me 1999 Army Acquisitiofl
Workf rce/Corps Roadshow erie has a new name. Army
Acquisition Workforce 2000 was chosen becau e ir mor
accurately conveys mat Keith Charles, Deputy Director for
Acquisition Career Management, and the MACMO are
communicating ongoing AAW and AAC initiatives. These
communication provide one-on·one career coun;ellng and
feedback from the aeld.
~.
My office is always available to prOVide the information you
need to help advance your acquisition career. Our phon
number can be found on the AAC home page at
http://dacm.sarda.army.m.illcontacts/.

Wim the rapid approach of summer comes me equally rapid
approa h of me June deadline for completion of the Individual
Development Plan (IDP). I would like to take this opportunity to
emphasize again me importance of updated personnel files. The
Army Acqui ition Corps (AAC) require each member, milicary and
civilian, ro complete an fOP no later man June 30, 1999. I would
like all upervisors to ensure mat this happens. Designed to reOect
your current and future training requirements for a 5-year period,
the lOP i a critical document for acquisition profe iona.l and
meir supervisors to identify and track their career objectives. We
have created an autOmated proce S to facilitate me development
and modification of lOPs. You can find me automated lOP at
https://rda.rdaisa.sarda.army.miJ/ldp/ldpprod/idpslart.htm.
The LOP i one ofewo critical componen ofyout personnel file.
The AmlY Acqui ition Corps (AAC) was established Ocl. ~
The second is the Acqu i ition Civilian Record Brief (ACRB) for
1989, by approval of the .. Army Chief of taB'. This year will
civilian , or me Officer Record Brief (ORB) for military personnel.
mark the AAC's 10th anniversary, and me Director of Acquisitiol't
You hould update these fonus annua.lly. They are used by Army
areer Management (DACM) LTG Paul J. Kern has announced
AcqUisition Workforce (AAW) members 10 certify eligibility to
plans to coounemora.te the occasion during the week of the 1999
compete for career-enhancing opportunities. The ACRB, like me
Association of the .. AmlY (AUSA) Annual Meeting, Oct. 11-13,
ORB, is an automated record lhat consolidates personnel data,
1999. Planned activitie includc a pictorial review of me AAC s
education, experience, certification level. as ignments, and
history displayed in the Pentagon's main corridor, a ho pitality
training data. If me information on your ACRB is not current, you
uite and exhibit at the AU A annual meeting, and an AAC Ball.
re trict your ability to compete for exciting career opportunities.
The DACM requestcd volunteers to form a process action tea.c;l
Effective July 1999, the automated ill!' must be approved before
(pAT) to plan the AAC 10th anniversary commemoration. Senior
students can apply for a course offered by the Defense Acquisition
AAe personnel have enthu iasticaUy responded to this reques4"
niversity. Additionally, the ID!' will be the official repository for
and meir continued suppon is essential in conveying me "field
all your accompli hments under the continuou learning
perspective." In addition to forming a PAT, me DACM approved
requirement. Revisions to the automated !DP will make it an even
creation of an as oclation for all Active component acquisition
more valuable tool for identifying and tracking an acqui ilion
military and civilian personnel. The association will be a
professional's career objectives in me areas of experience,
government organization mat serves as a regional ource of C
education, and training. The Mobile Acquisition Career
infonnation and history.
Management Office (MACMO) is In place pecifically to give you
The PAT will define me goals of me commemoration. idem;
the information you need to understand these important records.
specific events associated with the cRmpaign, recommend a
I would like to direct your attention to the Under ecretary of
strategy for implementation of pla.ns, and establish the
Defense (Acqui ition and Technoloh,),) Continuou Learning
association.
Additionally, the PAT will ensure that
Policy, effective Dec. 15, 1998. This policy requires civilian and
commemoration updates are provided to the Army Acquisitiou
military acqu' ition professionals to participate in continuous
Workforce and mat a web ite is created for posting information.
learning activities that augment me minimum education, training,
The AA Ball will be held OCL. 10, 1999, in the Wa hington, D ,
and experien e tandards established for certification purposes
area. The association's inaugural ceremony will take place duriqg
for their career fields. Acquisition personnel who have compleLed
the AAC Ball. Di tinguished gue ts are expected LO include
me certification requirements for the po itions mey are in shall
members of the Omce of the ecretary of Defense SLaff, Lhe
earn a minimum of 80 continuous learning points every 2 years,
ecremriat and omer Army taB', and enior AAC military and
from me date of certification for the position held or from the date
civilian personnel
of me prior 2-year continuous learning certification. (IndiViduals ' For additional information, contact Tony Echol in Lhe
who are not certill.ed in me position mey hold are pectcd to
Acquisition Career Managem nt Office at 03) 604-7145, ds
concentrate on obtaining certillcation.) You can get a copy of me
664- 1 5.
policy at bttp://www.acq.osd.m.illar/#otherhol.
We are pleased to announce the selections for mc Year Group
2000 ompetitive Development Group shown on Page 1 in mis
issue. As you may already know, dlis career development program
To improve communicarions a.nd career management suppa
prOVides leadership-intensive training and experience
to me Army Acquisition Workforce AAW). Keim Charles. Dep'!.
opportunities for competitively selected G -12 and -13 Corps
Director for Acquisition Career Management, has establi hed a
Eligible and AAC members. Be sure to read the article on the
pilot program for the Southern Region of me AAW in t
Competitive Deve.lopment Group (CDG) Program on Page 41,
Huntsville edstone Ars nal, AL, geographical area.
Tb
which discusses CDG Program selection criteria and

AAC's 10th Anniversary

AAW Southern Regional
Headquarters Established
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Southern Regional Headquaners opened in March. Maxine
Maples has been apPOinted as the Special AssistantlRegionai
Director for Acquisition Career Management Initiatives in the
... Southern Region.
This pUot program SUPPOtts the AAW, acquisition career
management advocates, program executive officers, program
and product managers, and commanders in the nine· tate area
(Tennes ee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mis issippi, Arkansas,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas) that comprises the Southern
Region. Thi concept treamJines Lhe acquisition upport
tructure and will help enhance communication to and from the
'field to provide better and more accessible suppott to AAW
members in that region.
For more information, contacr Tony Echols in the AcqUisition
Career Management Office at (703) 604-7145, DS 664-7145, Or
e-mall: echolsa@sarda.army.miJ.

Competitive Development Group
Successes
The Acquisition Career Management Office is pleased to report
the Competitive Development Group (COG) uccess for Year
Groups 199 and 1998. The following COG selectees have been
promoted to GS-14 by the following organizations:
Year Group 1997
Wayne Bruno
PEa-Aviation
Test and Evaluation Command
Jennifer Chew
Army Materiel Command
colt Crosson
Office, Assistant ecretary of the Army
Catherine Doolos
(Acquisition, Logistics and Technology)
PEa-Aviation
Alvin Hopkins
Army MaLeriel Command
Ann COtti
Office, Assistant Secretary of the Army
Craig Spisak
(Acquisition, Logistics and Technology)
PEO-Air and Missile Defense
~Robert Szersynski
PEO-Aviation
Rusty Weiger
Year Group 1998
•
PEa-Air and MissUe Defense
Amelia Hatchett
haron johnson
PEa-Aviation
PEa-Intelligence, Electronic Warfure and
Samuel jones
Sensors (temporary promotion)
, Congratulations to all! Your accomplishments directly reflect
our goal for the CDG Program-tO develop the best leaders for
the Army of the 21st century.

Change To ASI G1
The additional skW identifier (ASI) G1 has been changed from
purchasing agent to contracting agent to more accurately reflect
me duties that ASI G1 personnel perform. ASI G1 positions
require soldiers qualified as contracting noncommissioned officers
to assist in the planning and execution of purchasing and
contracting taSks at po ts, camps or stations, and on contingency
missions.
To receive the ASI G I, soldiers mllSt succe fully complete the
~ courses CO 101· Basics of Contracting, CON 104 - Fundamentals
of Contra t Pricing, and CON 234 - Contingency Contracting.
Course rou be completed at the Defense Acquisition University
r at other accredited colleges and universities. The ASI G1 is
restricted Lo use with military occupational specialties (MOSs) 92A
(skill levels 3 and 4), 92Y (skiU levels 4 and ;), and 92Z only.
However, the Director, Acquisition Career Management Office may
aWard the ASI Gl to soldiers with other than MO 92A, 92'1; and
92Z on an exception·to-policy basis. If you have any que tions,
oontact MAj Phil Yacovoni (703) 604-7106, DS 664-7106, or
&:-maiJ: yacovonp@sarda.army.miI.
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40 Graduate From MAM Course

Fony students graduated from the Materiel Acquisition
Management (MAM) Course, Class 99-002, at the U.S. Army
Logistics Management College, Fon Lee, VA. The course ran from
jan. 11 to Feb. 26, 1999. The graduates induded one allied officer
from Senegal and five officers from japan.
The Distinguished Graduate Award was presented to CPT Gerald
Davis Jr., who is a signed to Fort Rucker, AL.
Research and development, testing, contracting, requirements
generation, logistics. and production management are examples
of the materiel acquisirion work as ignments offered to these
graduates. The names of the graduates are Ii ted below.
Rank Name

Rank Name

MAj
CPT
CPT

CPT
CPT
CPT
MAj
CPT
CPT
MAj
CPT
CPT
CPT
MAJ
CPT
CPT
CPT
SFC
MAJ
CPT
CPT
CPT
MAj

MAj
CW2
CPT

CW3
MAj
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

CPT
CPT

MAJ
CPT

James Blanco
Eva Branham
Eric Cathcart
Ted Chelette
Brian Cummings
Ronald utchember
Gerald Davis
Donald Dehnel
Ronnie Dix
Patrick Erickson
Johnny Figueroa
Daniel Fuller
Jean Grotophorst
Richard Hall
Michael Harris
George Holland
Daniel Irwin
Kenichi Kajikawa
Masahiko Kawasaki
james Kennedy

Todd Lamb
Robert Long
Louis Mayo
Mamadou Mbaye
Michael Murrah
Mark eal
Masahiro Okawa
Mirsuru 0 awa
joel Phillip
Susan Pooler
Willard Robinson
Edward Shepherd
Allen tephan
Raymond Strickland
Miranda Sumb!in
Dorotlly"lhneyhill
Paul Terrell
Steven Wall
Anthony Wimer
Hideaki YoneJrura

Army National Guard
Acquisition Corps Strategic Plan
In December 1998, MG Roger chultz, Director, Army National
Guard (ARNG) , approved a stralegic plan that will integrate the
Army Acquisition Corps (MC) and the ARNG. The ARNG fully
supports the MC and this new integration plan. The four·pan
rtrategy outlined in this plan is the result of a September 1998
meeting between Schultz and Keith Cbar!e , Deputy Director,
Acquisition Career Management, Office of the Assistant Secretary
of the Army (Research, Development and AcqUisition) (now
Acquisition, Logistics and Technology).
The fir t pan of the plan applies to acquisition po ition and
~ersonnel identification. Prior to the September 1998 meeting,
the ARNG began analyzing acquisition-related po itions and
identifying personnel with acqui ition education or experience
who could leverage their skills to achieve ARNG's acqui ition
objectives. A number of acquisition·related positions have been
identified. When individuals are identified, they will be notified
and provided guidance on accession to the AAe.
Tbe second pan of the plan addresses the development of career
paths and career progres ion for ARNG acquisition personnel.
Some potentially qualifying positions \vitllin the ARNG structure
include force integration and readiness officers, directors of
infonnation management, and contracting officers. The ARNG is
also reviewing Title 10 positions with acquisition-related mis ions.
Career paths for personnel will be developed to ensure both the
effective implementation of the strategy and the officer's career
<;!evelopment.
In the third parr of the plan, the ARNG is pursuing use of
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temporary tours of active duty as the primary tOol to place ARNG
personnel in product and project manager (PM) offices, The
intent is to place these personnel in organizations that will field
ignificant amounts of equipment to ARNG units between 1999
and 2005. They will ecve as coordinators and team chiefs for
fielding equipment to ARNG units throughout the United State.
Personnel from tile receiving ARNG units will be assigned to PM
office whenever practical,
The last part of the plan is the most ambitious and aggre sive
and involves the request and approval from Congress for
additional fuJI-time personnel. Sixty individuals wiU be placed in
various acqui ition fields to meet ARNG requirements. These
personnel will back-up tare government and ARNG acquisition
efforts during peacetime. In addition, they will serve on a
rotational basis with those ARNG personnel projected for PM
positions. Where fea ible, a portion of the e personnel will be
as igned to work ,,~thin PM organizations to gain experience in
preparation for possible PM assignments. The e personnel will
be critical in enhancing the Army' capability to support the
soldier. The PM organization will provide full-time career
progres ion for ARNG Acquisition Workforce and MC members.
The purpose of this four-part sreategic plan is to provide the
framework for ARNG participation in the MC. When this article
was written, an implementation plan had been developed, and
finalization was expected by the end of tbe econd quarter of
FY99. P'.trts of this progcam are already being executed, and the
ARNG plans to have it fully inlplemented no later than FY03.

Personnel Demo Project
Underway
Effective F b. 10, 1999, the .S. Army Conreacting Command
Korea (U ACCI<) became the first Army agency to participate in
the DOD Civilian Acqui ition Workforce Per onnel
Demonstration Project.
Director of Con reacting Perry Hicks was the fLfSt Army
employee assigned to the Demo Project.
Other initial
participants are as foUows: Diana Hacmonson-Walls, Chief, Policy
and Plans Brandl; Bobbie Cole, Chief, Adminisrcation Brandl,
Henrietta White, Chief, Conreact upport Division; Stephe~
Bradford, Deputy, Comract Operation Division; arl Stubbert,
Chief, Technical and Contract Admin Division; I{,.thy Salas, Chlef,
Services Brandl; Joseph Arnaud, Chief, Compliance Brandl;
Pamela Hastings, Chief, on-Appropriated Fund Brandl; Ronald
Parrish, Chief, Information Management Office; Brian Smith,
Chief, Quality Assurance Brandl; ancl Charles Wilder 11, Contract
Attorney.
ACCI{ is especially thankful for the expert guidance provided
by Tony Echols, Army Project Officer, Acqui ition Career
Management Office, and Doby Nicklas, DOD Civilian Acquisition
Workforce Personnel Demon lration Project Office, and for their
willingne to reaveI to Seoul to train U ACCK personnel on the
project. [n addition, Jerold Lee, suppOrt slaff, was particularly
help~l in prOviding advance infonmation and etting up the
trallllllg.
There are many who made the rcansition to the Demo Project
successful. U ACCK would like to recognize the foUo,,~g
people: Rosetta McFall, Civilian Personnel Division' Scott
McCue, Resource Management; Kim Ye., Civilian Pe~onnel
Advisory Center; and Dave Gerdis, Ken Starke, Cindy Barnes, and
arabeth Walker Civilian Personnel Operating Center, Taegu· for
expediting paperwork that allowed SACCK to be the first Army
agency to lmplemem the Demo Project.
Finally, Diana Harmonson-Walls, Project Leader for USACCK,
and Bobbie Cole, Demon tration Historian, helped assi t
managers and supervisors with the reansition and are
commended for a job weU done.
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PERSCOM Notes.

19 AAC Officers Selected For
Senior Service College
Congratulation to the 19 Army Acquisition Corps (AAC)
officers selected to attend Senior ervice College during
academic year 1999-2000. The selected officers and the scbools
they will attend are listed below.
ARMY WAR COLLEGE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA
LTC Damian P. Bianca
LTC StevenJ. Cox
LTC David B. Cripps
LTC(PJ Cbarles F. McMaster
LTC(PJ John A. Merkwan
LTC(PJ David P. Miller
LTC Ainsworth B. MiUs
COL Dwight E. Tbomas
INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED FORCES,
FORT McNAIR. VA
l.TC(p) Joseph A. Durso
LTC Mark W Jones
LTC Nickolas G. Justice
LTC Harry W McClellan
LTC Robert D. Ogg
LTC Carl M. Tegen
ACQIDSITION FELLOWSHIP, UNTVERSllY OF TEXAS,
AUSTIN, TX
LTC (P) Manhew J. Fair
LTC Midlael E. Johnson
[rc(p) James D. Wargo
AIR WAR COLLEGE, MAXWELL AFB, AL
LTC PhiJlip D. Macklin
LTC(P) lbmmie E. ewberry

..

#

Changes At AMB
Yvette Handifield is the new Certification Manager at the U.S.
Total Army Personnel Command' Acquisition Managemetl,\
Branch (AMB). Hancl.ifield previously worked at the Join
I'ersonnel Property Shipping Office, Fort Belvoir, VA.
J.
Several additional personnel changes are planned dUring th
next few months. Two current assignment officers will /j
departing AMB. MAJ Steve Leisenring, the COL Assignmen
Officer, will assume new duties at the Defense Contrac
Management Command; and MAJ Dwayne Green, the LT
FA53197 Assignments Officer, is headed to an assignment i
Saudi Arabia.
~
Effective May 15, 1999, MAJ Steve Decato will become th
Assignm~nts Officer for both MAJ and LTC FA53s, ancl MAJ ]'a
Norr,s will become the Assignments Officer for both MAJ an
LTC FA97s.
MAJ Kimberly Hancock will teplace Decato as the Di tributio
Manager.
Hancock was previously as igned as a System
Automation Engineer at the U.. Army CommunicatiClJ,1
Electronic Command.
Effective June 15, 1999, MAJ Paul Myrick wiU move from 11
LTC FA51 Assignments De k to the COL Assignments Desk. Th
new I:fC FA51 Assignments Officer will be MAJ Brian Winte
WlOters .......s previously assigned to the Program Analysis an
Evaluation Office in the Office of the Army Chief of Staff.
..
The AMB personnel chart, whidl lists phone numbers an
e-mall addresses, is available on the Army Acquisition Co;V
home page at http://dacm.sarda.army.milIcontactsttapc.b

May-June 1999

The Operational Experience Program
Because of the continued dovmsizing of active forces, civilians
are be::ing tasked more frequently to fill a quiSi!ion positions once
hcld only by miJitary personnel. While this pmctice Involves a
major cuLtural change, it provide the Army more flexibility to
meet futUre challenge and increases competition for senior level
jobs, re,ulting in the best-qualified leader, Thu, the need to
establish closer ties between the acquisition and warfighter
communilies is now greater than ever, The more insight
acqui ition personnel have of the warfighter in an operational
environment, the more their understanding of soldier, weapon,
and equipment interface is enhanced,
To funher enhance d1is understanding, the Army acquisition
community is offering an Operational Experience Program to all Army
quisition Workforce (MW) members, This program places great
emphasis on soLdier, weapon, and equipment interface in an actual
field environment. MW members will be given the opponunity to
gain first-hand experience in operational environments. futUre
expan ion of Il,e pl'Ogram will indude a greater variety of operational
~riences. including profession.lI military education opportUnities.
The Army's AcqUisition Career Management Office (ACMO) has
.parrnered with several of the Army' premier wamg/ller training
rganizations to develop d1is Operation.lI Experience Program. Some
panicipaling organizations are the National Training center (NTq,
Fon Irwin, CA; d,e Joint Readiness Training center ORTq, Fan Polk,
U\; and the .S, Atmy Contracting Command, Seoul, KOrea,
Operational experience assignmentS will typically last from 1 to 3
Weeks, with some lasting up to 6 months, Assignments will be in a
metical environment (with
ldiers in a fieLded unit), Typical
assignments may indude the foUowing:
• Assignments at TC indude orientation visilS with the opponunity
to observe brigade and battalion force-on·force warflg/lling exen:ises,
vemight bivouacs with the opposing force, and l'Otalions through the

~
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USD(A&T) Selects Three Army
Section 816 Pilot Programs
The Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
To chnoLogy (USD(A&T)) has fonnaUy identified 10 piJot programs
(3 from the Army, 3 from the Navy, and 4 from the Air Force) to
fulfill the requirement of ectlon 816 of the Strom Thurmond
ational Defense Authorization Act for FY99. This congre sional
directive required ti,e Secretary of Defen e to designate 10 "Pilot
Programs for Testing Program Manager Performance of Product
uppon Ove.rsight Responsibilities for Life Cycle of Acquisition
I'r;pgram ," The 10 programs identified by the USD(A&T) were
contained in a repon submitted to the Pre ident of the Senate.
TJle repon identified management actions that arc planned to
improve progranl manager oversight and ensure proper life-cycle
upport for the e progrartls, The three Army pilot programs
selected are M-l Abrams, AH-64 Apache, and the Advanced Field
. err Tactical Data System (Ar-ATDS),
• T}le Abram tank proVides heavy 3ffilor superiority on the
b~tdeJield, The Abrams Program is unique in that it has products
tQrOUghOUl its life cycle: MlA2 System Enhancement Program
(5EP) in research and development, MlA2 in production, MlAl in
'lliStainment, and Ml in upgradeldispo al. The AbranlS AGT 1500
engine and its m an time between failure is an operational concern
I!I a major opetlltions and suppon cost driver for the Army,
The AH·6 Apache attack helicopter's mission is to conduct rear,
c!t>se, and deep operations; deep precision suike; and provide
armed reconnaissance and security when required in day, nig/H,
~ d adverse weather conditions. Apache prinle vendor suppon is
comprehen ive approach to proVide wholesale logistics suppon,

AmlY Materiel Command's Science Advisor's Office located at NTC to
serve as the comm unications link belWCen d-.e soldier and me .resean:h
and deve10pmeJll COmmu nity.
• At jRTC, individuals will have the opponunity to observe and
panicipate in readiness training exercises at ti,e squad and platoon
levels. Individuals wiU be is ued TA-SO (field equipment) and
uniforms, and will participate in overnight bi"ouacs in d,e field
with soldiers.
• At the ,. Anny Contraeting Command, eoul, Korea. panidpants
will have the opponunity 10 prepare and panicipat in contingeng'
exercises, develop contingency contracts fur requiring activities. work
widl personnel of the Contract Administrati,,,, Brandl to resolve
problem contraClS. and suppon the Contract Service Bmndl in d,e
preparation of contingency contracts and Bood damage contracts
within the command's entire mealcc of operations. Participants in
these assignments must be able to endure wearing Mi ion Oriented
Protective Po&ure IV gear (gas mask, pcotecti,'C dothing, eoc.) for shon
periods of time.
1be ACMO is accepting applications fur operational experiences
currentiy announced in me Army EdlicatiOIl, 7/'aining and
E:rperience (AElJ:,) Catalog. The AETE caLlIog can be accessed undcc
the
Career De,'e!opment section of Mes
webSite:
http://dacm.sarda.army.mil Opemtional experience assignments
will be funded b)' ACMO; however, a panicipant's organization will stiU
be responsible for funding the panicipant's salary: Announcements in
the AETE catalog will provide additional information on each
experience and det.'LiIed instructions on bow MW members can apply
for their desired experience.
A board to select pani.cipanlS for current assignments is scheduled
for June 22, 1999. Interested individuals muS! submit dleir
applications by June 1 , 1999, to be considered for d1is board. For
further infonnation, MW members may also conrad the ACMO pointS
of conL"\Ct listed in the AETE catalog.

which includes depot maintenance as weU as upply suppon, for
the entire Apache weapon system. The objective is to reduce the
overall Arm support cost, inlprove parts avaiJability, maintain
aircraft readiness, and provide funds for modernization,
AFATDS is the only heavily software-oriented command and
control (C2) weapon system in the mix of 10 Section 816 pilot
program selected, AFATDS is d,C digitized Force XXI baseline fire
suppor! (FS) C2 system for AmlY and U.S. Marine Corps firing
platoons through echelons above corps. 11 automates, coordinates,
and integrates air-, land·, and sea·based fire optimizing FS solutions
based on commandcr's guidance and aU available FS assets,
An OSD-sponsored PEO YSCOM Conference was held in midApril 1999 to foeu on this new product suppon paradigm,

Raytheon Earned Value
Management System Validated
During a ceremony late Last year at the Pentagon, Paul J. Hoeper,
Assistant ecretary of d,e Army (AcqUiSition, Logistics and
Technology), presented an official letter of certification for a
validated Earned Value Management System (EVMS) to Fred
Hissong, President of the Raydleon Demilitarization Company
(RDC) ,
ROC was recognized for its EVMS that has been implemented at
tbe Johnston Atoll hemical Agent Disposal System site, a
demilitarization facility used to de troy lethal chemical agents and
munitions stored atjohnston AtolL ROC's EVMS is compliant with
the DOD/industry EVMS guidelines. ROC is the first Chemical
Demilitarization Program contractor site to be validated,
Otber artendees at the Pentagon ceremony included James
Bacon, Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization; Dr,
Theodore Prociv, Deputy Assistant ecretary of the Army for
Chemical Demilitarization; and Shay Assad, President and CEO
Raytheon Engineers and Con tructors.
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number of Army transactions went from 2.4 million in
FY97 to 3.1 million in FY98, an incre.'lSe of approximately
29 percent.
..
Use of the card has allowed the Army to meet mission
requirements with fewer people and accommodat'
workforce reduction. The Army eliminated 76 spaces from
contracting offices worldwide during Program Objective
Memorandum 98-03 as part of the implementation of the
Army Contracting Functional Area Asse sment.
Goals for expanded use of the card in FY99 follow:
• Government-to-government transactions,
• Tran portation payments,
• Commercial training through coUege and universities
(up to 25,000),
• Payment vehicles for larger contracts, and
• VISA convenience checks.
-t
In addition, development of the Electronic Data
Interchange process for invoice reconciliation and'
payment will result in reduction of the Defen e Finance
Accounting System bill.
As we move into the new millennium, the card i
expected to revolutionize the way government does
business. The Army will continue to take the lead 'fu
finding ways to further streamline its purchasing proces.§
buying supplies and services better-Easter-cheaper, and srtiI
maintain the integrity of the procurement proces .
Point of contact for this article is Dorothy Hindman,
(703) 681-3417.

From The
Acquisition
Reform Omce•••
Acquisition And Logistics Conference
The Army's Acquisition and Logistics Initiatives
Conference, sponsored by Headquarters, Army Materiel
Command, was held late last year in Washington, DC.
Conference hosts were Team Command, Control,
Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Electronic
Warfare and Sensors (C4IEW ), which includes the Army
Communications-Electronics Command; the Program
Executive Office (PEO), Command, Control, and
Communications
Systems
(PEO-C3S);
the
PEO,
Intelligence, Electronic Warfare and Sensors (PEO-lEWS);
and an industry partnership conSisting of The lnt rnational
Society of Logistics and SAVE International, "The Value
Society."
For nearly 600 industry and government participants, it
was an opportunity to interact with senior leaders in a
series of discussions and panels about the continuing
reform and evolution of Army business practices.
Highlighting "The Journey to Reduce Operation and
Support Costs" as its theme, the conference focu ed on the
Army's efforts to institutionalize efficient and effective
acquisition and logistic practice. The endgame is to
develop a Link among acquisition and logistics, overarching
financial management, and partnering with industry to
obtain and maintain higb-quality, affordable equipment for
the warfighter of the next millennium.
Several training sessions were conducted during the
conference. The sessions were condensed version of
training courses developed to train the Army workforce and
its industry counterpart about new ways of doing business.
Equipment displays demonstrated that acquisition reform
has taken hold and is producing positive results. One such
display; the Control Display nit (CDU) of the ANJPRD-12
Radio Direction Finder, was redesigned by Team C4IEWS as
a modernization through spare initiative. The new CDU
was purchased using performance-based requirements to
obtain commercial technology and is field maintainable,
u er friendly; durable, and reliable. The unit cost has been
reduced 48 percent. Operation and support cost avoidance
are estimated at $11 million over 10 years.
Point of contact for this article is Kenneth Brockel, (732)
532-2394, DSN 992-2394.

PATRIOT Spares Catalog ALPHA Contract

Army Pu.rchase Card Performance
The Army continues to lead DOD in purchase card doUars
spent and number of transactions. For FY98, purchases on
the Army card totaled 1.4 billion versus 1.1 billion in
FY97, an increase of 27 percent. Tbe number of Defense
transactions totaled 7.4 million in FY98, of which the Army
executed 42 percent, versus 27 percent each for Air Force
and Navy; and 4 percent for other Defense agencies. The
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The PATRiOT Spares Catalog ALPHA Contract Integrate{1
Process Team (IIYf) used the Alpha contracting concept to
develop, evaluate, negotiate, and award a fixed-price,
redeterminable 5-year catalog contract covering 119
PATRIOT mi sile system complex electronic and
mechanical spare items with Raytheon Co. The contra
was de igned to incorporate the key objectives 2
reduction of administrative lead times (AU), production
lead times (pLn, and administrative cost savings while
maintaining a fair and rea onable price. The contract has
an estimated potential value of more than 166 million
over the performance period. The IPT negotiated
significant savings of more than $65 million off the
propoed cost and, through their knowledge of tll
government's requirements, were able to identify many
areas of cost that could be eliminated or reduced.
The contract contains a unique pricing model developed
by the Lead Price Analyst that provides a tool for pricing
any quantity from one each to the maximum quantity Ii
each line item, while taking into consideration residual
minimum-buy material and required lot acceptance ttts
residual material. This pricing model ensures re id
material is held for future government requirements. The
pricing model makes po ible the reduction of AiT to
month for all items. Shortening the PLT by 10 to 20
months significantly reduce the quantity and doliars
needed to support the PATRIOT missile system. The a~
of this contract will avoid cost to the government i
excess of 6.1 million in AiT based on bUying 1 each of 1l'9
spare items during the first year. If the Army Aviation an
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Missile Command buys three of each item each year, coSt
avoidance over the life of the contract through FY03 would
!?e 90.9 million.
The dedicated commitment of all
participants enabled the team to complete the ALPHA
proces , making award 85 days from contract justification
and approval.
Point of contact for this article is Dianne B. Landtroop,
(256) 876-9855, OS 746-9855
+

Mentor-Protege Program

The Army SmaU and Disadvantaged Business Utilization
bffice, Army Space and Mi sile Defense Command
(A MDC), and Mevatec Corp. are responsible for half of the
Mentor-Protege 8(a) pilot program agreements within
DOD. The ASMDC awarded the fir t Army Mentor-Protege
agr ement between a graduated 8(a) and another 8(a) fIrm
it" October 1997. In the 18 months since that award,
evatec Corp., headquartered in Huntsville. AL, has
entered into two more such agreements making it the
large t upporter of this pilot program.
The DOD Mentor-Protege Program provides incentives for
major DOD contractors to assist small disadvantaged
bodsines es in the development and improvement of their
business capabilities. The men[Qr also assists them in
ncrea ing their participation as ubcontractors and
supplier under DOD and other government and
commerdal contracts.
The late t augmentation to this DOD-wide program is the
8(a) pilot program, which allow graduated 8(a) firms to

.

"mentor" companies still involved in the Small Business
Administration's 8(a) program. This innovative part of the
Mentor-Protege Program allows for the transfer of a wealth
of knowledge gained through the mentor' participation in
the 8(a) program.
Mevatec's three Mentor-Prorege Agreements, valued at
approximately 1 million, were executed with Analytical
Services Inc., WESTEC International, and Soft Access. Ali
three agreements are adm;nistered under the ASMDC
Systems Engineering and Technical Assistance Contract
(SETAC) in Huntsville, AL.
The three protege are currently providing support to a
variety of DOD programs. Under the Mentor-Protege
Agreement, the e 8(a) firms plan to concentrate on
improvement of their DOD-related engineering and
analysis services, as well as acquiring training and support
in the areas of business infrastructure and overall business
development.
Mevatec Corp. estimates that between 5500,000 and 3
million in subcontracting opportunities will be available
for their proteges during the period of performance of the
agreements. As a protege, each company is eligible to be
awarded a sole-source SETAC subcontract from Mevatec. It
is Mevatec's intent to set aside SETAC work for each of
the e companies, as well as to assist them in securing
future non-SETAC work.
Point of contract for this article is Denise Owens,
(256) 955-3947.

BOOKS

•

Project Leadership:
rom Theory to Practice
~y

Jeffrey K. Pinto and others
project Management Institute, 1998
Reviewed by LTC Kenneth H. Rose (USA, Ret.), a
Project Manager with the Waste Policy Institute in
San Antonio, TX, and a former member of the Army
Acquisition Corps.
,in project management literature, a generally accepted a.xiom
suggests that projects u uaUy fujI not on techniml merit, but on
matters related [Q people. Authors then usually proceed to
prescribe technical tools in gmll detail, giving shon hrift [Q
1eadership skill that would counter the threat they ju t defined.
{roject Leadership: From Theory to Practice byJeffrey K. Pinto, Peg
Thomas, Jeffrey Trailer, Todd Palmer, and MjcheJe Govekar breaks
'this mold and focuses on leadership in project management
environments. The book offers a solid grouniling across a broad
"'dflge of theory, then waIks the reader through application of the
theory in the practical context of project management. At less th,Ul
150 pages, the book appe:us at first to be one of those easy rr..oads
lilt popu1'lte today's bookstores. It is not. It is densely packed
with concepts and models for action that should be perused with
t care, not for mere awareness. but for understanding,
retentiOn, and future application.
The authors discuss principal theories of leadership, bridging
contingency and universal perspectives.
They favor a

tr'dflsformational approadl thar enables a leader to link people and
tasks to achieve success in dynamic, often cllllOtiC environm nts.
They describe accountability for resuLts as a key to project success,
and they provide a model and procedures for establishing and
controlling accountability within the project team.
The projecl vision, which is often linLe more than motivational
mush, receives serious treatment as an essential foundation for
project success. The authors describe the role and effects of a
proje<:t vision and provide a disciplined development approach
that goes fur beyond the cheerleading approach that often seems
to be in vogue.
Team building and ethics both receive candid, direct treamlent
that addresses promiSes and pitfuUs, and charts a course for
negotiating a uccessful tranSit through these chaUenging areas.
111e authors present an exceJJent integration of leading and
managing. showing the essential role thar each plays in project
strategy. And, politics rears its nOl-so-ugly head as an eternal aspect
of any project-<Jne that, if handJed weJJ, can be a key to
influencing others in achieving project goals.
The last chapter provides a synthesis of the book's important
points. restating the basic prem;se dlat project management is a
"leader-intensive undertaking" and that leadership is not a onebest-way task, but rather a many-faceted collection of decisions,
anitudes, and al1:ions.
Project Leadership: From Theory to Practice is a continuous
journey. and the book bould be taken as a whole to receive the full
benefit. It offers a di tinct contribution to project managem nt
Leadership literature for new or experienced project managers.
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Let's define the JOB, let's DO the job. Perhaps the re
job is smaller than we've long said it is (in truth i
peacetime it is). We seem to be ready to acknowled&
the hollowness of the "excellence' of our logistics system
as fostered by the forgiving conditions of peacetime an.
fat defense budgets. Now we need to also recognize tha
doing it for less total outlay (as might be the case with
entirely contracted-out logistics support system) doe
not necessarily mean that it is being done better, or eve
that you have a tenable system that can get the job don
as well as the current system could if it was proper
managed, or done at all in the crucible of a shooting wa
against a potent adversary.
John F. Czoykowski
TACOM

ear Sir:
I'm a GS-0346-13 Logistics Management Specialist at
the U.S. Army Tank-automotive and Armaments
Command, an AMC [U.S. Anny Materiel Command]
subordinate in Warren, MI. The articles on AMC's
Logistics Reform Efforts [Page 7] and Supporting
Training Systems Through Fixed Price Contracts [Page
12] in the ovember-December 1998 edition of Army
RD&A were pretty exasperating.
For years we've been patting ourselves on the back for
excellence and providing leader the deci ive edge, and
suddenly, aLI our institutions and methods (depots,
IMMCs [Integrated Materiel Management Centers],
inventory and CCSS [Commodity Command tandard
System]) are wasteful, cumbersome, and ob olete.
Benevolent, smart contractors, operating under
"flexible" contracts are going to fix everything, huh?
It would all ring truer if the talk of reform was not
coming from the same top management that advanced
their careers by creating and nurturing the current
bureaucracy, which was an end unto itself-it justified
their empires. It is wasteful, it doesn't work, and top
management long ago abdicated control, accountability,
and responsibility.
Now, they're going to keep
themselves in the top lots overseeing the process of
giving away the farm to beltway bandits.
Before the ME [Army Acquisition Executive] and the
Secretary of the Army allow that to happen, I suggest a
bold experiment: Contract out AMC management, keep
the low-priced workforce and well developed
infrastructure.
Make it an offense punishable by
dismissal to create an acronym or a named "reform"
effort. Judge everything and everybody by what they DO.

PERSONNEL
A Farewell
From The ACMO Director

~

hortly before this issue of Army RD&A went to press;
I was selected to be the enior 1ilitary As istant to the
nder ecretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology, Dr. Jacques Cansler. I want to extend my
heartfelt appreciation to all the people that have
assisted me a Director of the Acquisition Career
Management Office (ACMO). 1 look forward to OU1f~
continued association in future endeavors.
COL Edward Cerutti

Consolidation Of Army Testing
As a result of an Army Science Board recommendation
approved in June 1996, the Department of the Army has
announced the consolidation and reorganization of
Army testing commands. The consolidation of the .s.
Army Operational Test and Evaluation Command
(OPTEC) and the Army Materiel Command's (AMC's)
Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) into the U.S.
Army Test and Evaluation Command (ATEC) is not a
downsizing initiative, but a step to improve the efficiency
of Army testing and evaluation.
Effective Oct. I, 1999, OPTEC will be shifted to ATEC
and assume its name. The headquarters of ATEC will
remain at OPTEC's current location in Alexandria, VA.
TECOM will now be a subordinate command of ATEC
and will remain located at Aberdeen Proving Ground
(APG) , MD.
TECOM will be renamed the Army
Developmental Test Command (ADTC). AMC will retain
installation management responsibility for Al'G and
Aberdeen Garrison operations. The transfer of TECOM
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to ATEC will include responsibility for all TECOM te
ranges (including Aberdeen Test Center) and fo
installation management of Yuma Proving Ground,
Dugway Proving Ground, UTi and White Sands Mis il
Range, M.
The Test and Experimentation Command (TEXCO
will remain at Fort Hood, TX, and be redesignated th
Army Operational Test Command (AOTC). The OPTE
Evaluation Analysis Center (EAC), located at APG, ~
the Operational Evaluation Command (OEC), located i
Alexandria, VA, will be consolidated into a ne'
subordinate command of ATEC, the Army EvaluatiQ
Center (AEC). AEC will be headquartered in Alexandri
VA. However, EAC personnel will remain located at AP
The new organization will be responsible for.
developmental and operational test and evaluatio
currently being performed by TECOM and OPTEC, It
will report to the Army Vice Chief of Staff via tlle Assista
Vice Chief of taff.
•
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